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Sketch of the Life and the Work of the
Late Benjamin Ryan Tillman
r:\JAMIX RYAN TI I.I.MAX was born in the year 1>47. a period so situated in
historical records as to make young Tillman at just the right aire to feel an
exaggerated impression of the events leading up to ami resulting in the War
between the States.
Immediately following the dose of the war there sprang up in South Caro-
lina the so-called "Carpet-bag" and negro rule government. In Istg the gov-
ernment again fell into the hands of the political survivors of aristocracy, and
thus it remained for fourteen years, or until 1890. In the meantime, after the
redemption of the state in lsTO. there developed among the people a restless idea that
the masses—the middle cdasses or so-called "common people"—did not have a proper
voice in the affairs of the government Great dissatisfaction at the old-time political
aristocracy, and much complaint of "Bourbons" and "ring rule" was strongly manifested
in such feeling of unrestfulness. The people, then, were being prepared for the jrather-
iiiir storm, which was soon to hurst into a mighty political revolution. They had not
Jon;: to wait.
In is-sr, Benjamin Ryan Tillman launched at Bennettsville S. ('.. a strong attack
upon what he termed •dry rot' in South Carolina resulting in the culmination of this
restless spirit in a strong movement among farmers and in the final perfection of a
farmers' organization. Knowing the conditions of the masses of the people, Tillman,
himself a farmer, taking as his model the gallant "Eagle of Edgefield" and profiting by
the experience- of the days of 'To. announced himself a candidate for governor under the
auspices and with the support of this farmer organization. It was a drastic campaign
and bitter. The convention representing Mr. Tillman's views provided for a joint debate
to lie held at each county scat between their candidate and any others put forward.
Some of South Carolina's most brilliant men joined issue with Mr. Tillman in the cam-
paign. Bitter attacks were made against him : but his keen wit. his brilliant intellect,
and his ready retort equipped him to return bitterness for bitterne-s. and he was elected
governor by a handsome majority.
Two years later, in 1892, he was again put forth as a candidate for governor. He
was opposed in the primaries by a former executive of the State. Ex-Governor John •;.
Sheppard. and a worthy opponent he was. Tillman had. however, so intrenched himself
in the hearts of the masses that he was re-elected after a hot and exciting campaign.
A- governor for a second term. Tillman increased his hold on the regard and affection
of his people to such an extent that he was elected at the expiration of his term of office
in 1894 to the United States Senate, defeating in a memorable campaign the gallant
Matthew C. Butler. In this capacity as a public man he served until his death.
During his official career as governor. Tillman devoted a great deal of his time and
attention to the firm and final establishment of Clemson Agricultural College. Much
confusion has arisen as to just who it is that deserves credit for the establishment of
such a needed institution, and some contend that it was not the work of Tillman because
he did not come into power until December of 1s«hi. As a matter of fact the legislature
of 1888 accepted the bequest of Thomas G. Clemson. providing for the establishment of
the college and in l^sJt. made provision for the construction of the buildings. It must
not be overlooked, however, that the institution had its beginning in the famous agitation
which Tillman set in motion in lss..j : for it was this which forced the acceptance of the
will of Thomas G. Clemson in 1888. In Clemson College, his dream became a realization,
and he lived to see it one of the greatest agricultural colleges in America.
Another of the most enduring monuments to Senator Tillman's devotion to the cause
of education is his part in the establishment of an institution for the technical training
of the jdrls of South Carolina. It is true that Winthrop College, as an institution, was
founded in ls^T. but not until 1891 did the state, directly as a result of his far seeinsr
statesmanship towards the education of our girls, finally make provision for its firm
establishment at Rook Hill. S. C. These two things alone stand out as crowning works
of the great man that he was.
But this is not all. He established the state dispensary system, limiting the manufac-
ture and sale of whiskey, and this paved the way for the complete abolition of the whiskey
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traffic in South Carolina. He was prominent in bringing about the primary system for
the naming of candidates for the Democratic Tarty. He brought about the holding of a
constitutional convention which settled the negro suffrage question in South Carolina.
He caused a better system of analysis and inspection of fertilizers, saving the fanners
from immense loss through misrepresented goods of unscrupulous fertilizer manufacturers,
and he introduced a movement for the betterment of the common schools, placing within
the reach of every boy and girl in the state an education as adequate as that afforded by
the average school.
Senator Tillman did not enter the Senate, as many do. a man unknown beyond the
limits of his own state. His reputation preceded his coming. Being reckless as he was
in the use of language, of which he had acquired ample command, he had become a pic-
turesque figure in the public mind, and his entrance into the Senate greatly excited the
public curiosity as to what he should do in such a great body. The excitement was vivid
and strong, for it was underst 1 that he intended to revolutionize the Senate, as he had
revolutionized the State of South Carolina. This he did not do: but because he was a man
naturally of strong good sense and open convictions, he came yet through no sacrifice of
principle, not only to accept the Senate but to be one of its chief defenders, and a most
ardent supporter of its habits and traditions.
Of his work in the Senate enough cannot be written. Let us merely mention some
of the most prominent achievements growing from his relentless efforts. With untiring
efforts he labored as a member and later as chairman of the Committee on Naval Affairs
to make the American Navy sufficiently large to discharge its responsibilities. The re-
wards of his efforts came in terms of human life when our Navy, second only to that of
Great Britain, with those of our Allies made it possible for America to place upon the
fields of France more than two million American soldiers without the loss of a single
American transport. He fought "special privileges:" he violently opposed the exorbitant
prices charged for steel plates used in making battleships, and it was because of a fierce
assault upon the steel trust that he won the lasting and honored title of •"Pitchfork Ben."
Under this title he succeeded in establishing, after fifteen years of contention, an armour
plate factory, a crowning monument to his efforts. Tillman took an active part in se-
curing the enactment of the amendatory interstate commerce act of 1906, giving the In-
terstate Commerce Commission the power to make rates in interstate commerce. He de-
manded and got a greater and more elastic currency—he was active in the framing of a
multitude of important measures, always fearlessly and firmly representing what he
honestly believed to be to the interest of the people of the United States.
And why such ^rreat activity, such notable success? Born of poor parentage, Tillman
had not the advantage of a full college education: he was rough and stormy in the eyes
of the public. Then why these wonderful achievements V We shall see:
Beneath the stormy outlines of his features there surged a kindly nature, plenty of
humor, seriousness of puritose. and sincerity of conviction. He was able and forceful, a
wonderful man in energy and perseverance, never at a standstill, always moving to new
and larger fields. He is discussed as being one of the most striking and picturesque
characters in the public life of America. No one interested or attracted the attention of
the public more than he. His mental faculties and his physical appearance were each
peculiarly fascinating. He possessed a strong, robust and compact body: a firm, decisive
step: a large, expansive, and magnificent brow: clear, dark, and fearless eyes: a firm and
resolute mouth and chin, indicative of unflinching courage and resolution. He had a
Strong, clear, and penetrating voice, falling pleasantly on the ears, never monotonous
lecause frequently tinged with sarcasm or resounding with indignation. Could he fail'.'
However defiant, however rough, however bold, he spoke his simple honest convictions
and in that he was fortified. He had no fear of consequences, depending upon his rugged,
sterling honesty to strengthen his position on every question. He knew no middle ground
but always fought the fight to a finish, and he was a most powerful advocate and a most
dangerous opponent. Not in high strung phazes of oratory, not in sugar coated, glistering
speech, but in persistent sledjre blows he delivered his argument, always assuming that
the end justified the means— and he usually won. And this is the secret of his power:
he was honest, he was faithful, he was true. In his private life it is s : ,i,i that he was
lovable, morally clean and honorable. He scorned duplicity and falsehood, loathing a lie.
As a husband he was devoted and tender: as a father, kind and good; as a man. firm
and true.
Of him it may amply be said. "He was of the truly great"
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ROBERT LEE ATKINSON
Robert Lee Atkinson was born at Lowryville, S. C, May 10, 1899. He was pre-
pared for college in the Armenia School near his home, and in the fall of 1915 he en-
tered Clemson that he might become better fitted for the great work he hoped to do.
In October he was stricken with Influenza, which later developed into Pneumonia
On October fifth, after a brave fight of more than a week, during which time he faced
Death with a smile always on his face, he quietly passed into another world. His
death cannot but have recalled to those who saw him die, those lines of Bryant when
he said,
"So live that when thy summons comes to join the innumerable caravan that moves
to that mysterious realm where each shall take his chamber in the silent halls of death,
thou go not like the quarry slave at night scourged to his dungeon; but sustained by
an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
about him and lies down to pleasant dreams."
Robert was an excellent student, a devout Christian, and a man.
May "Chief's" life and death inspire us to higher things.
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The Engineering Building
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The Old Babe lcks
The Middle Barracks
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The New Barracks
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The John ('. Calhoun Mansion
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To Professor David Hill Henry
An alumnus of whom Clemson is justly proud, we the
Class of '19, take this opportunity to express our sincere
thanks for his great interest in college activities, and in
particular for the valuable aid. both financial and otherwise,
which he has given unselfishly in the preparation of this
volume of "Taps."
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.Alma Mater
Where the Blue Eidge yawns its greatness,
Where the Tigers play:
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Eeign supreme ahvay.
CHORUS
1 >ear old Clemson we will triumph,
And with all our might
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
We will dream of greater conquests
vor our past is grand.
And her sons have fought and conquered
Every foreign land.
Where the mountains smile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale,
Here the Tiger lair is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.
We are brothers strong in manhood,
For we work and strive.
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Ever in our lives.
A. C. CoitroKAX. '19
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3Dr. W. M. Riggs. President
Pa^ Seventeen
Alan Johnstone
M. L. Donaldson
J. E. Wannamakeb
W. W. Bradley
R. I. Manning
A. F. Lever
S. A. Burns
R. H. TlMMEBMAN
S. T. McKeown
J. J. Evans
I. M. Mauldin
B. H. Bawl
First District
Second District
Third District
Fourth District
Fifth District
Sixth District
Seventh District
LIFE MEMBERS
TERM EXPIRES 1920
TERM EXPIRES 1922
Board of Visitors
1918-M0
II. T. Morrison
E. L. Buckingham
B. B. Gossett
R. A. Cooper
A. L. Gaston
D. T. McKeitiian
Thos. G. McLeod
Newberry,. S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
St. Matthews, S. C.
Abbeville, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Peak, S. C.
Anderson, S. C.
Batesburg, S. C.
Cornwell, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
. Pickens, S. C.
Lexington, S. C.
McClellanville, S.
Ellenton. S. C.
Anderson. S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Chester, S. C.
Darlington, S. C.
Bishopville, S. C.
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Administrative Officers
Walter Mebkitt Riggs, B.S.. E.M.E., LL.D.,
President.
Charles Stkbbins Doggett.
Director of Textile Department.
Samuel Broadus Earle. A.M.. M.E..
Director of Engineering Department.
Richard Xewmax Brackett. Ph.D..
Director of Chemical Department.
William Williams Loxg. M.S.,
Director of Extension and State Agent of Farm Demonstration Work.
Fred Harvey Hall Calhoux. Ph.D..
Director of Resident Teaching. Agricultural Department.
Hexrt Walter Barre, B.S.. M.A.,
Director of Research. Experiment Station.
Hexrt F. McFeeley.
Captain U. S. Array (Retired), Commandant.
David Wistab Daxiel, A.M., Litt.D..
Acting Director of Academic Department.
Alexaxder May Redferx, B.S.. M.D.,
Surgeon.
Jame> Corcorax Littlejohx, B.S.,
Registrar and Assistant to the President.
Samuel Wilds Evaxs,
Treasurer and Secretary Board of Trustees.
Katherixe Bocquet Trescot,
Librarian.
College Ministers
Rev. Ellis
Rev. Driggers
Rev. Davis
Baptist
Methodist
Presbvterian
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Academic Department
David Wistar Daniel. A.B.. A.M., Litt.D. .Acting Director. Professor of English
Cjtat.LES Mannin ; Furman, A.B Emeritus Professor of English
Wilul*m Sii'xxox Morrison, A.B. . . .Professor of History and Political Economy
Samuel Jlanee Martin, a.ti Professor of Mathematics
Thomas Grayson Poa~s. I Professor of Physics
\i i's ' n . Shanklin, B q Associate Professor of Mathematics
Joseph Everet"" Hunter, B.S Assistant Profe or of Mathmatics and
Assistant to the Registrar
Mark Edward Eraol..i . A.B Assistant Professor of English
Burr Harrison Johnstone, A.B As. istant Professor of Mathematics
Alesteb Gardix Holmes, B.S Assistant Professor of History
Lawrence Andrew SeaSe, B.S Assistant Professor of English
William Eugene Speas, A.B.. A.M Assistant Professor of Physics
Benjamin Johxstox Wells. A.B.. M.A Instructor in Mathematics
James Eesrtne Mc Daniel. A.B.. A.M Instructor in English
Ernest Lloyd Mackie. A.B Instructor in Mathematics
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Agricultural Department
Fred Harvey Hall Calhoun, Pli.D,
Henry Walter Barre, B.S., MA..
Di..
. rrofessor of Geology and
Mineralogy
•••h : Professor of botanv and
. . . Px'oi "• of Poultry • r-n«bandry
Professof oJ Agricultural Education
Associate Professor of Horticulture
1 director
Battel k.
Charles Carter Newman, B e Pi sor of . ^culture
Albert Frederick Conradi, B S.A., I" A. . . .Profes of Entomology 5ooiog
Hazel Cover Collings, Ph.D Professor oi . 'omy
C. L. Morgan, B.S Professor of Animal Husbandry
Walter Winston Fi^patrn k. B.S.A Professor of Dairying
Robert Olivej; Feeley, D.V.S
Franklin Creighton Hare
Verd Peterson, B.s. MA
W. J. Young, B.s
Carl P. Blackwell, M.S Professor of Agronomy
Olin Mitchell Clark, B.S \ssistant Professor of Agronomy
William Barre Aull, B.s Assistant Professor of Bacteriology
William K. McGill, B.S Assistant Professor of Veterinary Science
James W. Buchanan, B.s Assistant Professor of Veterinary Science
Duane B. RosENKRANS, A.B., MA. .Assistant Professor of Botany and Bacteriology
Will Giles Crandall, B.S Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education
Miss Mary IT. Evans Assistant Professor of Entomology and Zoology
Miss Mable E. Stehle Assistant Professor of Botany
Miss E. C. Converse Assistant Botanist and Plant Pathologist
Joe. H, Beeley, B.S Assistant Research Hi * -mologisl
Elias P. Earle, B.S Instructor in Farm Machinery
L. B. Cannon, B.S Assistant in Dairying
2
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Engineering Department
Samuel Broadus Earle, A.M..M.E. . Director; Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Waltei; Merritt Rigos, B.S., E.M.E., LL.I). .Consulting Professor of Engineering
Hale Houston, C'.E Professor of Civil Engineering
Frank Townes Dargan, M.S Professor of Electrical Engineering
John Weems Gaxtt Associate Professor of Forge and Foundry
Styles Trenton Howard, B.M.E Associate Professor of Machine Shop Work
Samuel R. Rhodes. P>.S Associate Professor of Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering
WlLLISTON WlGHTMAN Ki.ucn. B.S. .Associate Professor of Drawing and Designing
Miss Wolcott, B.S Assistant Professor of Architecture
H. B. Crossmax. B.S Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
John Logax Marshall, B.S Instructor in Wood Work
Walter R. Nelson* Instructor in Drawing
Military) Department
Colonel Henry F. McFeely. Captain V. S. A. Retired,
Professor of Military Science and Tactics; Commandant of Cadets.
Lieutexaxt-Coloxel S. A. Porter, B.S \ssistant Commander of Cadets
Major Edwin Hugh Agnew, B.S. ... . .Assistant Commandant of Cadets
Lieutenant John B. Olson", U. S. A . .Assistant Professor of Military Science and
Tactics
Captain John E. Oiserg. Sergeant, First Class, Medical Corps. Retired
Quartermaster
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Ckemical Department
Eichard Newman Bkackett, Ph.D Director; Professor of Chemistry
David Hill Henry, B.S Professor of Chemistry
Guy Fleming Lipscomb, B.S., Ph.D Associate Professor of Chemistry
John Harris Mitchell, M.S Assistant Professor of < ihemistry
Claude Furman Inman, B.S. . . Instructor in Chemistry
Benjamin Freeman, B.S Assistant in Chemistry
A, ,*%
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Textile Department
Charles Stebbins Doggett. . . .Director; Professor Textile Chemistry
and Dyeing
Claude Wightman McSwaix. B.S. .Associate Professor of Weaving and Designing
William G yhdixer Blair Assistant Professor of Carding
and Spinning
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President Riggs Goes to France
When the Overseas Educational Commission petitioned the Board of Trustees
for President Riggs' services as a Director on the overseas board, it was not a ques-
tion as to whether our President wanted to go or whether he wanted to stay, hut a
question of "where lies the greater opportunity for real service?*' Dr. Piggs left
Clemson College on February 8, 1919. with the firm conviction that his absence
from the College would be justified by his services abroad. He sailed for France
from Xew York harbor a few days later. President Piggs will return to Clemson
about August 15, 1919.
Before giving up his Presidential duties for the remainder of this session, Dr.
Piggs expressed deep regret at his being unable to award diplomas to the cla.-s of '19
but left the assurance that his heart was still with this College, and said that unless
providentially hindered he would return to his work here with added experience and
brighter hopes for a future Clemson.
The class of '19 extends to him its best wishes for the success of his work in
France and a pleasant return to Clemson College. Professor S. B. Earle, Director
of the Engineering Department is acting President in the absence of Dr Riggs.
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Senior Class Roll
Anil, G. H.
Austin. W. L.
Bankhead. J. B.
Barnes, W. M.
Bates, J. M.
Baskin, J. L.
Berly, B. H.
Bodie, D. D.
Bradford. Z. B.
Brown, H. W.
Campbell, C D.
Campbell, T. A.
Cbambliss. P. B.
demons, S. P.
Cook, W. S.
Corcoran, A. C.
Cornwell. M. M.
Coward, C. C.
Cox, G.
Davis. W. M.
Derhani, J. H.
Dial, J. C
Dnggan, I. W.
Dwigbt. F, M.
Elliott, H. M.
Folk. M. H.
Gaines, B. G.
Gallegly, ,T. M.
Gamble, J. P.
Garrison. L. C.
Glenn. W. T.
Gordon, W. W.
Gray, J. L.
Graves. H. E.
Hall, J. B
Hamrick, L. A.
Harper, J. K.
Hart. W. L.
Herring, L. ( '.
Hicks. B.C.
Hill, G. 0.
Hoffmeyer, H. G. G.
Hollitield. J. F.
Hubster. E. G.
Jones, J. E.
Jones. 8. C.
Kay. L. B.
Kennerly, W. J.
Kinsey, H. M.
Kirkpatrick. M. H.
Kittles. T. J.
Leppard, B. T.
Leslie, F. H.
Martin. A. F.
Marvin. B.
Mays. W. H.
McCord, W. L.
McCown. M. T.
McDermid, J. A.
McEachern, J. J.
McHugb. M. L.
Metts, J. C.
Montgomery, H. D.
Morecock, F. M.
Nelson, \V B.
Xowell. J. L.
Palmer. G. D.
Parler, J W.
Parrot, F. L.
Pepper. F. F.
Plexieo. P. S.
Pridmore, R. M.
Quattlebaum, W. M.
Beeves. E. F.
Robertson, J. II.
Rode, X. I".
Rogers, W. B.
Rnsh, J. I).
Sanders, H. ('.
Sawyer, W. S.
Shields, H. L. B.
Short, W. J.
Singleton. G. H
Singleton. J. M.
Smith, F. Pi.
Stender, B
Suber, F. L.
Tb rower. G. G.
Tollison, P. L.
Truett, L. T.
Truluck. W. F.
Vara, R. I.
Wallace. F M.
Wallace. W. H.
Watkins, C. S
Watkins, J. S.
Wilkins. P. T.
Wolfe. J. J
o
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SENIOR
President .... J. B. Bankhead
Vice-President, W. W. Gordon
Sec. & Treas., R. L. Yarn
Historian . . . . R. Marvin
Chaplain R. H. Berly
Class' 19
JUNTOS
D. Haltiwanger
J. H. Robertson
J. B. Bankhead
J. M. Xeil
H. M. Elliott
SOPHOMORE FRESHMEX
W. H. Wallace U. X. Cullum
J. S. Watkins V. Cogswell
D. Haltiwanger 0. B. Boggs
W. H. Washington W. A. Allison
F. M. Wallace
Poet W. M. Quattlebaum J. S. Watkins
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Miss Ba.vkiikad
Sponsor Senior Class
<
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GEORGE HUBERT AULL
Pomaria. S. ('.
"\o man has done his duty until he has
done his best."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private : Sergeant : Supply Sergeant, S. A. T.
c. ; Senior Private : Sergeant.
Treasurer. Vice-President. President Agricul-
tural Society : Reporting Critic. President
Columbian Literary Society : Advertising
Manager. Editor-in-Chief The Tiger : Asso-
ciate Editor. Business Manager The Agricul-
tural Journal : Advertising Manager Taps '19 ;
Y. M. C. A. Editor The Chronicle : Winner
The Barrett Company Prize Essay '18; Pro-
motion Committee: Bible Class Leader 17.
'18; Chairman Bible Study Committee '18-
'lit : Y. M. C. A. Cabinet ; Blue Ridge Con-
ference 'IS: Picked Company IT: Member
Chemistry Science Club; Member "Non-Com."
Club: Member Newberry County Club;
Y. M. C. A.
The realm of science is penetrated by an
untiring worker who goes into the light
of things and brings forth facts. Such is
the character of our comrade. "Crip" Aull.
who has done his share in making the
class of '19 what it is now. "Crip" is in-
terested in all forms of literary and scien-
tific work. He is a dreamer who puts his
dreams into effect and makes his environ-
ment a place of realization. In literary
society and student publication work
"Crip" is an insistent worker, but his
specialty is Chemistry, and it is believed
that he gains most of his inspiration while
penetrating the secrets, which nature
yields with hard application.
WILLIAM LOWERT AUSTIN
Seneca, s. c.
"Speak well of everyone, if you speak
of him nt nil—Xo one of us is very good"
AGRONOMY ANT) HORTICULTURE
Private : Corporal : Sergeant : First Sergeant ;
Second Lieutenant Infantry V. S. A.
Calhoun Literary Society : Corporal Picked Com-
p'liv IT: Charter President Christian En-
deavor Society : Bible Class Leader : Oconee
County Club: First Sergeant's Club: "Shave
Tail" Club; Senior Dancing Club..
"Bill." while inspecting "moonshine
stills" in the back-woods of Oconee Coun-
ty, was captured by the educational au-
thorities, tried and sentenced to four
years' imprisonment at Clemson. He es-
caped last June and wandered to Platts-
burg. remaining there and receiving his
commission on September Kith, in order
to help Uncle Sam defeat the Hun. He
was sent to Camp Grant and remained
there undiscovered, until he became too
handy with his "4.">." Upon returnim:
home, he was apprehended and sent back
to Clemson to complete his sentence.
He has worked under many disadvan-
tages for his diploma with the class of '19.
Even in his deepest study, a girl's smiling
face beckons "Bill" to a romantic adven-
ture. For his future, we wish him much
success and the best of progress in every
walk of life.
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JAMES BOYCE BANKHEAD
Chester. S. C.
"(rirc to the world the best you have,
And the best willCome back to you."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Corporal : First Sergeant ; Captain : S. A. T. C. :
Major ; R. O. T. C. : Captain and Quarter-
Master.
President Senior Class ; Editor-in-Chief T.\rs
'10
; Editor-in-Chief The Tiger ; Vice-President
Block "C" Club; Secretary and Treasurer
Junior Class ; Secretary First Sergeant's
Club ; Vice-President Chemistry Science Club ;
Assistant Business Manager Agricultural
Journal : President Chester County Cluh ;
Commencement Marshal 'IS ; Varsity Base-
ball 'lS-'lO ; Athletic Council 'IS'10 ; Junior
and Senior Ring Committees : Class Football
'lti, '17. '18; Member Junior Class Champ-
ions '18 ; Class Baseball '17 ; Cheer Leader ;
Agricultural Society : Secretary and Super-
intendent Cadet Sunday School ; Recommend-
ing Committee for
Y. M. C. A. ; Member
mittee : Pres. and See.
Literary Society.
Known as "Yars" at Clemson, this boy
blew in in September of 1915 and has been
{join}; since in all phases of college life.
Tho' small in size. "Yars" has taken a
prominent part in athletics. He played
left end on our class football team for
three years. Baseball is his specia'ty.
winning his name and block "<"' in this
branch. "Varsity" is earnest in literary
work, and he doesn't fail to "shoot " the
English Department. He edited "The
Tiger" the first term, and Taps '19 claims
"Yars" as its editor. He is also the able
"Pilot" of our Senior Class.
With all these duties still he finds time
to write to "Dear Girl
"
Tats '1!) Staff;
Junior Honor Com-
and Treas. Palmetto
-Oh .'
thine."
WILSON MASSEY BARNES
Spartanburg, S. C.
br nu/ friend, nnd tench ni< to In
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Sergeant; Sergeant-Major ; Plattsburg
Captain : C. A. <>. T. s. ; Firsi Lteuten-
Battalion Adjutant; Senior B
Private
Camp
am and
T. C
Columbian Literary Society; Vice-President,
Junior Dancing Club; Vice-Pfesldent, Spar-
tanburg City Club; Sophomore and Senior
Dancing Clubs; Thalran club: The "Hobo"
Club : Y. M. c. A.
That "Whitey" is a fair representative
of the "City of Success." we may well say.
He came to Clemson four years ago with
his mind fully made up to become a civil
engineer. The path has been steep and
rocky, but judging from appearances be Is
rapidly developing Into a successful
"Hobo." notwithstanding the fact that his
fondness for dancing has almost gotten the
better of him several times
Although being a man of few words, his
ready smile and bis willingness to help
others have won for "Whitey" an enviable
place in the class of 19. He is one whom
we are all proud to call a friend.
He entered the Heavy Artillery Officers'
Training School at Fort Monroe in the
fill of '18 and was nearing a commission
when the Kaiser called quits. Like many
other members Of the das- of 19 he re-
turned to complete his course. Always a
hard worker, "Whitev's" many friends
may justly expect to see him an outstand-
ing figure in his chosen profession within
the next few years.
Thirty -
JOSEPH McCORD BATES
"Today old friend, remember still; that
I am Joe and you ore Bill."
AGRONOMY
Corporal : First Sergeant : Captain : Senior
R. O. T. C. : S. A. T. C. : C. O. T. S .
President. Vice-President, Secretary of Calhoun
Literary Society : Winner Declaimer's Medal
Calhoun Society 1918 : Vice-President Agri-
cultural Society : Chronicle Staff '19 : Com-
mencement Marshall '18 : Block "C" Club '10;
Varsity Football is : scrub Football 'IT;
Class Football "16. '17. '18 : Junior Class
Football Coach '19 : Secretary IS. President
'19 of Richland County Club: First Ser-
geant's Club '18 : Sophomore. Junior. Senior
Dancing Clubs: v. M. C. A. : Bibb- Study '1C.
IT, '18. '10: ricked Company 17.
"Joe Me," this big frank man. hails
from the wild swamps of the Wateree.
Much excitement was in the home when
Joe was told by his parents to get ready
to go to Clemson College. When he was
being groomed, it was such a difficult task
to rid his hair of cockle-burrs that he lost
nearly all of it during the operation. On
arriving at Clemson. Joe came face to face
with Civilization. His ready smile and
pleasant disposition have won numerous
friends, especially among the opposite
sex. On the varsity eleven, he is the big
man that played tackle. Joe has an ex-
cellent college record and a future of great
success. With his masterful flow of ora-
tory and his sincerity, he will soon con-
vince the people of Richland County that
he is a good Legis'ator. as well as a good
farmer.
JAMES LOVE RASKIN
Lowndesville, S. C.
"All's well that ends well"
HORTICULTURE
Private; Sergeant; Battery Sergeant: Candi-
date. L'nd Lieutenant : U. S. A. Senior Private.
Agricultural Society; Camp Gordon Club; Col-
umbian Literary Society ; Ex-Shavetail ; Ab-
beville County Club.
"J. Love" is everything his name im-
plies. He wandered in from Lowndesville
in the fall of '13. After a year's work his
roving nature lead him into the world to
try some of the more interesting experi-
ments of life. We heard no more of him
until the fall of '15. when he decided that
Clemson and the class of is was the place
for him. After two more years of hard
work he heeded the call of Uncle Sam.
For fifteen months he served with the col-
ors, receiving his commission at the C. O.
T. S. at Camp Gordon. To our joy he
was one of the "Shavetails" that had the
determination which brings success, to en-
ter Clemson on January 2. After living
in Georgia for several months he liked
Georgia peaches so much that he decided
on Horticulture for life work. Some day
we will hear of him in the Horticultural
world of fame, because there is nothing
but success behind this great man.
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ROBERT HERMAN BERLY
Poinaria. S. C.
"The man worth while is the man that
can -smile when everything goes dead
wrong."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private : Private : Private : Senior Private.
Chaplain Senior Class : Vice-President New-
berry County Club: Field Marshall Senior
Frivate Club ; Agricultural Society.
"Rob" or "Rab," as most of us call him,
hails from the prosperous "city" of Pom-
aria. 8. G. "To know him is to love him."
ami as "Rob"' is known by everybody at
Clemson and the surrounding country, he
is a very popular fellow. He delights in
wearing sweaters, especially red ones, al-
though Colonel seems to object to the red
one. Heretofore we never looked upon
"Rob" as an especially studious fellow,
but he surprised as by taking one of the
hardest courses he could find in college.
Any time he may be found laboring over
a LECTURE REPORT "Rob" decided to
become a school teacher when he visited
the Cedar Grove School in Anderson Coun-
ty. If he continues in his work like he
has started, he is sure to even surpass his
ideal. "Rob's"' sweetest pastime is hunt-
ing chickens. As Field Marshall of the
Senior Private Club. "Rob" has shown us
what a commander he can be. Those un-
der him. without an exception, have obeyed
his instructions as to not going to Reveille.
If he succeeds in teaching as he has in
college, our future sons of Clemson will
sing praise to Dr. Berly.
DAXTZLER DAVID BODIE
Bateslmrg. S. ('.
"His armor is his honest thought,
And simple truth his utmost skill."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Corporal: First Sergeant; Major: Captain and
Regimental Adjutant : Plattsburg Training
Camp; F. A. C. <>. T. s. Camp Zachary
Taylor ; Senior R. O. T. C.
Secretary, Prosecuting Critic. Literary Critic
Columbian Literary Society : Columbian An-
nual Celebration '16, 'IT : Winner of Orator's
Medal '17: Member of Promotion Committee;
Chemistry Science Club; First Sergeant-
Club : Senior Dancing t tub ; Secretary and
Treasurer, President Saluda County ciub
:
Batterv Commander Camp Tavlor Club ;
Y. M. C. A.
•Slim" hails from the little town of
Batesluirg. Since his arrival it seems that
he was destined to be one of Colonel's fav-
orites, having held down several of the
highest military offices in the corps. Dur-
ing his rirst three years his "smoothe line'"
brought him much success in the class
room and in society work. At the begin-
ning of his senior year he answered the
call of the 'Colors." He was a candidate
at Camp Taylor and was fast beginning to
speak in artillery terms when the Kaiser
heard that be was in training and unit.
Upon returning to college he cast his lot
with the Chemists, and it did not take him
long to show "Dickey" that he has the stuff
that a chemist is made of. As for the
ladies, they flock after him, and we don't
blame them. With his ability the future
can hold nothing hut success for him. so
here's to you "D. D."
o
-<
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ZACHARY BOWMAN BRADFORD
Greenwood. S. C.
"But till we are built like angels—with
hammer and chisel and pen.
We will work for ourselves and a
woman,
Forever and ever. Amen"
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private : Sergeant ; Captain : 1'nd Lieut. Inf.
U. S. A.
Secretary and Treasurer Greenwood County
Club '18 : President Greenwood County Club
"10
; "Ex-Shave Tail" Club : Literary Critic.
Reporting Critic Palmetto Literary Society;
Chemistry Science Club: Literary Staff Taps
•19
: Senior K. O. T. C.
"Zul>" came to Clemson in the Autumn
of 191o. and for four years he has been
one of the leading men of his class. He
is earnest in his work and "shoots * in the
classroom as well as on the range. Z. B.
began his military career in the U. S.
Army at Plattsbnrg, N. Y. Later he was
transferred to ("amp Perry. Ohio, and
there was commissioned as a Second Lieu-
tenant of Infantry and assigned to the
Presbyterian College of S. C. as an in-
structor in the S. A. T. ('. unit there.
When the war ended. "Zuli" returned to
Clemson in time to graduate with his
class.
While he was a "Shave-Tail." he was a
prominent figure in many little "affairs"'
and has left a broad "trail" down the road
of loving hearts. His loyalty and gener-
ous disposition have won him a host of
friends at Clemson. May she be honored
by more like him.
HAROLD WALKER BROWN
Winnsboro. S. ('.
"To God, thy country, and thy friends
be true."
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Corporal: Sergeant; Second Lieutenant: First
Lieutenant and Battalion Adjutant : Sergeant
Major, Infantrv F. S. A. ; Second Lieutenant
Field Artillery, F. s. a.
President B-lock "C" Club : Varsity Football "16;
President "Ex-Shave-Tails" Club: Charter
Member Wade Hampton Literary Society :
Thalian Dancing Club; President Fairfield
County Club ; Track '16 and '17 : Junior E:ec-
trical Club ; Picked Company '17: Manager
Junior Football Team 17 ; Class Football '16;
V. M. C. A.: -Lucky Devils Club;" Freshman
Football Team '14 : Freshman Football Coach
'IP: Scrub Football '15; Chairman Clemson
College Branch A. I. E. E.
Predestined to finish in 'IS and a great
rival of the '19 class in his first three years
at Clemson. "Crunk" has joined our ranks
since his return from over one year's serv-
ice as a "Boot and Spur" officer in Uncle
Sam's se;vice. From the very first Har-
old has been a football star. He starred
;>s an end on one of the best Freshman
Teams had at Clemson in years. He fol-
lowed up his start and made his "('" in his
Junior year. "Crunks" faithful toe has
been the deciding factor in victory to the
Tiger eleven on more than one occasion.
He was one of the first men in college to
answer the country's call, and has seen
service from coast to coast. "Crunk" is a
good-hearted, jolly, all-round fellow, timid
among the ladies in general, altho' he does
specialize.
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CHARLES DEAN CAMPBELL
Wellford, S. C."
"'Love is everything, it is the key to
life und its influences are those that more
the world."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private : Sergeant : Corporal : Senior R. O. T.
C. : Plattsburg Training Camp : S. A. T. C.
Vice-President and Secretary Hayne Literary
Societv : Spartanburg County Club : Plant
and Animal Club : Senior Non-Com. Club :
Student Bible Class : The ••Hobo" Club ;
Y. M. C. A.
In the fall of 1915, there emerged from
his den ( a place more recently known as
Wellford) in Spartanburg Comity, a cer-
tain type of animal known as "Camel,"
who came over to Clemson to become
tamed and civilized. At first he was known
by bis associates as "Rat" Campbell, but
later on he was known scientifically as
••Charlie Horse." We are proud to say
that he was the smartest and most stu-
dious fellow in his section. He is a fellow
that is a friend to all whom he knows,
ami a friend of all who know him.
As a result of his course at Omsmi we
feel that "Charlie Horse" is ready to
launch out upon the sea of life as a Civil
Engineer. "Mae Bridges." dams, rail-
roads, highways, or something of this type
prove an object which will cause him much
enjoyable studying, calculating, and an-
ticipating in his civil engineering work.
We predict for him a most happy and suc-
cessful future.
THOMAS ALEX CAMPBELL
Tirzah, S. C.
"When hearts are true, few irorrfs will
tin.-
AGRONOMY
Corporal : First Sergeant : Captain : senior
Color Sergeant.
Reporting Critic Prosecuting Critic, Vice-Presi-
dent Palmetto Literary Society : Manager
Junior Baseball Team '18; Class Football
is: Member Football Reception Committee
is: First Sergeant's Club 'is: Camp Cordon
Club; Secretary and Treasurer. President
York County Club : Secretary Senior Non-
Coin. Club; Vice-President Plant and Animal
Club: Agricultural Society.
Alex is the sole representative of that
historic little village over in York County
called Tirzah. hence his nickname. But
there is another great man who claims this
place as his brier patch, and that tinted
person is our present railroad commis-
sioner, James M. ("ans'.er.
"Tirzah" has a winning way about him
fthicb has made him many friends among
his fellow students, as well as in Rock
Hill. Anyway, he can always tell you the
latest news from that place. "Tirzah"
joined hands with the "Straight Airs." in
order to lit himself to become a great
farmer. If he only keeps up the persist-
ence and stickability of his old fellow-
townsman. Cansler, he is bound to suc-
ceed. Here's to your success, for you are
one of the class of 1!' that has strived for
a greater Clemson. As our ways part we
turn to whisper. "Godspeed."
<
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PAUL BRYAN CHAMBLISS
Hardinsburg, Ky.
"Attempts the end. and never stands to
doubt,
Nothing's so hard hut search will find
it out."
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Private : Senior Private.
Junior Member A. I. E. E. ; Member Engineer-
ing Society '18 ; Cosmopolitan Club ; Senior
Private Club.
Ii the fall of 1915 there came to us
from "The Hills of Old Kentcky," a lad
whom we have all admired and loved, and
whom we have known as "Heck." It is in
his nature to attack the hardest problems,
so we can see why he decided to take the
electrical course at Clemson. For three
years "Heck" has been a "day cadet ;''
however, he is one of our most loyal Tigers
and his .spirit in class and college work is
surpassed by none. Oft' times we have
been entertained by Heck's recital of jokes
and experiences, which shows him to be
of a cheerful disposition. Heck firmly be-
lieves that tho his home state is noted for
pretty girls, he has found one that has the
rest beat "all hollow." We have found in
Heck a hard worker, a boy of extraordin-
ary individuality, pleasing personality, and
steady habits. We predict for him success
in all his undertakings.
"We don't know what "lectric'ty's 'bout
:
But you bet, BY HECK, we'll soon find
out."
SAMUEL PATRICK CLEMONS
Greeleyville, S. C.
"In hearts, steel is more valuable than
gold."
AGRONOMY
Corporal : Sergeant : First Sergeant ; Senior
Sergeant.
Championship Class Football '18; Vice-Presi-
dent Williamsburg County Club '18 ; Presi-
dent Williamsburg County Club '18, '10;
Camp Gordon Club : Senior Non-Com. Club
;
Y. M. C. A. 10. '-7, 18 ; Promotion Com-
mittee *18 : Reporting Critic. Literary Critic,
Vice-President Palmetto Literary Society ;
Marshal] Society Annual Celebration '18;
Winner Declaimer's Medal '17.
"Sammie" claims to hail from Greeley-
ville. although many of us doubt that such
a place exists, but after much exploration
we finally located the place. From the be-
ginning he cast his lot with the "Aggies"
and has persistently overcome the diffi-
culties and problems of the mysterious
science. Aside from his academic duties
he has a hobby of admiring musicians, es-
pecially of the "fair sex." He confiden-
tially tells us that the height of his ambi-
tion is to learn "A Perfect Day." "Sam-
mie" is a strong believer in literary society
work and has taken an active part since
he came to Clemson. He is to be envied
at the ease with which he is able to speak.
His "Irish" brogue, constant wit. and ever-
ready smile makes him a friend to all.
Regardless of what he undertakes, success
i< sure to crown his efforts, and we can
but predict assured happiness and success
for this noble son of Greeleyville.
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WILLIAM SCHLEI COOK
TinnuonsviUe. S. ('.
"It doesn't pay to worry; things trill
happen anyway"
BOTANY
Private ; Senior R. O. T. C. : 2nd. Lieut. Inf.
U. s. A. : Senior Private.
Glee Club '17: Columbian Literary Society;
Treasurer Tinitnonsville City Club : Treasurer
Florence County Club; Agricultural Society;
Senior Privates' Club: Y. M. C. A.: Platts-
burg Training ('amp : Ex-Shave-Tail" Club.
"Bill came to us from the city of Tim-
monsville and in his four years stay here
has made that city proud of him. And. if
his work here is a "fair representee" of
what he is yet to do. we are sure that he
will also make Clemson as proud as his
home town. "Bill" stuck to his work
despite many set-backs u til he was called
to service of his country. Receiving his
commission at Plattsburg, he was as-
signed for duty at Carnegie Tech. at Pitts-
burg. It was here that he made a great
record—with the fairer sex. And we are
fortunate that one of them did not keep
him in Pittsburg. However. "Bill" es-
caped and returned to us as a Senior in
January. A lad of admirable traits, fine
character, and steady habits, his only
weakness is girls. To "Tigers," he is all
loyalty': to his work, all devotion: to
friends, all friendliness: to others, all
generosity; and we predict that to life he
will be a success.
ALBERT CLEVELAND CORCORAN
Charleston. S. ('.
"All great deed* arc built of small ef-
forts upon a foundation of labor."
TEXTILE EX( ; I N EER [NG
Private-: Private: Sergeant: 1st Lieutenant;
Major.
Sergeant-at-Arms, Censor, Prosecuting Critic,
Recording Secretary, Corresponding Secre-
tary, President Carolina Literary Society ;
Junior Literary Editor. Literary Editor Tin'
Chronicle: Chief Literary Editor Taps '19
Staff : Junior Cla<s Football Team : Bible
Class: Ex-Shave-Tail Club: Secretary and
Treasurer Charleston County Club : Picked
Platoon Plattsburg Training Camp : Society
Orator's Medal '17: 2nd. Lieutenant C. s. A.
"Allie" has fittingly been called the
genius of the class, and his record ir the
many student activities in which he has
engaged is an enviable one. As a poet and
a story writer, he has won great praise
from Ins comrades, but it seems that he
treasures mosl of all the heart won to him
by his wonderful pen. His very life is
oiie of love, and is so because he himself
has realized that the glory of life is to love
and to give.
In literary society work Albert has mer-
ited and won the highest honors. Besides
successfully competing in several orator-
ical and debating contests, he. as its presi-
dent, skillfully piloted his society back to
its rightful position after it bad been dis-
organized during the days of the S. A. T.
C.
:
o
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MARION MOBLEY CORXWELL
Chester. S. ( '.
"Stom ir<tl!x da not n prison make, nor
iron Imrs a cagt ."
ARCHITECTURE
Private: Private; Private; Color Sergeant;
Private : Kir-t Sergeant ; Prisoner : Corporal.
tary and Treasurer "18, Vice-President
Chester Club; Vice-President Gargoyle Club;
Palmetto Literary Society : Sergeant-at-Anns :
Assistant Art Editor ..u-s "18. Art Editor
"19; Local Editor Tiger; Cross Country Team
'IS, Manager *19; Track Manager "19; Senior
R. ii. T. C. : s. a. T. C. : Plattsburg ramp.
Some many years before rhe war. a
young fellow, who was to make Captains
and Lieutenants gray-haired, saw the light
• if day in Chester, S. C. This fellow was
Marion Cornwell, later designated as
"Pint.*' He has a pleasant disposi-
tion and a kindly manner, which has
won for him many friends, both in
school, ami on the Hill—especially the lat-
ter. "Pint*' is also an architect of some
note and won a mention in the Southern
Competition of li'ls. But he is not stop-
ping with this and has declared his in-
tentions of taking tirsr or none this year.
"Pint" was not able to impress on the
military authorities his military ability
and so has remained in the select few.
but we all know that "Pint" is well up on
military affair-, especially the treatment
of prisoners. Also he has a commanding
voice, and if you ever hear someone yell
"pour it in. old hoy. pour it in her." you
may know that it is "Pint."
CHARLES CLIPTO'S COWARD
Cheraw. J?. C.
"Worrjf never mode nun great; irhu
tskomld I worry!"
BOTANY
Private: Sergeant : Chaplain Bayne Literary
Society : Agricultural Society : Treasurer
Senior Non-Corn. Club : Y. M. C A.
Clifton, or "Doc." as he is known to
everyone, hails from "Charming Cheraw."
rhe "Tip Top Town." As this is a real
agricultural producing section, it is hut
natural that "Doc"" should choose the ag-
ricultural course at Clemson. In spite of
"Doctor's" name, he has bravely attacked
the difficult studies and other hardships,
and is finishing with a marked decree of
success . "Doc"* has That rare gift of be-
ing able to tit in just where circumstances
may put him. hence he is very popular
among the students, and the same is true
regarding the faculty. P.e-ddes beii -
very able man in the course of Botany,
"Doc"' -eems slightly inclined towards Hor-
ticulture, especially in so far as the
[reservation of peaches are concerned.
Peeling sure of this self-confident.
going little man. we have _rreat hoj.es for
him in the Botanical World, and expect to
see his name carved high upon the rock
of famous achievement-.
Thirty-t
GUY COX
Woodruff. S. C.
"What I say unto you, I say unto all;
watch."
AGRONOMY
Sergeant : Major ; 2nd Lieut. Inf. D. S. Army.
Vice-President Calhoun Literary Society; Agri-
cultural Society : Vice-President "Ex-Shave-
Tail" Club; President Spartanburg County
Club : ('lass Football '18.
Our class has been fortunate in having
this •'Specimen.
-
' Guy, oftentimes called
"Hard Guy." has beeu a faithful "Tiger"
ever since his arrival at Clemson. He
spent his "Rat year" on the memorial Hall
number (12) Twelve, but he came through
the test solid metal. Since his stay with
us Guy has shot 'em all. When Woodruff
is mentioned. Guy listens with interest.
true 'tis home, but something more. Some-
one else will be there when he comes. Guy
attended both camps at Plattsburg. after
receiving his commission he was stationed
at Cam]) Grant and was there when "The
Racket Quit." Since bis return to Clem-
son. Major Guy holds down the "Police
Department." Guy is not as "Hard" as
the "Rats" would have you think he is.
He is to all of us a friend. We predict.
that in the near future be will be raising
cows, ducks, pigs. "X'Kverything" that
comes under the head of Agronomy.
WALTER MARTIN DAVIS
Princeton S. C.
"/ would be true, for there lire those irho
trust me;
I would lie friend to nil -the foe. the
friendless."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private; Company Clerk; Corporal; Sergeant;
First Lieutenant ; Member S. A. T. C. ;
Critic Calhoun Literary Society: "Wintlirop
Guards" 'IT: Senior Dancing Club; President
Bible Class: Assistant Leader Bible Class :
Vice-President Sunday School class: Mem-
ber It. V. P. I'.: Senior "Non-Corn." Club;
V'ice-Presidenl Laurens Comity club: Chem-
istry Science Club; Agricultural Society.
In September 1915, the Princeton com-
munity entrusted to Clemson's keeping a
iad of which both the community and the
college may justly lie proud. The con-
genial nature of "Sarge" combined with
his disposition of being quick to lend and
s ow to borrow lias won for him a warm
place in the hearts of all his comrades.
In his .Junior year "Sarge" realized, after
a long correspondence with a student of
Limestone College, the potential possibil-
ities of agriculture in the lime soils sur-
rounding that place, and as a result de-
cided to take Agricultural Chemistry as
His major subject. Since that time, how-
ever, his interests have shifted to a more
promising locality, and now he soon ex-
pects to be analyzing the rocks of Rock
Hill. S. C. As a "lady's man." "Sarge"
has no equal.
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JOSEPH HENRY DERHAM
Green Sea. S. ('.
"Lo\-f (tnd leisure are th> companion*
of youth.'"
AGRONOMY
Corporal : Sergeant : First Sergeant, Lieuten-
ant : Senior Sergeant; K. O. T. C. :
S. A. T. C. : C. O. T. S.. Camp Gordon.
Hurry County Club: Camp Gordon Club: Senior
Non-Corn. Club : Agricultural Society : Caro-
lina Literary Society : Plant and Animal Club.
You probably would aever think ir. but
"Dicky" had an idea one day. "I believe I
will try the "Timers" lair, maybe that will
take some of the greenness out of me."
said "Dicky." as he sauntered along one of
the sandy roads of his beloved Horry.
"Dicky" finally mustered enough courage
to board a train for Clemson. While wait-
ing in Columbia, during a change of cars.
he saw the City Hall. "What church is
that?" our rustic wanted to know. No,
you can't pull anything like that on him
these days, he has shed his rusticism and
has become one of the most enlightened
products of the present regime. In fact,
he has no hesitancy whatever in proposing
to match you for the odd "jit" any old
time. Joe's many friends sincerely wish
him the many good things which are cer-
tainly his due.
JAMES CARLISLE DIAL
Laurens. S. C.
"hi stature small,
Hut just tin samt man to aU."
AGRONOMY
Private : Senior Private.
Thalian Club: Junior and Senior Dancing
Clabe ; Laurens County Club; 'Agricultural
Society : Senior Privates Club.
Carlisle, and his nickname. "Jay Could."
enme to us from Wofford in January of
lti. His highest ambition in his Soph, and
Junior years was to see how many "extras"
he could walk in the alloted time. Then
when he became a Senior he threw away
these foolish ideas, and along with his
chosen profession. Agronomy, took up the
complicated subject of love. "Jay" is one
of the Laurens Boys, and under their in-
fluence has made a man of the highest
qualities. At the first sight of "Could"
you would think he had nothing on his
mind but hooks and militarism, but when
dances or any other social activities take
place on the campus, he can always he
counted on to take an active part. "J"
surprised us all when he elected Agronomy
as his major course, as it was thought that
his former relations with Rosebuds would
decide him to specialize in Botany. Car-
lisle is always ready to take part in any
sort of fun. but when the time comes for
him to get down to work, nothing ever
interferes. With his ability and jovial
disposition we predict for him a great suc-
ress in his chosen business.
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IVY WILLIAM DUGGAN
Clayton. Ga.
"Not what seem* fair, but what it true.
Xot what ire dream, but what ire do."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Corporal ; First Sergeant : Major.
Cooperative Committee Senior Class : Nominat-
ing Committee Taps '19 Staff : Prosecuting
Critic. Recording Secretary. President Caro-
lina Literary Society : President Out-of-State
Club : Secretary Agricultural Society : Y. M.
C. A. Cabinet '18: Editor "C" Handbook '19;
Editor Military Book Taps '10 : Center Class
Football Teams 'IT. '18 : First Sergeants'
Club 'IS: Ex-Shave-tail Club '10: Second
Lieutenant Infantry U. S. A.
Four years ago this fair speeiment of
the "Cracker State" drifted into Clemson
and since that time has been a prominent
figure among the student body. His rec-
ord in class, military, and athletics is one
to he envied. "Dug'' answered the call to
the Colors, and won his commission at
Plattsburg. X. Y.. and later was assigned
to Carnegie Tech. as a military instructor
in the S. A. T. C. Unit there. When the
war was over, he returned to his Alma
Mater in time to graduate with the class
of '19. He carries on an extensive corre-
spondence with members of the fair sex.
which seems very likely to lead to a happy
termination.
A generous disposition, a smile and
pleasant word of greeting for every one.
and a faculty for making friends, all have
made him one of the most popular men in
the Corps. A brilliant sue. ess awaits him
in the field of Agricultural Education.
FRANCIS MARION DWIGHT
Eastover. S. C.
"Let me fail in trying to do something
rather than to tit still and do nothing."
Sergeant : Captain : Lieutenant Inf. F. S. Army.
Critic. Secretary. Treasurer Colombian Literary
Society: Secretary of Agricultural Society;
Vice-President Richland County Club ; Class
Basketball : Junior Champion Football Team :
Y. M. C. A.: Blue Ridge Delegate: Bible
Class Leader IT. '18, TO ; Senior Division
R. O. T. C. : Member Ex-Shave-tail Club.
When "Frankie" strayed out of the
depths of Wateree river swamp and into
the high altitude of Clemson College, we
thought that he had made a mistake.
Four years of hard and earnest work on
the part of our worth.v friend have shown
the error of our thought, for he has proven
himself the man. He is noted for his loy-
alty to many friends, his unselfishness,
and his ability to handle men. Another
outstanding characteristic of this promis-
ing young man is his influence over the
"fair sex."' "Frankie'' exerts a mysterious
charm over the ladies as may be conspicu-
ously seen by the way all fall for him.
We are sure that some day the Dairy in-
dustry will lie proud to have such a man
in its profession. "Frankie" was manu-
facturing "Boche Chasers" at Camp Grant,
111., when old Kaiser P.ill was forced to
yell "Kamerad !" He hates not to have
gone over, but in his endeavors to "play
the game" "Frankie" was glad to have
taken part in the Rockford Peace Parade.
Pone Fo'ty-on:
HENRY MOROSO ELLIOTT
Winnsboro. S. ('.
"Life is <i pleasant institution,
Take it as it comes—always aiming <n
the best.''
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Corporal: Sergeant; Major: Und. Lieut. Inf.
U. S. A.
Vice-Pres. Athletic Association; Editor Athletic
Book Taps '19; Athletic Editor Tiger; Presi-
dent Palmetto Literary Society; Vice-Pres.
Fairfield County Club; Chairman Student
Honor Committee : Senior Cooperative Com-
mittee : Recommending « ommittee Taps 'lfl
Staff: Secretary Palmetto Literary Society;
Sec. and Treas. Fairfield County Club, Senior
Dancing Club, and "The Ex-Shave-tail Club;"
Agricultural Society: "Hard-Boys Club:"
Thalian Dancing Club : Chaplain Junior
Class: Y. M. C. A.: Freshman Football '16:
Class Football H'>. '17. '18; Class Baseball
'16 and 'IT: Scrub Baseball 'IT: Scrub Fool
ball 'IT: Varsity Football 'is: Capt. Class
Football 'IT: ('apt. Class -Champions" 'IS;
Freshman Football Coach.
Four years ago an undersized "Rat"
<-ame to Clemson as one of our quota.
To work like "Mouse" has on the gridiron
shows the spirit this lad puts forth in all
he undertakes. His first appearance on
the field earned him his nick-name. To
mention "Winthrop" he will listen atten-
tively. "Mouse" has and makes friends
by the hundreds. He is a genial, good-
natured fellow and has taken great inter-
est in everything pertaining to the class of
lit. Whenever there is an "Escapade"' on.
"Mouse" will he there. He is one of our
number who served as an officer at Camp
Grant.
MARION HAYNE FOLK. JR.
Pomaria, S. ('.
"Straightfortrard and fair
Deals he with <iil men;
He is. with his nobh heart,
Slow to borrow, tmt (/nick to lend."
AGRONOMY.
Private : Corporal: Private; Private; S. A. T.
c. : Senior Private: Sergeant.
Member of the Calhoun Literary Society '15-'16;
Member of Agricultural Societv : Newberry
County Club: Bible Study Class: Prof.
Bryan's Sunday School Class: Senior Non-
Com. Club.
If man is made of dust, then "Folk" is
made of Gold Oust (?). He is known to
he a friend in need : his is a friendship in
deed. Hayne is a hard worker, industri-
ous, and ever ready for the test. He was
never known to fail on anything he went
at. always on his toes for any quiz or exam
which the Professor might see fit to give.
This spirit of ever-readiness has won for
him the respect of his Professors and the
admiration of his classmates. He can he
both serious and jolly, and it is no uncom-
mon thing to find him pulling some of the
deepest stuff yet known to Clemson men.
As a ladies' man he has no equal : "They
go wild, simply wild over him." We be-
come uneasy about his love affairs at Rock
Hill (Winthrop i only to find that his
heart is lost in another town—usually
Laurens. Unless Folk "falls" for the girl
early in life, we predict that be will be a
wealthy man at twenty-seven.
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ROBERT GAMEWELL GAINES
Central, S. C.
"Put not thy trust in women and their
loving ways for verily shall they tie thy
(lOIC)lf(lll."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Coi'poral : Sergeant : Regimental Supply Ser-
geant : Lieutenant : Captain : Lieutenant.
Member Thalian Club; Rock Hill Company 17 :
Secretary and President Wade-Hampton Liter-
ary Society : Secretary and Treasurer Pickens
County Club : President Junior Dancing Club :
Member Senior Dancing Club: Maim- Camp
Gordon Club : Senior R. O. T. C. : Plattsburg
Training Camp.
It was in 1898 that this follower of
Terpsichore discovered the beauties of
the universe. In 1015 he migrated in a
"Rambling Ford" from the town of Central
and discovered a "velvet lawn*' upon which
to dance and an audience for his tender
words of love.
Ah ! but we cannot fail to mention the
fact that this illustrious son of Central
I Africa ) was exposed to a course in Tex-
tile Industry, and we predict that he shall
some day he the proud possessor of numer-
ous mills. And as the shuttle of life
moved backward and forward throughout
his years at Clemson. we believe that this
same shuttle shall compel him to have a
tender spot in his heart for "the Farmer."
"To be a friend is to have a friend'*
—
and so it is with "G." Hence we can see
only success for him.
JOHN McCORD GALLEGLT
Ellenton. S. C.
'Life is what !/>>h make it."
CHEMISTRY
Senior Private: 2nd Lieut. Inf. C. s. A.
Chemistry Science Club; Senior Dancing Club;
Aiken County Club.
Four years ago this young "sorrel-
topped" citizen sorrowfully took leave of
an Aiken town and journeyed to the dread-
ful wilds of Clemson College. For three
years he beat out of church and Reveille
—
then there came a call to arms, and he
entered the Officers' Training Camp at
Plattsburg. X. Y.. and won his commission
there. He has been on active duty at
V. M. I.. Washington and Lee. and Camp
Lee. Ya. When the war ended, he gave
up the chance of an army career and came
hack to graduate with his class. Although
fond of Botany. "Red" early decided to
become a chemist. Four years of work
has demonstrated that his choice was
wisely made.
A generous disposition, a sense of loyal-
ty to his friends, and a strong determina-
tion to succeed have won for "Red" a host
of friends at Clemson. We predict a bril-
liant future for him in the industrial de-
velopment of the South.
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JULIUS PENDERGRASS GAMBLE, JR.
Greeleyville, S. C.
"Do not say all that you know, but al-
ways know what you say."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Sergeant : 1st. Sergeant ; Captain : Major : 2nd.
Lieut. Inf. U. S. A.
Vice-President. Secretary-Treasurer Williams-
burg Countv Club : First Sergeants Club
:
Bible Class '16 and "17: Shave-Tail Club;
The "Hobo" Club : Senior R. O. T. C. ; Y.
M. C. A.
About four years ago a young man was
very unsettled as to where he was to get
an education. Julius, better known as
"Polly." set out from the old historic town
of Greeleyville to cast his lot with the
class of "19. "Polly'' has been with us for
four years and it is hard to say where he
will venture when he leaves Clemson. It
was in his Junior year that he became fam-
iliar in the military world. He was booked
to return as one of Colonel "Mac's'* picked
men. but he went to Plattsburg and was
there commissioned. From there to Camp
Grant and elsewhere he roamed. "Polly's"
body is here working with "Hobo" for that
"dip." but his mind and soul are in Janes-
ville. He is a Civil, but we predict that
he will be surveying a "True'' heart in
Wisconsin in the near future, and we wish
him much success.
LOUIS CLYDE GARRISON
Sandy Springs. S. C.
"Deeds, not hours, arc the measures of
Ufe:'
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Corporal; Sergeant; 1st Sergeant: 1st Lieuten-
ant : I'lattsburg Training Camp '18 : Camp
< }ord< >n C. O. T. S. : Senior It. O. T. C.
President, Treasurer, and Secretary Hayne Lit-
erary Society; Chairman Social Service Com-
mittee : Member Y. M. C. A. Cabinet : Bible
Class '16 and '17 : Bible Study Leader '18
and 1!» : Anderson County Club : Senior Non-
Com. Club; Picked Company '17: Camp Gor-
don Club; Promotion Committee '18; The
"Hobo" Club : Superintendent, and Secretary-
Treasurer Chapel Sunday School : Y. M. C. A.
"Brush" decided, on completing bis High
School course, to come to Clemson College.
As a result of this wise decision he en-
tered the Freshman Class in September
1915 and chose Civil Engineering as his
course of study. He has made rapid pro-
gress in his work during his four years in
College.
"Brush" has taken an active part in
Y. M. C. A. and religious work in general
throughout his college career. He is noted
for his humorous and witty sayings, his
friendly disposition, and his cheerful
smile.—all of which have made for him a
host of true friends. The ladies are very
fond of him. and we would judge from
the fact that he has chosen for his Thesis
"The surveying and the planning of a pro-
posed automobile highway between Clem-
son and Anderson College." that he is not
entirelv indifferent to them.
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WILLIAM THOMPSON GLENN. JR.
Jenkinsville, S. C.
"dive every man thy ear, but few thy
voice.''
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Private ; Private : Sergeant : Sergeant.
Member Electrical Societv 'is : Student Member
A. I. E. E. ; Class Baseball "IT : Fairfield
County Club: Senior Non-Com. Club; Bible
Class ; Y. M. C. A. : Naval Company.
"Sam" hails from the town of Jenkins-
ville. where they turn out in holiday
dress and rigs when he returns home to
spend his vacation. How he acquired the
name of Sam it is hard to say: for we
can see no resemblance, except in size.
He has obtained it. nevertheless, and will
always live in the memories of his class-
mates as "Sam." He has also made him-
self known in class baseball. Sam will
put some of Cripps' valuable advice into
practice and journey to Westinghouse,
where he will soon work himself up to the
position of Mr. Lamy's office boy. If there
is anything to learn at the great industrial
plant. Sam will learn it by his stick-to-it-
iveness. and we expect him to make good
by his earnest Christian endeavor. Some
day this famous engineer will return to
his native town for the purpose of claim-
ing the heart of one of South Carolina's
belles. Here is hoping that the "S" in
Sam will go hand in hand with the "S's"
in success for "W. TV'
WILLIAM WATKINS GORDON
Cleinson College. S. (\
"Come what may,
Time <in<l the hour runs thru the rough-
est day."
DAIRYING
Private: Private: Private: D— - D. Cadet;
R. <>. T. C: Sergeant S. A. T. C. ; C. O. T.
S. Camp Gordon.
Oconee County Club : Treasurer Senior Private
Club : Agricultural Society : Hayne Literary
Society : Vice-President Senior Class.
"Doc." "Rill" or "Billie" grew up from
early childhood an ardent supporter of all
pertaining to Clemson College, having lived
in the campus during this time. Hence, it
is hut natural that he should cling to his
convictions concerning Clemson when time
for his further schooling became apparent.
"Doc* is sometimes known to quote
famous authors and statesmen. Not in-
frequently is he heard to say "Give me
Liberty or give me death."
"Doc" is an agricultural student and he
is inclined specifically towards Dairying.
He seems to be fond of testing milk, es-
pecially in the vicinity of "Society Hill."
Now. peace is here. "Doc" takes great
pride in being a Senior Private. His
many admirable qualities have won for
him a host of friends.—the "fairer sex"
being by no means an exception. "To those
who know him best he is dearest.'" Now.
noble double son of Clemson. we trustingly
predict for you success crowded with hap-
piness.
o
•1
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JOHN LITTLE GRAY
Woodruff. S. ('.
"We find in life exactly what ir< put
in it."
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant;
Captain : Lieutenant-Colonel; i^r Lieutenant.
Columbian Literary Society; V. M. C. A.: Bible
Class; Promotion Committee; Pick Company
17 : Chief Barracks Electrician : Assistant
Commandant of Cadet Corps; I". S. Service:
Vice-President Spartanburg County Club;
Electrical Engineering Society; Senior R. O.
T. C. : A. I. E. E.
Inventions by great men have lined
other men to seek higher things. "John"
ventured into the world of electricity and
hasn't seemed to regret it. for we find him
now filled with theorems and static laws.
Electricity has been his plaything, and we
wouldn't advise anyone to start him talk-
ing on the unharnessed force. We would
advise you in that case to go to sleep.
He won't mind for lie lias slept once in
awhile himself while listening to •('rip"'
expounding his theories on Westinghouse.
He receives numberless letters from
Fountain Inn. However. Gray is very si-
lent on that subject.
"John" says that the first work he will
do after leaving Clemson will he wiring a
house. He is an apt Bible student, and
knows the Bible from A to Z. A man has
to be a close student of the Bible when he
tampers around circuits all the time.
HENRY EARLE GRAVES
Abbeville. S. C.
••/ was never lens alone than when by
myself."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private; Private: Private; Senior Private.
Business Manager Taps : Athletic Editor Tiger ;
Temporary Senior Cooperative Committee;
Chemistry Scienee Club : Agricultural So-
ciety : Senior Private Club; President Abbe-
ville County Club.
"Early Bird'' flew into Clemson from
Abbeville. September 14. 1915, and began
to build. But this time it wasn't a nest.
His building consisted in the construction
of a solid foundation upon which to rest
his future. Being naturally inclined to
Chemistry, he has chosen that as his pro-
fession, his hobby being the preparation,
properties, and uses of alcohol. He has
made a special study of its uses. This
being the first chemical upon which he
demonstrated the principle of his vacuum.
With his present scientific knowledge,
which "Dickie" has imparted to him we
feel sure that success will crown his ef-
forts. "Early" ha- a smile and a word
for every one and this congenial disposi-
tion has won for him the love of all his
comrades. The fairer sex also fall* for
him. and we feel sure that our "Early
Bird" will soon find its mate and together
thev will liv away to catch the worm.
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JOHN BROWN HALL
Anderson. S. C.
"Impossible!—it is not American."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private : Sergeant : 1st Lieutenant : Sergeant.
Carolina Litei-arv Society: President Electric
City Club: Member Anderson County Club:
Senior Xon-Com Club : Chemistry Science
Club; Agricultural Society ; S. A. T. C.
This tall, brown-eyed youth claims the
beautiful Electric City as his home. "J.
B." came to us in the fall of T~> with a
Strong determination to make good. This
he has done, for he leaves behind four long
years of earnest, faithful work, and a rec-
ord worthy to be proud of. His quiet.
congenial manner has won for him a host
of friends among both students and facul-
ty. The better you know "J. B.." the more
you like him. Chemistry is his "hobby,"
and he can be found spending much of his
time with "Dickie" and "Lip" searching
vainly for unknown elements or trying to
make diamonds from test tubes. He is
seldom heard to mention the fair sex. but
'tis rumored that there is a certain little
lady in whom he is deeply interested—
anyway he can be seen visiting the post-
office quite frequently. As to his future.
we know that it will be bright, for a man
of his ability and energy is bound to suc-
ceed.
Private
tain :
Member
LYMAN A. HAM RICK
Gaffney, s. C.
"A man is a mini when he has the ad-
vantage of another fellow mid won't take
it."
TEXTILE ENG 1 NEER1 N<
:
Corporal : Sergeant : Lieutenant : Cap-
Candidate C. O. T. S. Camp Cordon.
of the Freshman Varsity Football
Squad; Chaplain, Secretary-Treasurer. \
President Cherokee County Club : Member
Sophomore Football Squad; Member of Sopho-
more Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Member Thalian Club; Member of the Junior
Champion Football Squad : Varsity Football
U! -17 lN-'O: Member It. O. T. C, S. A.
T C. and C. <>. '1'. S. : Major in Camp Cordon
Ciub!
"Tot" blew in from the thriving city of
Gaffney in the fall of 1915 and has been
blowing ever since. "Hot Air" is what he
runs on. and he is always on the go. Since
entering college, "Ham" has taken great
interest in athletics, especially football.
It was in his Junior year that he earned
the name "Joe" for the wonderful work in
the class games. He was making good on
this year's team when lie decided to enter
an officers' training cam]) and win a com-
mission. The signing of an armistice is
the only reason that some of the generals
haven't been reduced, because "Joe" was
thinking strongly of robins one of them
for his job. We predict that in the
near future he will be at the head of the
largest manufacturing concern in the
South.
o
\
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JOEL KEYS HARPER
Lowndesville, S. ('.
"Great floods have flown from simple
sources."
HORTICULTURE
Private : Private : Sergeant : Color Sergeant
;
Senior R. O. T. C. ; Plattsburg Training
Camp : S. A. T. C. ; C. O. T. S. Camp Gordon ;
Color Sergeant.
Agricultural Society : Carolina Literary Society :
President of Senior Non-Com. Club : Captain
Camp Gordon Club : Abbeville County Club.
"Pete." or "Long-Boy," came to us from
the hills of Abbeville County in the fall of
'15. Following in the footsteps of his
forefathers, it is little wonder that "Pete"'
is inclined Agriculturally, and it is still
less wonder that this intelligent young
man chose Clemson as his foster-mother.
"Pete" has that rare gift of making friends
wherever he goes. He not only wins
friends among the student body but he
also wins where men most like to be no-
ticed, and we believe he will succeed in
winning his greatest prize before very
long. "Pete" has waded through the "ups
and downs" of Clemson in his straight-
forward, convincing way. making pleas-
ures out of troubles. He has chosen Hor-
ticulture as his particular line of work,
for he is naturally inclined towards Hor-
ticultural work. We are confident that
"Pete" will wade out into the world in his
same straight-forward manner and that
his upward path in the Horticultural world
will be decorated with glorious success.
WILLARD LANNING HART
Washington, D. C.
"Friendship above all ties docs bind the
heart
;
And faith in friendship is the noblest
part."
AGRONOMY
Private : Corporal : 1st Sergeant : 1st Lieuten-
ant : Senior R. O. T. C. Plattsburg, United
States Marine Corps.
Varsity Football '16-'17 ; Coach Freshman Class
Football "17 : Coach Junior Class Football
'IS ; Coach Sophomore Class Football '19 :
Block "C" Club '17. '18. '19 ; First Sergeant's
Club : Sophomore. Junior, Senior, and Thalian
Dancing Clubs : Commencement Marshal '18 ;
Cosmopolitan Club '17, '18, '19 : Agricultural
Society : Glee Club "18-'19 ; Y. M. C. A. ;
"Plant and Animal" Club.
Joining the clan of '19 one year late was
no detriment to the progress of "Buck," or
"Bub." in his arduous work of a student
and athlete. "Buck" hails from Washing-
ton and came to us in the fall of '16.
After finishing Junior, he felt the call of
the service and joined the Marines but
drifted back after his discharge to finish
up with the bunch.
"Buck" has an ever ready smile, and
his good nature is in proportion to his
size. The matrimonial tendencies of
"Buck" seem to be Southern in nature at
the present time, and we hope that cupid
will apply his arts with such telling effect
that "Buck" will find his heart intervined
in the gauzy folds of love with the South-
ern beauty, and that he will thus be forced
to linger in the Old Palmetto State.
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LEROY COPELAXD HERRING
Marion, S. C.
"See mc safely ii/j: as for coming down,
I can shift for myself."
HORTICUI/TURE
Sergeant (Junior grade) : Sergeant i Senior
grade! : R. O. T. C. ; 2nd Lieut. Inf. D. S. A.
i:. c.
Treasurer Carolina Society : Yiee-Pres. Senior
Xon-Com. Club; Pies. 'Swamp Fox" Club:
Agricultural Club : "Plant and Animal" Club :
1st Lieut, and Bn. Adjutant Camp Gordon
Club.
"Rusty." but not what the name implies,
heard the call of education in the "Swamps
of Marion" and responded to the eah in
the fall of 1015. He has always been a
enriousity to the cadets, and makes friends
easily : especially "over the river." He is
rather bashful in the light, always waiting
for the sun to go down before he would till
lus dates. Marion is duly proud of her
worthy son. for no such transformation
ever happened to any of them, as that
which he underwent since entering college.
His stern determination to win has placed
him among the highest third of his class.
Last summer, after returning from
Plattsburg, he entered Camp Gordon to
become an officer for Uncle Sam. He
won his Lieutenancy on Nov. 30.
We predict that he will return to the
"Swamps of Marion." change the name of
one of the fairer sex. reclaim the deserted
swamps, and become one of its big factors
politically, socially and spiritually.
RICHARD CECIL HICKS
Hartsville. S. C.
"A good name is rather to be chosen
than great riches."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Corporal : Sergeant : 1st Sergeant : Captain :
Senior R. O. T. C. : C. A. O. T. S. : Lieutenant.
President Hartsville City Club : Vice-President
Darlington County Club; Sergeant-at-Arms,
Junior Literary Critic Columbian Literary So-
ciety : Track 'lb: Sophomore Football Team;
Junior Class Champion Football Team : 1st
Sergeants" Club : Picked Company Rock Hill ;
Local Editor "Tiger" '19; Joke Editor
•Chronicle" "10: Bible Class Leader '17: Y.
M. C. A.
From the fair town of Hartsville came
this courteous lad in the fall of 1915 to
Clemson College: whereupon, he became
a shining link in the chain of the class of
1!>. Since then Cecil has been an ener-
getic student, and has proven himself to
he worthy of the affection which binds him
to the students and faculty. He has a
lucid disposition, a pleasing way. and a
winning smile: all of which bring many
letters to his room each week. And. re-
gardless of the fact that bis birthstone is
the diamond, be is firmly determined to
have a "Ruby." Cecil has been active in
all lines of college work and sport -in
fact, he is an all-round good man. His
military career has been a splendid one.
Having chosen civil engineering as his pro-
fession. Cecil is a leading member of the
"Hobo" gang. Since he is such a hard
worker, and a dandy good fellow, we
know that he will succeed in the great
field of engineering.
*
*
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GRESHAM OSMOND HILL
Timmonsville. S. ('.
"The secret of success is constancy of
purpose."
AGRONOMY
Private: Corporal; Private; Senior Private.
When we arrived here in the fall of '15,
we found in our midst a jolly chap hailing
from the city of Timmonsville. During
our four years of association with "G. O.''
we have found that he has a heart many
times larger than his physical size.
In spite of his mechanical makeup, he is
always ready for a joke. We know that
he has a large heart because, besides the
many friends he has gained at Clemson,
he is ever ready to say to the feminine
charmers. "Room for more." and he means
it. too: not tickle, however. He is an
"Aggie" by adoption of study and he has
been one of the hoys all the way thru. AYe
hope to see him settled down on a nice lit-
tle farm, with a nice little wife, in a nice
little place. Knowing that "G. o." is ver\
fond of nice things to car. we here propose
a "toast" to his health, wealth and happi-
ness.
HENRY G. G. HOFFMEYER
Darlington, S. C.
"There is no lore like the old lore.
And the old lore is always tin same"
AGRONOMY
Private: Private: Private: Senior It. O. T. C. ;
Plattsburg; 1st Sergeant : 1st Sergeant S.
A. T. ('. : C. (). T. S. (amp Gordon; Senior
Sergeant.
M i nil 1 of Ilivne Literal? Sod t\ ] i I-itsrarj
Critic of Ilayne Literary Society TMrd
Term: Member Agricultural Society: Dar-
lington County Club; Senior Non-Com. Club ;
('.imp Cordon Club; ('lass Football 'is.
From the peaceful plains of Darlington
county comes this sensible, serene, and
earnest figure who for short we have al-
ways called "Hoff." "H. (i. 6." h;is been
a quiet and earnest worker ever since he
joined our ranks. He has not courted
popularity so much probably as others, but
still he has filled a place in the class and
corps at large which is deserving of mer-
itorious praise. His actions prove that he
is living the Golden Rule. "Hoff" has not
made military tactics one of his vocations,
but. likely, he is the only man in the class
who can say that lie has never walked an
"extra." Cupid is one of "Hoff's" best
friends: and judging from the letters
which come to "Hoff." the little fellow
must have him bound very closely. If he
should escape these clutches, we predict
that 'ere long he will have as many appel-
lations following his name as he now has
preceeding it.
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JFXE FOSTER HOLLIFIELD
Chesnee, S. C.
"The harder I'm thrown, the higher I'll
bounce."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private : Senior Private : Sergeant.
Member R. O. T. C. : S. A. T. C. : Literary Critic
Hayne Literary Society : Cherokee County
Club : Bible Class Leader : Agricultural So-
ciety ; Senior Non-Com. Club ;Member B. Y.
I\ V.
"June Buggus" was one of the Pioneers
in upper Spartanburg County. He was
very adventurous in his younger days
:
and as a result he ventured over into
Cherokee County and took his abode
there.
"Hollipatch" realized the Importance of
an education, so he came to Clemson in
the fall of P>14. But he was toned to <tay
at home a year on account of "Cherokee
Uprisings." He then joined the class of
19 in full strength. He has stuck to it.
no matter how hard the task seemed: this
is demonstrated by his "specializing" in
trigonometry, and his diligent work in
titration analysis. June has won a place
of honor and respect in the heart of every-
one that knows him. especially the mem-
bers of the "Fairer Sex." He has chosen
for his life's work one of the most import-
ant subjects of to-day—that of Agricul-
tural Education. < >h well, it's no use to
say he will he successful, for he has al-
ready been successful in winning a
woman's heart.
EDWARD GLOVER HUBSTER
Walterboro, S. c.
".4 Xicc girl inn (In irmiili rx irith me."
TEXTILE
Private; Private: Private: Sergeant.
Vice-President Colleton County Club; Literary
Critic. Treasurer Wade Hampton Literary
Society : Sophomore, Junior. Senior Dancing
Clubs : Christian Endeavor Society; Rev. Mr.
Ellis's Bible Class ; Plattsburg Training
Camp: Private S. A. T. C. ; Senior R. 0. T.
C. : Y. M. C. A.
"Dutch" came to us in the fall of '14
with the determination to make good, and
on the Ion- trail that he has followed he
has made many close friends among the
corps, on the campus, and in nearby towns.
"Dutch" is a favorite anywhere he goes,
which may be attributed to his genial dis-
position and affable personality. Why
"Dutch" took the textile course is a mys-
tery, unless it is the line of least resistance
to a "Dip.'" hut by the least exertion
"Dutch" has shown himself a good scholar
and a fair representative of his briar
patch. His favorite pastime is sleeping
thru reveille and breakfast, which helped
him to recuperate from his long hikes to
Pendleton. It can be said with all sin-
cerity that "Dutch" has made a success ,,f
everything he tried at Clemson and besides
heiug a good "Pal" he has proven himself
a true and loyal Tiger. This promising
son of Walterboro is booked for great
achievements in his chosen work, and his
many friends predict a future for him that
will make his Alma Mater proud of him.
»
Path
JOHN EABLE JONES
Union, S. C.
"Life'» a seesaw; bt decent to the fel-
low who'* down, for lit may h< h]i to-
morrow."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Corporal : Serjeant : Color-Sergeant : Lieuten-
ant : Captain : 1'nd Lieutenant. Infantry. U.
S. A.
Assistant Manager Football '18 : Manager Chi"
Football IT : General Manager Cla-s Football
'19 : Secretary and Treasurer Class Dancing
Club 17 : Thalian Dancing Club : Junior and
Senior Dancing Clubs; Secretary and Treas-
urer Union County Club : V. M. C. A. : Ex-
Shave-tail (Tub: Sandhedrin Club: Member
••Tiger"' Staff '19.
Coming from the fatuous town of Union.
John Earle. oftentimes called "Long,"
joined our ranks just four seasons past.
During his "Rathood Days," "Long" was
kept constantly on the alert. Passing
from these days into his "Reiirn of Wis-
dom," he has entertained the "New Boy-"
on numerous occasions. John is a jolly.
good natured. genial fellow. He has his
hobbies like all of us. dancing being his.
John answered Uncle Sam's call and left
for the training camp at Plattshurtr. From
here he was sent to Camp Perry. < >hio,
and it was there he received his commis-
sion. Since the war was over, he decided
to return to Clemson and iret his "Dip."
As a profession John has chosen to he a
"Lint-Head." and many and frequent have
heen the occasions when "Swine" has
snowed him under. John. too. flour Union
proud.
SAMUEL COLUMBUS JONES
Easley. S. ('.
•/ will utter what I believe today if it
should contradict all I said yesterday."
AGRICULTURAL TEACHING
Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; i.'nd Lieutenant
of Infantry. U. S. A.
Secretary, Literary Critic, President Columbian
Literary Society : Editor-in-Chief Chronicle :
PIx-Shave-tail Ctab : V. M. C. A. Cabinet ;
President Pickens County Club.
<>n Sept. 14. 1915. This earnest looking
little Pickens County mountaineer walked
into the halls of Clemson and expr>—
his desire for a broader knowledge of the
world and its sciences. Since then. Sam.
or "Swifty." as he soon came to he known.
has heen a serious minded, faithful, honest.
and highly esteemed memher of the class
f '19. Conscientiousness, fairness, and de-
termination along with hard work, have
earned "Swifty" a place in both the hearts
of the faculty and students that will not
he soon forgotten. Altho deeply disap-
pointed in his career as a corporal at Clem-
son. "Speedy" showed what was in him
while at Plattsburg and was commissioned
and served as a "Shavetail." He left
Uncle Sam's army to renew his studies at
Clemson. We see in the future for him a
career of success a- spreader of the knowl-
edge he has acquired during his four years
here.
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LANDRUM ROE KAY
Easier. S. C.
"Lore conquers all things, even men."
AGRONOMY AND HORTICULTURE
Corporal : Sergeant : 2nd Lieutenant ; Corporal :
Sergeant U. S. Army.
Secretary, President Columbian Literary So-
ciety : Secretary and Treasurer Block "C"
Club : Vice-President Pickens County Club :
Class Football '16, '17 : Varsity Football *18 :
Senior R. (_>. T. C. ; Plattsburg.
Thi.s "husky" model of manhood, known
as "Noisy" left the peaceful hills of Pick-
ens County and became a distinctive mem-
ber of the class of '19. Just why we call
him "Noisy" no one can tell, for he is just
as quiet as a mountain daisy. Roe came
to college with the firm determination to
study hard and master the science of agri-
culture, and this he has done exceedingly
well. He is a typical example of the
mind. soid. and body development theory.
His athletic abilities have been of great
value to the college in the football world:
and. consequently, he is a wearer of the
block "C." "Noisy" is an ardent admirer
of the fair sex. but always keeps his dis-
tance when they are in sight. Haying
taken a very active part in all branches
of college activities. Kay has won a be-
loved place in the hearts of both faculty
and students. He is bound to succeed.
WILLIAM JULIAN KENNERLT
Greenwood, S. ('.
"He is great who is what hi is from
Nature, mid who never reminds us of
others."
AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY
Cmporal: Sergeant; Batallion Sergeant-Major
;
Captain and Quartermaster : Jud Lieutenant
Inf.. U. S. Army : Senior Private.
i; irding Secretary, Censor. Treasurer, l
dent Calhoun Literary society : Business
Manager The Chronicle : Satire Editor Taps
'19; Orator's Medal '18 Calhoun Literary
Society; Agricultural Society; Chemistry
Science Club; Glee Club; Ex-Shave-tail club:
Senior Private's club ; New Student's Com-
mittee. V. M. c. A.: Greenwood Comity Club.
"Skeet" or Julian, which ever you like
best, is about the liveliest piece of human-
ity at Clemson. "Skeet"' hails from Green-
wood, S. C, and we all think him a fair
representative of his home town. Altho
"Skeet' never was a book-worm, he always
manages to make his professors take no-
tice. "Skeet's' favorite pastimes are play-
ing on his mandolin and balancing articles
on his chin. He is a leader in Lit-
erary Society work and is also taking
"Dicky." The latter fact, in itself,
proves that he must L'et very serious at
times. "Skeet" was one of the sensible
ones who went back to Plattsburg and
won his commission. He came back to US
after Christmas, none the worse for wear.
If "Skeet" succeeds in after life like he
has at College, Clemson will be very proud
of him in days to come.
o
-<
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HORACE MILT(»X KIXSKY
Smoaks, s. C.
"Don't stop when you haa won your
first victory—
It's not a goal, it's a start."
Corpora!; Sergeant; Major; 2nd Lieutenant
Inf. U. S. A.
Member Colleton County Club '16. 'IT. '19,
See. I s : Palmetto Literary Society "16, IT.
"18, '19; Agricultural Society "18, '19; Sec-
retary 1 rni' - :s- Ii. -in:, s.iudr. School « aos
is: t'la^s Football '18; Senior Dancing
Club : Ex-Shavetail Club.
Four years ago was a -'rear day in The
history <>f Smoaks. for the principal citi-
zen left to enlist under the banner of the
Tigers. For three years he fought by our
sides in the battles ? waged in the Ad-
ministration and the Textile buildings.
Then there came the war with its call
for men and we found old "Sheba" enter-
ing the officers' Training Camp at Platts-
burg. He won his shoulder bars and was
assigned to Cam]) Grant Space forbids
us to describe his Army Career here. On
account of his efficient work. Kinsey was
retained in the service so hint: that we
feared he had to remain permanently,
but class spirit and loyalty to his Alma
Mater was too strong and he came back to
graduate with the class of TO.
Horace is a genial fellow ami is always
ready to have a little fun. hut there are
rimes when a determined look on his face
reminds vou that he means business.
MARCUS HAFNER KIRKPATRICK
Sharon. S. C.
(iir< tnii/ man thy ear; but far thy
tongut ."
DAIRYING AND ANIMAL HCSBANDRY
I'i ivate : S.nior Private.
Secretary, Treasurer, President Palmetto Liter-
ary Society : Agricultural Society : Senior
Privates' ciuii : York County Club; Y. M. C.
A. : Bible Study Leader.
Sharon produced : but this time it wasn't
a rose. "Kirk" came to us from Sharon.
S. ('.. which is near that high, and hard
section of the state known as Rock Hill.
Perhaps this is why he came to Clemson
smiling, for he did. ami has been smiling
ever since. That happy, congenial dis-
position of his has won the friendship of
all who know him : and those staunch, true
qualities of character have won their con-
fidence and esteem. From the beginning
he has "shot" the professors "(insistently:
and therefore, deservedly, stands high with
them. "Kirk" a*SO has a ireiiTle side to
his nature, and the ladies fall for him
without fail. We predict for him a better
half soon Specializing in dairying, we
feel that Prof. "Fitz" has imparted to him
such knowledge of that subpect that wher-
ever he goes it can be truthfully said of
the country that it is flowing with milk
and honey. We hope for him much suc-
cess and believe it is assured.
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THOMAS JEFFERSON KITTLES
Garnett, S. C.
"My designs and labors and aspirations
arc for mil friends."
AGRONOMY
Corporal; Corporal; Sergeant; Major; 2nd
Lieutenant V. s. Army.
Charter Member Carolina Literary Soeiety
;
President Carolina Literarv Society : Agricul-
tural Societv ; Ex-Shave-tail Club; I.ast of the
Preps."
"Tom." as lie has found recognition,
came, years ago, to the home of his ALMA
MATER, in ye good <>le days when "Prep"
was the style. Early in his life he had
set his heart in the direction of SENIOR-
SHIP and after plodding the weary way
for many moons, the star of his ambitions
has at last been attained. His command-
ing appearance has indeed upset his age,
but, however, to his girl, if he has one.
he looketb more than his aire. Yea even
so. in the eyes of Colonel he has found
favor, being elected as Associate Professor
of latest fiction. Guard Duty, for the young
barracks inn. Let it be understood that
there is no greater friend to those of the
fairer sex. his massive brain is ever in
contortion as to just what kind of a time
he is going to have at the next week end.
Within the presence of women he is the
modern Carolina Cavalier, and what more
could be said of any true Clemson man
except that success may crown all efforts.
BEN TILLMAN LEPPARD
Atlanta. Ga.
"He who can manage one woman can
govern « nation."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private : Sergeant : 2nd Lieutenant : 1st Lien-
tenant : Captain— l!nd Lieutenant Inf. U. S. A.
Promotion Committee; Bible Class Leader:
Shave-rail's Club: Cosmopolitan Club; Sopho-
more. Junior, anil Senior Dancing Clubs ;
Secretary and Treasurer Laurens County
Club: Agricultural Society: President Plant
and Animal Club: Senior Critic and Censor
Calhoun Literarv Societv : Senior R. O. T. C.
"18.
Does Greenville, S. ('.. have a Zoo?
Yes. because in the fall of 1915 it scut a
live "Leopard" to Clemson College. By a
rapid process of evolution "Booker T." de-
veloped into a natural man. who has
proved himself a workman who aeedetb
not to be ashamed, making a record such
as anyone might covet. Responding to pa-
triotic convictions. "Looker" entered the
Training Camp at Plattsburg last sum-
mer and was commissioned. He was
detailed for duty with the S. A. T.
C. at Cornell University, where he
served till discharged. He then re-
turned to Clemson ami although as
earnest as ever, he has a dreamy look-
in his eyes which isn't common to "Book-
er." He also lingers about the telephone
"Booth" quite a bit and has actually been
heard to call it "Helen." We should not
be surprised if he helps to bring the North
and the South together i" a very practical
way.
a
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FRANK HENRY LESLIE
Abbeville, S. C.
"Smile and tin world greets .uou with
a xin He."
AGRONOMY AND BORTICULTURE
Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; Senior R. O. T.
C. : 2nd Lieutenant Inf. F. S. Army.
V. M. C. A.; Vice-President Abbeville County
Club; Critic Calhoun Literary Society: Agri-
cultural Society: Class Football '16 : Sopho-
more, Junior, ami Senior Dancing Clubs:
Kx-Shave-tail Club: Chapel Sunday School.
The days of miracles have not yet
passed. Who would have dreamed that
the quiet "Frankie" Leslie of four years
ago could blossom into the glowing charac-
ter we know now? Bashful'.' Why he
can face without blushing the most beauti-
ful of ladies. Timid*.' I should say not!
"They" say he is the "limit." "Frankie"
is quiet, unassuming, yet winning. It's
"just his way." In the fall of '14 "Frankie"
attached himself to the great class of TO.
Fate seemed to work against his decision,
as it did against that of many others: for
Leslie was led by a strong, clear call to
the Colors. He won his commission at
Plattsburg and had hopes of going over
when Fate again intervened and gave him
ha<k to Clemson, still a member of the
class of '19. And it is ever thus : we see
but we do not understand, yet we are glad.
Truly the days of miracles have not
passed.
ADDISON FARMS MARTIN. JR.
Laurens. S. C.
"Worry mid I linn- not met."
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Corporal : Sergeant.
Senior Critic and Treasurer Calhoun Literary
Society: Thalian Club; Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs: Class Football, '18; Presi-
dent I.aniens County Club; Student Member
A. I. F. E. : Electrical Engineering Society :
President Laurens City Club: "Plant and
Animal" Club: C. O. '1'. S.. Camp Gordon;
Lieut. -Col. Camp Gordon Club.
"Major" Martin, better known as "Atto,''
is a member of the notorious Laurens gang.
We no longer hold that against him how-
ever, as he has tried to live it down since
he has been with us. He cast his lot with
the followers of "Crip." as he saw in elec-
tricity one way of making his light shine.
"Major" stayed out of Clemson one year,
joining the class of '19 as a Junior, and
has been a most loyal member, helping us
win the class football championship and
taking a leading part in all college activ-
ities. Judging from the number of letters
he writes, one would think he was taking
a correspondence course instead of elec-
tricity. Hearing the call fj£ his Uncle
Sam. Farris entered a Training Camp, but
he is back again after his "dip." His
many friends wish him the success that is
sure to come to a man of his ability, his
ambition, and his character.
I
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ROY MARVIN
White Hall. S. C.
"/ have often regretted, my speech, never
my silence."
ARCHITECTURE
Corporal ; Sergeant ; Lieutenant ; Junior R. O.
T. C. ; Plattsburg Camp ; Naval Unit.
Wade Hampton Literary Society ; Senior Class
Historian ; President Colleton County Club ;
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet ; Gargoyle.
Marvin hails from White Hall as you
observe. Where that place is we do not
know, but a special detective has been em-
ployed to watch "Runt" next spring when
he starts home. In this way it is hoped to
locate the place exactly. However that
may be. he first disturbed the slumbers of
his father's old "possum" dog one early
morn of May 26. 1899. At the age of sevei
it dawned on him what a precocious youth
he was, and what a misfortune it would
be for this old world if he failed to develop
his intellect. After he had gathered all
the knowledge that dared hang around
his neck of woods, he hired himself to
Clemson in the fall of '15 in search of
larger game. Here as a student of Archi-
tecture he has made good, and we predict
that there are great things stored up for
him in the future.
WALTER HILL MAYS
Edgefield, S. C.
"A friend may well lie reckoned the
masterpiece of nature."
AGRONOMY
Corporal; Sergeant; Lieutenant: Senior Ser-
geant : Senior R. O. T. C. : C O. T. S., Camp
Gordon.
Recording Secretary Hayne Literary Society ;
President Hayne Literary Society : Secretary
Agricultural Society; President Edgefield
County Club : Senior Non-Corn. Club : Camp
Gordon Club: Sophomore, Junior, and Senior
Dancing Clubs; Thalian Club: Class Football
'10: Junior Class Champion Football '18;
Assistant Manager Baseball '18; Y. M. C. A.
Walter left Edgefield in 191.") and drifted
up to Clemson, merely because he had
lothing else to do: but after seeing some
of the work that was in progress here, he
decided to stay. Since then "Tale" lias
been one of the leading men in the class of
'19. always playing an important part in
college activities. His greatest weakness
has been his fondness for dancing and the
ladies. He entered the Officers' Training
School at Camp Gordon and had the
Kaiser not quit just when he did "Hard-
tale" would have soon been a "shavetail."
His congenial manner and good-natured-
ness have won him a place in the hearts
of all. He cast his lot with the "straight
ags." and we see for him a successful life
of happiness and contentment.
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WILLIAM LUCIUS McCORD
Spartanburg, S. C.
"Trust your lurk—you can't <i'< better!"
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Private : 1st Sergeant : Sergeant.
Student's Bible Class: Y. M. C. A.: Junior
Member of A. I. E. E. '19 ; Electrical Engi-
neering Society 1^: Censor, Vice-President,
President Wade Hamilton Literary Society :
Glee Club '1'.': Treasurer 'lv President '10.
Spartanburg city Club : Spartanburg County
Club; ("lass Football "is : Senior Non-Com.
Club: .S A. T. C. Naval Lnlt.
Spartanburg gave to us in the fall of
lbl<; a Sophomore "rat" named "Bill."'
His short career at Wofford enabled him to
enter the Sophomore Class and fall right
in line with the boys. Having as his ul-
timate view a j<»l» with the Westinghouse
Co., he decided to take "('rip's'* course.
The only thing that "Bill" didn't like
about this course was the sitting up late
producing page after page of lengthy ex-
planations and sundry descriptions. When
the war began, this patriotic boy joined
the navy. He stayed in the service here
at the college preparing himself for an
Ensign's School. "Bill" showed no music-
al ability until his Senior year, when he
added his melodious voice to the Clee
Club. We prophesy that if "Mac" dues
not sing his way into the heart of his
"lady love." he will ride in on an electric-
current, but let us hope it is direct and
not alternating.
MOULTRIE TRESCOTT McCOWN
Florence. S. C.
"Consider th< postage stamp.— its power
to get then consists in its ability to stick."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
- Private : Private: 1st Lieutenant; 1'nd Lieuten-
ant Inf. P. S. A.
President Calhoun Literary Society: Shave-tail
Club; Florence County Club: class Football
"16, "18.
Moultrie came to us from the "(rate
City" of Florence. As a course of least
resistance to a diploma, he decided to
become a "lint-dodger," and he has spent
much of his time worrying Professor Dog-
irett with his jokes and tricks. What part
of his time that was Dot spent in the Tex-
tile Building has been used in writing let-
ters that have kept him broke buying
stamps. Not only being a good student in
his chosen profession. "Monk"' has taken a
great interest in other college activities.
He was a member of the championship
Junior football team, and has always tak-
en an active part in Society work. "Moot™
has spent many sleepless nights in the
past, and it was only recently that we dis-
covered the secret of a fair one getting
married and taking a trip to the far West.
At the end of his Junior year "Mook" went
to Plattsburg and then to Camp Perry,
where he received his commission, but
when the Kaiser stopped his fuss, he re-
turned to Clemson to cry away his "dip."
Give "Mook" a chance and we are sure
that a jrreat future awaits him.
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JAMES ALLAN McDERMID
Charleston. S. C.
"Agree if you can: if not dispute it like
a man."
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Busier ; Bugler : Chief Bugler : Sergeant : Pri-
vate Coast Artillery.
believes that one has his hands full if he
takes care of his own affairs. Thus "J.
Electrical Society 'IS ; President and Secretary
Charleston County Club; Class Basketball
17 ; Senior Non-Corn Club.
"Little Mae." better known as '•Mac."
came here to learn all the "Principles in-
volved" in the pursuance of electrical engi-
neering, but we say he has done far more.
Not only has he made a record that bids
fair to place him high as an engineer, but
he has wop for himself the highest esteem
of his fellows. In spirit "Mac" has been
a true Tiger of the highest loyalty. He
has proven a true friend, of a most pleas-
ing personality and generous heart. To
speak of the ladies, it is correct to say that
"Mac" is feministic-ally inclined. And you
may be sure he is just as popular with
them as they are with him. As a bugler.
"Mac" has many times rudely awakened
us from our peaceful slumbers with the
melodious (?) tones of Reveille. But we
forgive him that when we think of his fine
traits of character. His excellent scholas-
tic record is due to the fact that he is a
hard-worker, and this very quality, we are
sure, will place "Mac" in a position that
will do honor to his alma mater, his home,
and himself.
JOHNNIE JAMES McEACHERN
Longtown. S. ('.
•7 had rather lore what f can't hare
than to hare what I can't lore"
AGRONOMY
Private: Sergeant: Captain: 1st Lieutenant;
S. A. T. C. : R. <>. T. C.
Palmetto Literary Society: Agricultural So-
ciety : Secretary and Treasurer Fairfield
County Club: Secretary and Treasurer Chapel
Sunday School: Superintendent Chapel Sun-
day School.
"Mc" hails from the same "briar patch"
as our well known Professor "Jojo." which
is Fairfield County. He came to Clemson
in the fall of 1915, ami has always been a
quiet, reserved, and hard working member
of our class. He is the kind of man that
J.' has made many friends among hS
school mates—and it might as well be
added that he has also made many friends
among the "fair ones." Anyway he keeps
the path hot between barracks and the
Post Office looking for letters from ('In-
ter. Winthrop, Seneca and other places.
As to his course. "Mc" decided to cast his
lot in with the straight "Ags." and we can
but prophesy that he will soon settle down
with a pretty little wife and a big planta-
tion.
-1
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MATTHEW LEE McHUGH
Clemson College. S. C.
"// your heart is all right your head is
not far out of plumb.''
BOTANY
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private;,
Day Cadet.
Prosecuting Critic and Vice-President of The
Havne Literarv Society Agricultural Society :
Pickens Countv Club ; C. O. T. S., Camp Gor-
don : Senior R. O. T. C, Plattsburg : S. A.
T. C. ; Senior Privates" Club; Captain in
Camp Gordon Club.
"Buck" came to Clemson in the fall of
'15. Growing up in the atmosphere around
Clemson. it is but natural that this young
man should seek to broaden his knowledge
at dear old Clemson. He came with a pur-
pose—a determination to finish. We know
how well he has succeeded. "Buck* - is a
Senior Private, being a day cadet, and is
very popular : this statement does not ex-
clude the fairer sex. He faces the diffi-
culty, combats with it. crushes it into
nothingness, and then continues his path,
forward. For this young man of earnest
determination and enduring energy, we
have no fears for the future. "Buck'' is
an Agricultural student, specializing in
Botany. We feel assured of the fact that
•Buck" will walk on in his determined
way in the Botanical world. He is des-
tined to add to the beauty of his chosen
field.
JAMES CLAYTON METTS
Greenwood. S. C.
"Few things are impossible to diligence
and skill."
CHEMISTRY
Corporal ; Sergeant : 2nd Lieutenant ; 2nd
I.ii-utenant Inf.. I". S. Army.
Vice-President Greenwood County Club : Junior
Literarv Critic Second Term '18. and Sec-
retary Third Term '18 Columbian Literary
Society ; President Columbian Literary So-
ciety First Term l!t : Secretary Chemistry
Science Club '18: President Chemist ry
Science Club '19; Promotion Committee: Y.
M. C. A. ; Student Honor Committee '18
;
Junior R. O. T. C. : Advertising Manager
Tats '19.
"Queen" says that Phoenix. S. C. was
his postoffice, but since the country store
burned he has had to adopt Greenwood;
and well may she he proud of him.
"Phoenix" entered Clemson with the class
of 1U. and for four years has been a shin-
ing light. Altho he came to us without a
recommendation, the fact that he snores
when asleep, and that he loves the ladies,
has made up for all deficiencies.
"John" entered the Officers' Training
School at Plattsburg, N. Y.. where he won
bis "Shave-tail" and was assigned to Camp
(irant. 111., where ho tried to become a
first lieutenant by letting gas attack his
shoulder bars. His dry wit and good
humor have won him a host of friends at
Clemson : we all predict a great future for
him as a disciple of "Dicky."
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aHARRY DUNCAN MONTGOMERY
Marion, S. C.
"It takes brains to make a fool."
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Corporal ; Sergeant ; Captain ; Sergeant.
Business Manager The Tiger ; Art Editor Taps
'19
; Corresponding Secretary, Censor. Vice-
President Calhoun Literary Society ; Vice-
President Swamp Fox Club : Member Gar-
goyle Club '17- -18 : Senior R. O. T. C. ; S. A.
T. C. ; Y. M. C. A.
Harry comes from the Swamp Fox re-
gion, or as "JoJo" calls it "The Catfish
Country-" When he first arrived here, he
started wrong by taking electrical, but he
soon saw the error of his ways and
changed to architecture. He expects to
pull down first place in the Southern Com-
petition this year. He is the best (?) of
the architects and expects to take up
landscape gardening after leaving here.
Harry is also a good business manager,
for it was his work that pulled the "Tiger"'
through this year. He is fond of pool and
usually makes his partner "Pint" pay for
his fun. He is a good sport and is always
smiling. It is said that Harry watches
the postoft'ice very close and is already
planning to build a "bamboo bungalo for
two" or more. 'Atta boy, Harry.
EARLE MONROE MORECOCK
Buckroe Beach, Va.
"Around his head the rolling clouds are
spread,
Eternal sunshine Kettles on his head."
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Private : 1st Sergeant ; Private
Cross Countrv Team '18 ; Captain Cross Coun-
try Team '19 : Class Basketball TT, '18 :
Varsity Basketball Team '10 : Member of
A. I. E. E. ; Palmetto Literary Society :
Senior Privates' Club : Cosmopolitan Club ;
Naval Company.
This long, lean, lanky, limping, lump-'o-
brick-dust journeyed from the dancing
pavilion of Buckroe Beach to study the
serious proposition of volts, amperes, and
watts. "Red" has been a shining light in
class basketball and has fattened himself
on the training table for two years. As a
speedy speaker "Red" cannot be rivalled,
for his flow of language is quicker than
the brightest mind can think. With bis
cunning grin "Brickyard Blondie" can
peeve people at will. "Come and trip it
as ye go. on the light fantastic toe." is a
favorite pastime of his. and often in lieu
of a better partner this Virginian will
resort to the broom. "Red" stands well in
his studies, but it is hard to foretell his
future: but some time during bis life
"Red" will sail the briny deep and hold
the fishes spellbound with bis melodious
voice. Where a smile goes "Red" will suc-
ceed.
\
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WALTER RICHARD NELSON
Baldwyn, Miss.
"The ocean's Aecps are mute; the shal-
lows roar.
Thought, sentiment, feeling are as the
ocean :
Words <ire but the bruit along the
shore."
ARCHITECTURE
Instructor of Drawing, Clemson College, Ses-
sions lT-'ls. '18-'19.
Nelson was horn in Baldwyn. Miss., sev-
eral years before he could either read or
write. His parents, observing this dis-
crepancy wished him on the local public
school faculty. These unfortunate mor-
tals labored diligently with the young hope-
ful for many moons, and finally, with a
sijdi of relief, passed him up to high school.
Here they were less patient, ami after en-
during him for two years, packed him up
and shipped him to a prep, school. Missis-
sippi Heights Academy. After two years
here, he entered Mississippi College in the
Fall of litKi where he graduated in the
Spring of 1914 with the degree of Bachelor
of Science. The next two years were
spent as professor of math, in the Amarillo
Military Academy of Amarillo. Texas.
In the Fall of 1917 he came to Clemson to
continue his architectural course, and also
as an instructor in the Drawing Depart-
ment.
Judging him by his work here, as in-
structor and student, we predict for him
a glowing future.
JOHN LASCELLES NOWELL
Charleston. S. C.
"All'x well that ends ircll."
Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Sergeant.
Engineering Society.
•Johnnie'" is one of those select repre-
sentatives of the "City by the Sea." When
in 1915. he took a last long look at the
pleasant days spent in Charleston High
School and turned his face Clemson-ward.
there was reason for the Battery to turn
out in full force to wish him farewell.
He entered with firm convictions that he
could discover some unthought of natural
law in the electrical world. For four
long years he has strived patiently onward,
overcoming all obstacles in the known laws
and theories of electricity. He says he
has not found a missiiiir link in the chain
of electrical laws yet. but expects to do s,,
some day and thereby revolutionize the
electrical industry. For awhile he turned
an attentive ear to the alluring voice of
military honors, but he soon found the
mistake and meekly put aside military as-
pirations. His reserved nature, pure
heart, and unusual sincerity have served
to create for him an exceptionally large
number of friends at Clemson: for to
know him is to love him. And as our
paths come to a dell, where we must turn
our steps in different directions, we wish
and predict for you. Johnnie, a life full
of sunshine and success.
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GEORGE DAVID PALMER. JR.
Helena. Arkansas
"And the cares that infest the daii
Shall fold their tents like the Arabs.
A)td as silently steal away."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Plattsburg Train-
ing Camp ; 2nd Lieutenant ; S. A. T. C. :
Senior R. O. T. C.
Senior Literary Critic Columbian Literary So-
ciety : Member Cosmopolitan Club : Senior
Non-Com. Club ; Chemistry Science Club.
George came to us from the "Arkansas
State School of Agriculture" with the de-
termination to master Chemistry. He en-
tered the Sophomore class and from the
tirst his work in the laboratory was re-
ceived with interest and alarm by his in-
structors. By hard work and study he
has persistently "shot Dickey." George,
however, found that there were other fields
of research than Chemistry in South Caro-
lina : his experiments being centered main-
ly around the little town of Orangeburg.
By his studiousness and ability he has won
the respect of his Professors and fellow
students. His friends at Clemson are
many. He is determined to make for him-
self a name in the Chemical world, and
with his ability to finish whatever he be-
gins and the ease with which he accom-
plishes hard tasks, we expect to some day
see his name in "The History of Chem-
istry."
JOHN WILMOT PARLER
Batesburg. S. C.
"/ should worry, care killed a eat."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Sergeant; 1st Sergeant: Captain; Sergeant:
S. A. T. C. : Plattsburg Training Camp ;
Senior R. (). T. C.
Censor, Reporting Critic Palmetto Literary So-
ciety : Society Annual Celebration '10. '17 ;
President Lexington County Club ; President
Wesleyan Bible Class ; Class Football 'Hi.
17; Senior Dancing Club ; Senior N, C. O.
Club.
This delicate lad hails from the town
of Batesburg. There is a question as to
which town may rightfully claim this hon-
or, as he began his career in the little city
of Orangeburg. "Jimmie" is of a rather
peculiar type, but to know him is to like
him. He isn't frivolous by any means.
I>nt takes things just as they come. By
his winning ways and good disposition be
has won many friends. Altho he knew
that "Dickey" was difficult, he realized
that Chemistry is the science upon which
the entire universe depends, so he there-
fore cast his lot with the Chemists. He
is not only a good student but a good con-
versationalist and orator as well. With
his heavy line and smooth tongue he has
won the reputation of a heart smasher.
Many men envy his physique, and all ad-
mire him because he is a man in the truest
sense of the word. His good traits can-
not be given in so small a space, but he
has enough to insure a great success in
life, so here's to you "Bill."
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ERNEST LELAND PARROTT
Darlington, S. C.
"Of all sad words of tongue or p< »
The saddest arc these: 'It might have
been. 1 "
DAIRYING
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant : Senior Sergeant.
President Darlington County Club : Palmetto
Literary Society; Agricultural Society: Senior
R. O. T. C. ; Plattsburg Training Camp ; 20th
Engineers ; Y. M. C A. "IS ; Member Plant
and Animal Club ; Member of Senior Non-
Com. Club.
"Polly," realizing the value of a trained
mind, entered Clemson in September. 1915.
He came to us as green as Darlington
makes them, but with the tenacity and
determination to win success. We can
truthfully say that "Polly" has won suc-
cess not only in the class room but has
achieved an enviable place in the hearts
of the corps and people of the campus and
nearby towns. It has been hard to deter-
mine whether "Polly" was a sure "enuff"
cadet of Clemson or a citizen of Calhoun,
but if "Polly" succeeds in life as well as
he has at Calhoun, he will surpass the
great future which we have mapped out
for him. After his Junior year, "Polly"
entered the 20th Engineers, U. S. A., and
after serving with this branch for several
months rejoined his class in January,
1919, with the same determination to suc-
ceed. Owing to his great ambition, "Pol-
ly's" many friends predict a great future
for him in his chosen profession of Dairy-
ing.
ENOCH FRED PEPPER
Easley, S. C.
"Kindness in women, not their beautious
looks, shall win my love."
AGRONOMY AND HORTICULTURE!
Private ; Senior Private.
Vice-President of Columbian Literary Society
;
Agricultural Society ; Secretary and Treasurer
of Plant and Animal Club ; Senior Private
Club ; Anderson County Club.
"Pep." an Anderson County product,
wandered into college in September. 1915,
and joined the Freshman class as a char-
ter member of good faith and high stand-
ing. Fred first began taking a mechanical
course, but soon realized his mistake and
changed to the course of his own heart
—
Agriculture. Fred is surely destined to
become a great agronomist, and will like-
ly specialize in growing Pepper. Though
handicapped from gaining any military
honors, nothing has prevented him from
"shooting" the faculty members every
time they get between him and his
"sheepskin." He has put "Pep" into the
class since he first came, and this kind of
"Pep" is the best there is. Fred has been
studious in his work, straightforward in
his methods, and faithful in his duties.
He is a cheerful friend to us all and is
well deserving of the high esteem with
which he is held by the class and faculty.
Something is beckoning him back to the
home town and fields from which he came,
and wherever he goes we know that he is
on the royal road to success.
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ROBERT SPRATT PLEXICO
Rock Hill .S. C.
"/ did not full in lore—/ rose in love."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Corporal: Sergeant; Sergeant Major: 1st
Lieutenant : 2nd Lieutenant : R. O. T. C.
Plattsburg.
Recording Secretary and Vice-President Y. M.
C. A. : Secretary. Prosecuting Critic. Report-
ing Critic. Vice-President Palmetto Literary
Society : Vice-President York County Club
:
Chemistry Science Club : Bible Class Leader :
Assistant Business Manager Taps TO : Busi-
ness Manager "C" Handbook : Picked Com-
pany "IT.
Iii the fall of 1915 "Plexi" left Wintbxop
and came to Clemson, whereupon he be-
came a leading member of the class of
'19. Having identified himself with all
that is good in college life and activities,
he may justly he called a leader of his
fellow students. He has a pleasing look
and winning way. both of which have
made every man in the class his friend
—
and it is safe to say that he has an equal
number in Winthrop. His military career
has been brilliant, reaching its climax
probably while he was a "rookie" at Camp
Wadsworth. Spratt cast his lot with
"Dickey's" clan of chemists and has de-
veloped into an expert bottle washer. His
first work will lie that of a qualitative
analist—analizing the heart of a girl to
find whether it contains "yea" or "nay."
We believe a little star is guiding him.
and that it will lead down the lane to the
end of a great career.
ROBERT MALCOLM PRIDMORE
Gaffney, S. C.
••/ dare do all that becomes u man. n'ho
dares do more is none.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private : Sergeant : Senior Private : C. O. T. S..
Camp Gordon.
Member Calhoun Literary Society : Class Foot-
ball and Basketball 10: Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs : Non-Corns. Club : Cherokee
County Club.
"Prid" claims Gaffney as his "briar
patch." Indeed he seems to be proud of
the fact. He came to Clemson in Sept.
1915, with the firm determination to be a
civil engineer. However, this science has
turned out to be only a side line with him.
most of his time being devoted to the study
of English. Economics, and Love.
In the fall of his senior year. "Rube"
decided that he was allowing some good
officer material to go to waste. Conse-
quently, he went to Camp Gordon. The
Kaiser was informed of this fact and
came to the conclusion that he would have
no chance when "Rube" took up his
"watch on the Rhine." He therefore
"threw up the sponge" and deprived "Prid"
of the opportunity to demonstrate his mili-
tary genius. But "every cloud has a
silver lining" and that which was the
armv's loss i> Clemson's gain. We pro-
phesy for this "Gaffneyite" a brilliant suc-
cess in his chosen line of work.
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ERNEST EDWIN REEVES
Longtown. S. ('.
"Give every man- thy ear, bnl few thy
voice."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private; Corporal, s. A. T. c. : Senior Private;
Sergeanl ;
Member It. 0. T. C. ; Literary Critic and Chap
lain Hayne Literary Society; Agricultural
Society; Fairfield County Club; Chemistry
Science Club : Senior Non-Coin. Club.
The old adage, "still water runs deep"
is again verified in the personality of our
friend and comrade "E" Reeves. He is of
a rather silent disposition, still putting
into practice the teachings of his child-
hood days. "To be seen rather than to he
heard." He possesses a character of the
highest type and a mind of great depth.
This is shown by the fact that he has
made a high class record in one of the
most difficult subjects which Clemson has
to offer, namely. Chemistry. When "E"
has completed his course in Medicine and
Surgery which he expects to take after
leaving Clemson. we feel sure that an at-
tack of the "Flu'* and a broken head
will not be necessary causes for alarm to
those who are fortunate enough to secure
Ins expert services. But whatever our
friend may choose for his life's work, we
feel sure that he will receive from the
world what the world owes to him, a
crown of success.
Columbia, S. (\
WILLIAM MERRITT QUATTLEBAUM
"Partake of lore as a temperate man
partakes of trine Never become intoasi-
catt d."
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeanl : Color Sergeant;
Lieutenant ; Sergeanl
.
treasurer Student Branch A. I. E. K. '10;
Electrical Engineering Society is; Ait staff
Taps '18; Licked Company 17: Richland
County Club: Secretary and Treasurer Cap-
ital Citv Club '19; Senior Non-Com. Club;
V. M. C. A. Cabinet 'lit.
"Bill" counts himself among the hoys
from Columbia. He came to "Tigerdom"
in 1915 and cast his lot among those to be
exposed to "Crip" and "Slim" in Elec-
tricity. He has not developed his talent
along the line of Physics nor aspired to
the office of Drum Major as did his fel-
low-kinsmen before him. However, he
holds the office of Lieut.-Commander on
Col. Shanklin's Staff, which many a boy
would like to have. "Bill" joined the
Naval Unit here last fall and saw active
service on the Seneca River—hut mostly
on Riggs Field. He made a salty sailor,
but the scrap ended and left him a plain
"gob" instead of an Admiral. A music
lover and somewhat inclined to song.
"Bill" hits often lulled us to sleep with
the eloquent strains of "Last Night I
Dreamed of You. Sweetheart." We proph-
esy a great success for "Bill"—success
in work, love and life.
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JULIAN HART ROBERTSON
Greenville, S. C.
"Don't worry about the future
The present is all thou hast,
The future will .soon he present
And the present will noon tie past."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Sergeant ; Captain : 2nd Lieutenant. U. S. A.
Senior Cooperative Committee; Vice-President
Junior class; Junior Cooperative Committee;
Assistant Satire Editor Taps '19 : President
Greenville County Club : Secretary Columbian
Literary Society: Vice-President Senior Lanc-
ing Cluii : Secretary and Treasurer Junior
Lancing Club: Member Thalian Lancing
Clul>: State Champion Tennis Doubles '16-'17,
'1T-'1S: Captain and Manager Basketball;
Scrub Baseball; Junior King Committee;
..Block ••('•' Club: Ex-Shave-tail Club.
There are two theories as to how Julian
obtained the nickname of "A. W. ;" one of
which was by association and the*other on
looks. Since joining us in the fall of '15.
"A. W." has made a name for himself as
well as for Clemson in athletics. He was
one of the men to .help win the State
Doubles in Tennis on two occasions. At
basketball he is also good, being Captain
of the team, playing a guard. Julian also
plays baseball. Besides being athletic.
"A. W." is a jolly, congenial fellow count-
ing his friends by the hundreds. Winning
his commission at Cam]) Perry. Julian was
assigned with the S. A. T. C. at New-
berry. Judging by the letter he gets
daily from this place, his lieutenancy was
not in vain. Luck to you, Julian.
NORMAN FREDERICK RODE
Hampton. Virginia
"Myself am hell"
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Private : Sergeant : Private.
Class Paseketball 'IS-'PI; Varsity Basketball
'P.): Member of A. I. E. E. : Palmetto Literary
Society: Senior Privates' Club: Cosmopolitan
Club: Winner of P. L. S.'s Declaimers' Medal;
Naval Company.
"Dusty" Rode: Ye-ah ! This is the little,
peaceful, bull eating' and bull shooting
animal from the wilds of Ole Virginny.
"Dusty" decided to become civilized, so he
took a shave and began his career as an
engineer in the fall of '16. "Dusty." though
small of stature has made hue records in
both athletics and class work, and is
known throughout the college as being
capable of shooting the professors. "Dus-
ty" has three great characteristics, his
capacity for food in the mess-hall, his
good opinion of himself, and his ability to
make money. It is suggested that he sell
himself for what he thinks he is worth so
that Clemson can get that magnificent
dance hall and gymnasium he is going to
give when he gets rich. Rut Rodie's
strong point is the fair sex. They go wild,
simply wild, over him. But how can they
hep it. for even if beauty is only skin
deep none of them has skinned him as yet.
Some day we are certain that "Dusty" will
accomplish his one ambition, a little wife,
and a little cottage with a little "dusty
road" inside.
o
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WILLIAM BRYAN ROGERS
Mullins. S. C.
•7/ you can't hi good, bt careful.™
AGRONOMY
Private : Private : Private : Captain : 2nd
Lieutenant Inf.. C. S. A.
Member Agricultural Society : Palmetto Liter-
ary Society : Ex-Shave-tail Club : Senior R.
1 1. T. C. : Secretary and Treasurer Swamp
Fox Clnb.
Early one Indian Slimmer morn, "Bill"
crawled from under his father's tobacco
barn, put a pipe in his month, donned his
hunting shirt and with flint lock in hand
set his fare West-ward Ho. Some time
later he chanced to roam across the vel-
vety carpet of the Clemson eampns and
right there his venturous spirit languished.
Beginning early, dodging the non-com club,
he finally fell for Plattsbnrg and by virtue
of Clemson Training i not personal » won
a commission in D. S. Army. Aside from
being a soldier of fortune he aspires for a
great place in literary affairs
;
great honks.
small hooks, lean books and all are con-
sumed in torrents, and the amalgamated
product is oft-times softened into letters
of fancy to some southern damsel. "Grey
Mule"' has dreams of being a leading
southern agriculturist He says that a
better-half is necessary for this. We wish
him success in all his endeavors.
JOHN LeWITT RUSH
Camden. Sj. C.
"Why n'li bask amid th> set n
While the sun of morning shtnesf"
AGKOXOMT
Private : Corporal ; Sergeant : Lieutenant.
Member Agricultural Society : Camp Gordon
Clnb : Plant and Animal Club : President
Kershaw-Lancaster County Club: Correspond-
ing Secretarv and Vice-President Havne Lit-
erary Soci.-ty : Senior It. < >. T. C. : C. 0. T. S..
Camp Gordon.
"J. I>.." or almost any other tliiiiir yon
wish to call him—he asks that yon only
do so in time for all meal formations—
plucked up bis courage and braved the
Tigers'' lair in the fall of '15. Our charm-
ing friend soon learned all the little trick-
of Tigerdom and became one of us. All
the good things around historic old Cam-
den must have cooperated to make the
product which we all saw alight from the
train that memorable night at Calhoun.
Altho not an actual participant in the
battle of Camden, he thought it a strategic
move to retire to the foot hills of the Ap-
palachians to recuperate and improve his
shining abilities. With the exception of
a few months at the Camp Gordon C. O.
T. S. he has faithfully stuck to his cl ss
Now as he leaves to entice his ship in. we
all wish him much luck—a thing he de-
servi -
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HARRY CLAYTON SANDERS
Simsborb, La.
"Be what you are <m<l not what you
seem to be."
AGRONOMY
Private; Sergeant; Captain; R. O. T. C. ; S.
A. T. C. ; 0. T. S. : 2nd Lieutenant.
Corresponding Secretary, Recording Secretary,
Vice-President, President Carolina Literary
Society : Vice-President Agricultural Society :
Secretary and Treasurer Cosmopolitan Club;
Vice-President, President Y. M. C. A.
"H. C." harnessed himself up with the
class of 'ID. Sept. 2(i. 1916. Being a Sopho-
more "Rat" it naturally took a little while
for him to learn to pull with us (wise)
Sophomores. He. however, has done much
to help pull the Class of 19 through. Ry
earnest and hard work he soon gained the
confidence and respect of both professors
and classmates. Now lie is among the
leaders of our class. Sanders played an
active part in the Religious welfare of the
College—being a leader in Y. M. <\ A.
work. He is the only man here from his
native State. Louisiana, hut Louisiana is
well represented. Lincoln Parish is ex-
tremely fortunate in having a lad so well
equipped to come hack to her at this par-
ticular time. With his present scientific
knowledge of Agriculture we feel sure that
the agriculture of Louisiana will soon he
revolutionized. "H. ('." also takes well
with the fairer sex. and we feel sure that
his "better-half" has already been- won.
WINFIELD SCOTT SAWYER
Monetta, S. C.
"Lean it to me, the half bus never yet
Ixrii told."
AGRONOMY
Private; Private; 1st Sergeant: Sergeant.
Member Agricultural Society : Vice-President
Aiken County Club : Non-Cam.
bian Literary Society.
(Tul) ; Colum-
"Hawkshaw." as he is most widely
known, altho living under a pen Dame,
evoluted from the Farm Stead Burroughs
of Aiken County. Again he has been
called the Aiken Tragedy, hut then the
Authenticity of this latter phrase has been
in use only by his innermost associates.
Doubtless, after having collected these two
arguments together, and having weighed
the consequences thoroughly, we may well
conclude that his mental ability in regard
to detective work is paramount. Inter-
mittently, along bordering the four golden
years of work at Clemson. we find the
dainty lining of letters he has received
from his girl, and furthermore many lus-
cious hours have been spent with pen in
hand and paper well sprinkled with some
juicy phraseology peculiar to his idiosyn-
crasies. So great a serene nature is his
that no perturbation, of however an exotic
nature can destroy those provincial fea-
tures. With all of these assets anil with a
mind that is very active, we predict a
great success.
A
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HOLLIS LITTLE BERRY SHIELDS
Chesnee, s. C,
"Duty: The highest thought that can
ever cuter into my life."
AGRONOMY
Sergeant; It. 0. T. C. ; 2nd Lieutenant; 1st
Lieutenant : 2nd Lieutenant Inf., U. S. A.
It. C.
Carolina Literary Society : Agricultural So-
ciety : Spartanburg County Club : Class Foot-
ball' '18 : Shave-tail Club.
"Load'* entered Clemson in the fall of
'12. He remained here for two sessions,
then dropped out until the fall of '17.
Being a typical "Clod Hopper." the en-
vironment rapidly changed him to an en-
viable fellow student. He is a jolly class-
mate and makes friends easily. As to
studying, that is easy when he so desires,
but that is seldom and far between. The
result is that he fools his teachers in a pe-
culiar way that makes one admire him.
His college activities are obscure, due to_
his handicap in class work, except playing
on the champion Junior Class team.
He left us to become an officer and lead
our men "Over There." At Camp Lee. Va..
he won his Lieutenancy, and was hoping
to sail in January. The Kaiser quit,
which disappointed him.
We see him smile on certain occasions
and wonder what he is planning. Know-
ing his nature and ability, we wish him a
quick success in life and the best of luck.
WILLIAM JULIAN SHORT
Buena Vista. Ga.
"Brevity is the soul of wit, therefore I
iron] (I he short."
CHEMISTRY
Private ; Sergeant ; 2nd Lieutenant ; Senior Pri-
vate.
President Chemistry Science Club; Cosmopoli-
tan Club '16-'19 : Senior Xon-Com. Club.
Four years ago rumors of Clemson pene-
trated the wilds of Southwestern Georgia
and induced this fair representative to cast
his lot with the Class of '19. "Daddy" left
Buena Vista with the idea of becoming an
electrical engineer, but after a conference
with "Red" Gallegly, he decided to abandon
this shocking subject, and to take up the
beautiful science of Chemistry. In this
he has been so successful that we hear that
he has discovered a brand of "Brown's
Mule" which may be chewed in the class-
room without fear of detection.
Always quick with a reply, it is no won-
der that "Daddy" has gained a reputation
for his dry wit. The results of his work
in Organic Chemistry show that he is no
idler. His droll ways, and genial good
humor have won him a number of friends
in the Cadet Corps. No wonder then we
predict a brilliant future for the "Moun-
taineer" in. the Chemical industry of this
country.
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GARY HIGGINS SINGLETON
Westminster. S. C.
"Promptness is a virtue; therefore be
prompt."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private : 1st Sergeant : 2nd Lieutenant.
Secretary-Treasurer. President Oconee County
Club : Secretary-Treasurer. Superintendent
Chapel Sunday School; Bible Class Leader:
Treasurer Columbian Literary Society : Agri-
cultural Society.
Iii the fall of "1.") Oconee County made a
contribution of a sturdy, quiet boy to
Clemson without realizing the importance
of the said contribution. Oconee was not
wholly to Maine for this underestimation
of "Justice" because he had not made him-
self known at this time: however, time is
verifying our immediate conclusion that a
shining star was in our midst. "Justice"
is a conscientious worker in many student
activities including cadet militarism. In
the latter case he followed his usual
method of proceeding quietly, and no one
knew that a military genius was embodied
in this quiet, good-natured lad until his
senior year, when he blossomed forth as a
Second Lieutenant. "Justice" can not be
accused of fickleness, thougb he has numer-
ous lady friends. We predict that he will
SOOH pluck a sweet "Dixie Li y" and thus
end his bachelor days. His multitude of
friends wish him great success in the fu-
ture.
JOSEPH MILES SINGLETON
Westminster. S. C.
"It is better to hare hint anil lost, than
never to hare had at nil.''
AGRONOMY
Sergeant : Lieutenant: R. O. T. C. : C. <>. T. S..
Camp Gordon.
Oconee County Club : Agricultural Society ;
Camp Cordon Club: llayne Literary Society.
About the middle of September. 1915, a
very remote incident took place in the
wilds of Oconee County. An unusual type
of animal broke his chain and escaped,
only to be recaptured just before he
reached Oconee's boundary line. With
the exception of short intervals, he has
been held in captivity for four years, and
now is somewhat tame. At first "Jim"
was not very sympathetic with militarism,
bur he changed his mind in his Junior
yea; and snatched a sergeant from the
hands of his epptain. In the fa 1 of his
senior year he decided to leave "Colonel's
Army:'' s;i he proceeded to Camp Gordon,
whe.e he attended the C. 0. T. S. until the
v ar ended. He came back to 'Clemson.
however, to join the class of 'lit. lb
going t ' the Hawaiian Islands as an Ag-
ronoinis for the United States Department
of Agricu'ture, and we predict for him
great success.
:
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EARLE BAMPEY SMITH
Iva, S. ('.
"Hut. drink, sice/), and be merry,
Fur tomorrow you may die."
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Sergeant : Senior Private.
A. I. E. E. ; Class Football 'IT. '18; Senior
Privates' Club; Electrical Engineering So-
ciety : V. M. C. A. : U. S. Naval I!eserve< ;
Bull Shooters Union.
"Stiff." or rather "Stiff Neck." calls the
town of Iva his "briar patch." "Stiff"
came to Clemson with the view of getting
an aggie "Dip:" but by some accident he
fell into the hands of those who solve the
mysteries of volts, watts, and amperes.
So for four years lie lias labored steadily
with one purpose in view—that of leaving
C. A. ('. in June. 101!). Some say "Stiff"
would rather eat than talk, but we who arc
in the class room with him deny the
Charge. He talks all the time and usually
about nothing. In September "Stiff Neck"
became a son of the mighty deep and -la-
bored here witli the rest of the garbs.
Many boys claim to know the fair sex. but
"Stiff" is a master artist along this line.
He carries a line that they fall for
—
judg-
ing from the many letters he gets. In the
future we expect lots of "Stiff" for he is a
man from start to finish. May he con-
tinue to be happy, gay, and successful.
"By his laughter ye shall know him."
BEBTRAM STENDEB
Charleston. S. ('.
"Worry never made anyone great; so—
why should I worry?"
DAIRYING
Bugler; Bugler; R. 0. T. C. ; C. O r. S;
•10;
Sergi ant i Senior Grade)
Charleston County Club '16, 'l
Sophomore, Junior, Senior Dancing Clubs
Freshman Football Team '15; Scrub Football
'16, IT: Carolina Literary Society: Agricul-
tural Society : Senior Non-Com. Club; ('amp
Gordon Club.
"Jock" hails from "The City by the Sea."
and for four years has fought the battles
of college life. Altho small in statue, he is
by no means a baby. To know him is to
admire his views of life. He can make
friends easi'y and is known for his popu-
larity with the fairer sex. Last fall, after
returning to college, he decided to become
an officer in Uncle Sam's Army and fight
the Hun. He entered Camp Gordon, but
the Kaiser quit before he finished his
course: so he returned to college and is
finishing by specializing in Dairying. He
has taken an active part in his class ac-
tivities.
His future, we hope, will be filled with
success and happiness. His ambitious na-
ture will some (lay make him a big factor
in the business world. He aims at the
highest ideals—and we feel sure he will
succeed in obtaining them. He takes his
praise and censure alike: and. for that
reason, we say the best of luck to him
when he is in life for himself.
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FRANCIS LeROY SURER
Whitmire. S. ('.
"Flirt and the girls flirt with you."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal: Private: Sergeant.
Vice-President Newberry County Club ;President
Newberry County Club : Junior-Senior Elec-
trical Society : Class Football '17 : Senior
Non-Com. Club : Y. II. C. A. : .Member Clem-
son College Branch A. I. E. E.
"Sube," or "Hippo" as he is sometimes
called, is one of Whitmire's young elec-
tricians. He came to this place a very
bashful hoy. but after four years of hard
knocks he has b.ossomed into a regular
ladies' man. "Sube' is stuck on militar-
ism, as is shown by his military career,
and we predict he would have become a
colonel, if he stayed in college several
more years. We remember him chiefly as
a "doctor" of electricity. He spent all of
his spare hours in talking about or in
writing to his Winthrop girl. We believe
that some day "Sube" will be a second
Edison. Every thing about him indicates
this. He is a practical man in every sense
of the word. His ability to "shoot" his
instructors is not questioned by those who
have gone to class with him. We predict
for him a place among the leading me-
chanics and electricians of the future—un-
less he surprises us by becoming a profes-
sor ( V) of English.
GILLESPIE GODFREY THROWER
Cheraw, S. C.
"// women interfere with your work—
quit work"
AGRONOMY
Corporal: 1st Sergeant; Captain; Senior It. 0.
T. C. : Plattsburg.
Scrub Baseball '17: Varsity Baseball ls'lf);
Cnptain Baseball '19; Class Football '15-'17 ;
Scrub Football '17: P.lock "C" Club; Sopho-
more. Junior, Senior, and Thalian Dancing
Clubs: Junior Cooperative Committee: Y. M.
C. A. : Blue Ridge Delegation : Agricultural
Society: President Hayne Literary Society;
1-d Sergeants' Club.
"Major.'" "Bad-Hand," or "Gop" came to
us in the fall of 1915 with the intention of
making good. This he has done in every
respect, in athletics, military lines, and
has made friends where others have failed
After his arrival he was not long in fool-
ing the professors into believing that he
had good sense, and since that time he has
established for himself an enviable record.
While "Major" left civilization to become
a student at Clemson, he has not applied
himself so diligently to his studies that he
has forgotten all about the fair sex : for
almost any day you can see him coming
from the P. O. and always with a smile on
his face. Of course these letters are only
from some little "Ladd" with whom he is
acquainted. If "Major" keeps up 'the
pace he has set at Clemson. his future
holds threat stores for him.
A
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PAUL LIXDSY TOLLISON
Helton. S. C.
"He's tall and he's lanky and he's poor
and he's thin,
But he's a good old boy for the fix he's
in."
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant: 1st Lieutenant
and Band Leader.
Instructor of Band '10: Leader of Orchestra
'19
; Manager of Orchestra 'IX : President of
Anderson County Club 'lit: Secretary Junior
A. I. E. E. : Executive Com. Elec. Eng. So-
ciety '10; Member of Band '16. '17, '18, '19;
Glee Club '18, '19 : Palmetto Literary So-
ciety '19; Anderson County Club '16, '17, '18,
'19; Y. M. C. A. '1(5. '17; Bible Class '10,
17, '19.
Percy Lewellyn." "Percy " "Burd." and
"Pete" are the names to which a certain
"Long boy" answers. He came to us to
prove his ability to reach and stick to any
standard set. And he has proven it. too,
as a student, as a musician, as a friend,
and as a man. As a musician of rare skill,
be is unexcelled. His class records show
that there is nothing left for him to learn
here. He can charm the ladies as few are
able to do. We have often been enter-
tained by his music. The Band. Orches-
tra, and the Glee Club have all been made
the better by having "Percy." Give him a
band—he'll grasp it: a duty—he'll perform
it ; a problem—he'll solve it : music—he'll
be content: a girl—and he'll be happy.
LOT TALMAGE TRUETT
Timmonsville, S. ('.
"In stature small;
But every whit a man withal."
AGRONOMY
Private : Sergeant; 1st Sergeant; Senior Pri-
vate.
Reporting Critic Palmetto Literary Society;
Agricultural Society : Secretary Florence
County Club is ; Secretary and Treasurer
Florence County Club '19 ; (/amp Gordon
Club: Senior Privates' Club: Vice-President
Timmonsville City Club; Sophomore, Junior,
and Senior Dancing Clubs; President Bible
Class ; Y. M. C. A.
"Loy" is one of Tiinmonsville's promis-
ing sons, of which she should be proud.
Upon bearing of Clemson's fame he de-
cided that it was the place for liim
;
therefore be joined the ranks of the "Ag-
gies." Tho not exerting himself too much,
he has managed to rank well with his
class. He is noted for his carefree and
generous disposition. "Loy" is one of the
men selected for the Officers' Training
School at Camp Gordon, Ga., and no doubt
would have been commissioned, but the
signing of the Armistice made his services
to the government no longer necessary
so be returned to Clemson. His chief
amusements are ladies and dancing, both
of which be is very fond. "Loy s" highest
ambition is to get married and settle down
on a farm of his own. YVe predict great
achievements from him, and wish him
much success tbru life.
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WILLIAM EBB TRULUCK
Motbridge, S. C.
''The glory of life is to love, not to he
loved; therefore I am glorious."
DAIRYING
Private : Senior Private ; Sergeant S. A. T. C. ;
Sergeant.
Reporting Critic, Censor Palmetto Literary So-
ciety ; Agricultural Society : Scrub Football
'15, '16 : Class Football 'ir>. '16 ; Y. M. C. A. :
Bible Class ; President Sumter County Club :
Senior Dancing Club : Senior Non-Corn. Club.
Truluek entered the ranks with the class
of '18, but he became ill and left college in
the spring of IT. He underwent a severe
operation and after recovery was able to
return in 1918 to complete his work with
the glorious class of '19. Truluek has
proven a worthy addition to our class. He
has a wonderful spirit for sticking to a
thing, and of course he always wins. His
friendly ways have won for him friends
who know that in a man of his character
they will find all the essentials of true
manliness. He has chosen dairying as his
occupation, and should we close our eyes
to the next decade, we see him as a com-
panion to a worthy mate and as owner of
a beautiful farm dotted on every hill with
cattle of the purest breed.
RIVERS LAWTON YARX
Beaufort. S. C.
"To thine own-self be true, and thou
eanst not then be false to any man."
AGRONOMY AND HORTICULTURE
Sergeant ; Battalion Sergeant Major ; Lieuten-
ant : Captain ; Senior R. O. T. C. ; Platts-
burg Training Camp.
Recording Secretary. Junior Critic. Yice-Presi-
dent. President Calhoun Literary Society;
President Beaufort County Club ; Class Bas-
ketball 'IT. '18 : Class Football '18 : Manager
Ulee Club: Glee Club IT, '18, '19; Sopho-
more. Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs ;
Member Agricultural Society ; Member Y. M.
C. A. : Bible Class Leader : Assistant Busi-
ness Manager TAPS '19 : Alumni Editor The
Tiger: Circulation Manager The Chronicle;
Secretary and Treasurer Senior Class.
Rivers came to Clemson with a two-fold
purpose in view. First, to learn the prin-
ciples of becoming the champion lettuce-
grower of South Carolina, and second, to
be near Pendleton. In both of these he
has succeeded admirably, for he has ac-
quired a good knowledge of agriculture,
and the expression on his face shows that
his frequent visits to Pendleton have not
been in vain. He is a prominent member
of our Clee Club. He played a star end on
the Junior football team that won the class
championship. He has shown bis business
sway by being Assistant Business Manager
of Taps, and Circulation Manager of The
Chronicle. We wish success to this frank
son of the coast, and feel that he will fol-
low his motto. "Excelsior."
:
<
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FREDERICK MORGAN WAT,LACE
Union. S. C.
"I have taken my fun where I found it;
I have ranged and roamed in my time."
CHEMISTRY
Corporal; Sergeant : 1st Sergeant; Major: 2nd
Lieutenant. U. S. It.
Senior Cooperative Committee; Assistant Man-
ager Football '18; Secretary and Treasurer
Chemical Science Club; Camp Gordon Club;
Ex-Shave-tail Club: Chaplain Freshman Class
'16; President Sophomore Dancing Club '17;
Senior, Junior, and Thalian Dancing Clubs;
Commencement Marshal 'IX.
Pour years ago "Ted." ofttimes called
"Shorty." came to this place to take his
part as a member of the "Tiger Clan."
Since his stay here he has constituted one
half of the "Gold Dust Twins" from the
city of Union. "Ted" is an admirer of the
fairer sex, and dancing is his pastime.
Aside from his qualities as a student he is
a congenial, lively, good-natured indi-
vidual.
"Ted" was assistant manager of foot-
ball '18, then elected manager for '19. hut
he entered the C. O. T. S. at Camp Gordon
and did not return for the football season.
"Shorty" has taken an interest in military
affairs as exhibited in his ability as a
Major in Col. Mac's army. As a profes-
sion he has chosen Chemistry. We predict
that he will discover several unknown ele-
ments.
"He done Union PROUD."
WILLIAM HENRY WALLACE
Union, S. C.
"Life's a see-Saw; be decent to the fel-
low who's doum, for tie mail tie up to-
morrow."
AGRONOMY
Corporal: Sergeant : 1st Lieutenant and Bat-
talion Adjutant.
President Sophomore Class: President Senior
Dancing Club; Manager Baseball Team '10;
Assistant Athletic Editor TAPS ; Secretary
and Treasurer Thalian Dancing Club '18;
Coach Sophomore Class Football Team; Class
Football 'lb. '17 and 'IS; Scrub football '17;
Varsity Football '18.
The above individual, commonly known
as "Kill.' is the other part of Union's
noble contribution. He has taken great in-
terest in ath etics at Clemson. For three
years "Hill" has been on the Gridiron do-
ing his bit for the "Tigers." He was a big
figure in making the Junior Class Football
Champions in 18. We all looked for "Bill"
to lie a mainstay this past season, but he
had the misfortune to get his ankle busted
up in the first game. "Bill" is manager of
the "Tiger" Baseball team this year. Un-
der his supervision we were led thru the
"wise foo.'s" stajje. He enjoys life in bar-
racks, on the athletic field. Dancing N'
Everything. Early last fall he went to
Camp Zachary Taylor to become a Field
Artillery Officer. He was there when the
Kaiser quit. We finish by saying that
"He too done Union proud."
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CHAKI.ES smith watkins
Beltou, S. (' .
"&ive me no powers, Oreai Heaven.
Hut such as turn* to energy of human
ft Uotcship :
X'i powers beyond tin growing heritagt
That makes complete manhood."
AGRICUL1 I"R \I. EDUCATION
Corporal: Sergeant: l-t Sergeant; Sergeant.
Corresponding Secretary. Recording Secretary
Hayne Literary Societv 'In: President, Vice-
President Ila-no Literarv Society "19; Vice-
President Anderson County Club: Secretary
Chapel Sundav School '18 : Member V. M.
C. A : Agricilt ral Societv; Senior Non-Com.
Club: s. A. T. C. : Plattsburg Training Camp.
Four years ago this handsome, good-na-
tured lad left his home to rake up his
alinde ar C emson. During these years.
"Charlie" has nor only spent his time en-
larging his mental capacity, but through
his kind, congenial disposition, has won
for himse'f numbers of friends On account
of his extreme popularity with the fair
sex. he is forced to spend much of Ins time
writing letters, but in sp : te of this fact he
has always managed to "shoot" his profes-
sors and has left a tine record. "Charlie"
entered college with the intention of tak-
ing horticulture, but seeing the many ad-
vantages and opportunities in agricultural
teaching, decided to specia'ize in "Cran-
dall." It is also rumored that he is plan-
ning to take a course in domestic science
under a young lady in the near future.
With such ability we can see for "Wat"
years of success and prosperity.
JOHN STANLEY WATKINS
Columbia, s. c.
• - 7' /• though vanquished, Ik could argue
still.
Wliili from his lips wordi of icondrous
sound
Amazed tin wondering rustics i/nthcrcd
round."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Corporal : Sergeant : Regimental Sergeant Ma-
jor; Plattsburg Camp; Captain and Regi-
mental Adjutant: I". A. »'. o. T. S. : 2nd
Lieutcnanl F. A. R. C.
Representative State oratorical Contest '17-*18
;
Winner 1st .Medal state Oratorical Contest
"1{
: Executive Committee s. C. I. O. A. '18;
Member Intercollegiate Debating Team '16,
'17. is: Trustees' oratorical Medal 'IT:
S cretary, President, Senior Literary Critic
Wade Hampton Literary Society : Sophomore
Lite tarv Edit( r, Assistant Exchange Editor,
Exchange Editor The Chronicle : Alumni
Editor The Tiger; Literarv staff Taps '19;
Yar it- Basketball IT. is. i<. : Block
Clnb IT. 'is. "19 : Class Tennis Champion-
ship Team 'IT: Artillery C!nb : Ex-Shave-tail
Club: Secretary Richland County Club 'IT:
Vice-President Sophomore Class: Historian
athletic Association.
Were the great Demosthenese alive to-
day, he would find this light-hiired, brown-
eyed lad from the "Capital City" a tit col-
league. During his Junior year he made
•i'd Clemson proud by winning the State
O-atorical Medal. In Athletics he was
he fast forward on the Varsity quintet
His origina'ity and good fellowship have
won for him a hosr of friends at Clemson.
!»
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ROY TERRELL WILKINS
Gaffney, S. C.
''Lore not sleep, lest thou come to pov-
erty."
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Private ; Sergeant.
Member Electrical Society "17 ; Student Mem-
ber A. I. E. E. ; Secretary Cherokee Countv
Club 'IS, President - 19 ; Y. M. C. A.
"Wilkes" represents the prosperous lit-
tle city of Gaffney. He came to Clemson
with the class of '18, but after associating
with that crowd for two years he came to
the conclusion that he was in the wrong
coach. Consequently, he dropped out and
tried the University of Tennessee for a
little while, but still he wasn't satisfied
until he got back to Clemson with the
class—class of double nineteen. Roy is
one of "Crip's" "pole climbers'' and we
forsee taat ere long he will have revolu-
tionized the Westinghouse plant. His con-
genial good nature has drawn a host of
friends to Roy, both at Clemson and else-
where—including Anderson. At least he
is very fond of visiting that city. He
worked in Newark last summer and seems
to be so well pleased with that place that
he is considering making his future home
there. But regardless of where be goes,
we feel sure that Roy will make a great
success, Here's wishing the best to him
and his.
JOHN JACOB WOLFE
North, S. C.
"Just a smile in the morning—
Another smile at night,
Keep a smile with you
And the world trill soon he bright."
AGRONOMY
Corporal : Sergeant ; 1st Lieutenant ; Lieutenant
of Infantry, U. S. Army.
Literary Society Editor The Tiger ; Associate
Editor Agricultural Journal ; Y. M. C. A. ;
Secretary and Treasurer Orangeburg County
Club ; Junior Critic Calhoun Literary So-
ciety ; President Agricultural Society ; Plant
and Animal Club ; Ex-Shave-tail Club.
In the fall of 1914 "J-Square" was lifted
by a gentle breeze that came from the
mysterious "North." In 1915 "J. J."
thought it a great idea to reside at his
home in the distant "North" for a year
and then graduate with a more distin-
guished class. He was ready to answer
Uncle Sam's 'call and after being com-
missioned from Plattsburg be went
through the famous battle of "State Col-
lege." Pennsylvania. "J.-Square'' makes
believe that he is not yet a victim of Cu-
pid's dart, but we think quite differently.
He often meditates upon the future and
can clearly see his picturesque country
home overlooking the river—and it woidd
not be complete, he says, were it not for
"a lot of cows, and ducks, and geese and
Everything.'*
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Senior Class Histoiy
LMOST four years ago, on the fourteenth of September. 1515, two hun-
dred and eighty-six "new boys" arrived at Clemson. We were a little em
barrassed and somewhat homesick at first, but this was soon "worn" away
by the everpresent Sophomores. It was not long before we were hard at
work, either studying and going to classes, or waiting on upperclassmen.
Having learned various jobs such as gun-cleaning, room-sweeping, bed-
making, etc., our "dips" were "signed" by our friends in the upper classes
:
and we embarked on our first summer vacation. We were happy once more to be
treated with more respect than is generally given a ''rat."
September 1916 found us back again, but not the two hundred and eighty-six
which comprised our class of the year before. Some of our members had fallen by
the wayside, others had grown tired of college life, and still others had joined the
service and were on the border. However, these losses were somewhat evened up by
the entrance of a large number of "Soph Rats." This year saw a great change in
the college life at Clemson. The War had come, and it was with a thrill that we
saw the Seniors offer their lives and services at the Altar of Liberty. But, these
were not the only ones. Many of our members went forth to light under the folds
of "Old Glory." The end of the session found our minds greatly sobered by the
War. We entered on our summer vacation happy but thoughtful.
Although many of our number had answered the call of Freedom, the majority
of us were back with the hope of finishing our Junior year. We who returned did
not forget the seriousness of the times, but got to work with an earnestness which
could not be swerved from its purpose, that of preparing ourselves for the call of our
country. We soon settled in to the life of quiet, studious, college men. The war
cloud hung closer and closer over us. Although we regretted having to part with
so many of our friends, we are justly proud of our members who answered their
country's call. And now we return to our last year at Clemson.
• "I
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At the beginning of the session 1918-1919, we found ourselves facing very
peculiar conditions and many difficulties. The S. A. T. ('. destroyed every vestige
of the different classes. We were not Seniors, we were soldiers. We entered on our
tasks with such enthusiasm and energy that nothing but success could result. Then,
as we were just getting used to the new conditions the '"Flu" came, and paralyzed
everything, ft was during this epidemic that one of our members left us. All of us
who knew him find it hard to realize that we shall never see him again. His memory
will always be cherished by us. Jt is with a sad feeling of regret and resignation
that we say, 'Tie has gone to his reward." Our hearts were saddened but we pushed
forward, never letting up and never failing to grasp all opportunities. Our country
continued to call and our members still answered. Then out of the darkened sky
came the Angel of Peace. We knew that our class would soon be whole again. And
now as I write, within these walls, which have become so sacred to us. are the ones
who have fought the good light and won. Our struggle has been hard, but we have
fought bravely and honorably to the end. And now we turn to Life's struggle, and
as to what armor we have been equipped, we have the future to judge.
In closing we would turn to our comrades and wish them a happy and success-
ful conclusion of their college course. To the Faculty we extend our most hearty
thanks for the efforts which they have put forth in our behalf. Wo would not forget
our Alma Mater. You have fitted one more class of men to fight their battles, may
they reflect nothing but honor on the name which they have learned to love and
respect; and may the name of Clemson be. as long as life lasts, enshrined in their
hearts. And when we go to our Resting Place may it be said of that thru your in-
fluence we have made the world a better place in which to live.
R. Marvin—Historian.
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Mi^s Young—Sponser
Junior Class Officers
T. H. Roper
L. 1 1. Harris
R. F. Kolb
II. ('. Jeter
J. J. Snow
T. H. Eoper
T. H. Byrnes
J. D. Rivers
< ((OPERATIVE COMMITTEE
President
Vice-Presideni
Secretary and Treasurer
Historian
Chaplain
Cli ainnan
C. K. Ford
C. P. RorEi;
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Junior Class Roll
Allen, F. M.
Allison, J. W.
Airman. I). M.
Anderson. E. T.
Armstrong, F. E.
Baker. O.^E.
Ballenger, A. R.
Bamett, R. M.
Bishop. W. G.
Bell, J. C.
Black. J. M.
Black. M. J.
__-. L. K
Bowlan, T. G.
Bovleston. C. L.
Bratton, R. B.
Brown. J 0.
Bunch. E. T.
Byrnes, T. H.
Cary, J. E.
Cathcart, R. S.
Cato. W. E.
Clark. J. R.
Copeland. G. E.
( !opeland
;
E B.
(
'ovington, < ». F.
Davis! G. E. R.
Dav. R. E.
Dula. A. H.
Dunbar, J. Y.
Dunlap, R. T.
Dnrant, A. E.
Pwighr. F. M.
England, W. L.
Fanr. G. W.
Farmer. E. F.
Fitzgerald, J. B.
Ford, C. R.
Franks. C. H
Frazer. H. E.
Gandy, J. M.
Garvin. J. E.
ine, 0. F.
Hammond, J. A.
Harris, E. P.
Hendricks. D.
Henrv. J. A.
H<»i lev. A. F.
Iloih. H. M.
Holly, R.
Huggin, ('. B.
Huggins I .
Jeter. M. C.
Johnson, -T. F.
.1. nes, J. D.
Kid lev. H. 0.
Kendrick, C. T.
Keyserling, H. H.
King, R. F.
Kolb, R. F.
Lawhon, W. B.
Leland, J. M.
Leslie. A. E.
Lightsey, J. M.
MePaniel G. E.
McEachern, P. M.
McHugh. J. F.
McGee, G W.
MeGee, R. F.
Mrt.ee. S. A.
McKenzie, M. A.
McKenzie, W. J.
McKnight P.
Manigault, E. E.
Martin. G. C
Marvin. B.
Mavbrv. W L.
Mills, C. s.
Mitehell. C. A.
Moore, W. D.
XeeleV. J E.
I >T)ell. J. H.
Parkins. D. F.
Parler, S. B.
Patrick. G. B.
Pavne, H. D.
Pitts. E. A.
Poole, .1. G.
Potts, R. C.
Power. R. M.
Procter. W. (i.
Richbourg, F. B.
Richbouig. s F.
Rivers, J. D.
Rogers, F. F.
Rogers, .1 IV.
Roper, C. P.
Roper, T. II.
Push. A. F.
Sanders, 1>. A.
Schwettmann, F. W
Shuler, G. L.
Smith. J. F.
Snow. J. J.
Stanford. IF
Stanley, G. A.
Stevenson. W B.
Stork. R. G.
Thackston, E. P.
Thomason. J. F.
Thompson. F. M.
Thrower. W. H.
Truluck. T. P.
Voight J. P.
Wade, J. L.
Walker. A. R.
Walker, H. C
Walker. J. M.
Washington, W. H.
Whittaker, W L
Wilkes. F. H.
Wingo, W. P.
Wise,
Wolfe. F. F.
Woodward . M. B.
Yarborough, J. H.
Young, J. L.
:
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Junior Class HistonJ)
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Hail the Class of '20. Once the Largest class of "Eats" that ever roamed the
campus of Clemson College, but now a class of serious Juniors, greatly diminished
in numbers. This class occupies a unique position in that it is the last class of the
old curriculum, not only as regards class work, but also as regards tin- college cus-
toms and ideals handed down by the previous classes.
It was on the twenty-sixth day of September, nineteen hundred and sixteen
that this large body of green "Bats" gathered in the halls of the Main Building of
Clemson. The college immediately felt the effects of the arrival of this class; for
these men revolutionized all phases of college activities, especially athletics. There
are a big number of big- fellows in the class, and the common question asked was.
"'Eat' are you going out lor football?" Whatever the old boys asked the Freshmen
to do they did willingly.
Sure, this is the same class: but all "Batisni" has been left behind. All during
the previous summer, these "wise fellows" had been planning how they were going
to receive the "Eats," and it is needless to say that they were received most royally.
During this session of 1917-'18, Clemson made herself known and felt in the football
world, and this fact is largely contributed to the playing of the big men of the class.
A large number of our men went to the Plattsburg Training Camp, some remaining
for the second camp and received their commissions in the Army.
With the opening of the session of L918-'19, only a few of our class returned.
A number of the men had commissions, and others were in training m Officer's
Camps. Those in the S. A. T. C. were eager to go to training camps. Since the
armistice, the class is almost its former self again, doing efficient
lines of college activities. It is only a short while until, this class
preparing to leave their •Alma Mater'' for the hustling, bustling.
e
signing of the
work along all
will be seniors
busv world.
M. C. Jetki:— Historian.
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Mis- Xi<kit—Sponser
SopKomore Class Officers
•J.AI. King
0. S. Poe
J. R. SCHENK
W. J. Erwix
J. F. Gakxer
L. C. Chappell
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Historian
Chaplain
Poet
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Sopnomore Class Roll
Abernatlr., W. H.
Addv, C. S.
Anderson, 0. W.
Atkinson, C. N.
Atkinson, R. E.
Banks, R W.
Black, S. A.
Bolt, F. W.
Brunson. G. V.
Bvers. W. B.
Cain, 0. W.
Cann, M.
Carr, S. P.
Cathcart, S. L.
Chappell, L. C.
Childs, L. H.
Cobb, B. C.
Cook. L. H.
Cooper, T. B.
Cothran, E.
Covin, J 0.
Dean. G. B.
DeWitt, A.
Dixon. W. P.
Dillard, R. L.
Dowling, J. A.
Dnbose. G.
DuPre, E. R.
Durant, C. L.
Durant, C. 0.
Epps, A. R.
Erwin, W. J.
Evans. T. M.
Farmer. R.
Ferguson. E. H.
Fowler. W. W.
Freeman, J. F.
Gaere, G.
Galphin, G. P.
Garner, J. F.
Garret, W. F.
Gettys, E. F.
Gilliland, W. A.
Glasscock, E. P.
Gower. A. G.
Graham. J. P.
Griffin, C. W.
Eaas, ('. 1.
Harrison, G. A.
Haves. S. J.
Heffner, E. B.
Hendrix, W. B.
Henriquez, C. S.
Hiers, L. H.
Hodges, K. B.
Hoffmeyer, H. F. L.
Hollingsworth, W. S.
Jordan. E. B.
Kempson. J. M.
Lveyserling, H. E.
Kilgore, A. R.
Kin--. J. M.
Kirkland. J. M.
Lachicotte, 1,. H.
Langford, (I. S.
Lawton, A. S.
Leland, R. E.
Loftis, C. B.
I.owiuan. P. I.
McCown, B. A.
Mcfiowan, J. L
McMeekin, T E.
Mace. S. X.
Mahoney, W. M.
Mann. M. E.
Maws. T. P.
Mellet P. S.
Melton, G. H.
Mills, 0. B.
Minus, P. M.
Moore, J. B
Moore. J. F.
Moore. W. B.
Mulkev, IT B.
Mnrnliv. W. B.
Newton W. TT.
Odom, G. F.
Owens. C. A.
Parker. J M
Pearlstine, J. T.
Perrv, F. T.
Pfie^er, C. A
Pincknev, J. S.
Pitts, K. M.
Poe. (). s.
! ugh, W. C.
Ramsey, W. H.
Randle, M. B.
Kankin, P G.
Uawls, E. II.
Rickenbaker, T. D.
Ricker, G F.
Rilev, G. M.
Ryan, J. II.
Sal Icy. J. I).
Sarratt, R C.
Schenk, J. II.
Sehirmer, R.
Schroeder, J. II. F.
Scruggs, .1. L.
Seaborn, J. II.
Sharpe, J C.
Smarr, R. G.
Smith. J. J.
Smith. J. S.
Smith, M. ('.
Smith. R. M.
Smoak, L. G.
Spoon, E. P.
Sojourner, I). P.
Solomon, E.
StaUworth. W. H.
Steinmever, G. E.
Thornton. P. F.
Thornton. M.
Till, J. E.
Trotter, T. W.
Truluck, J. P.
Tyler, C. T..
Watkins, W. W.
Watson, L. F.
Webb, T. J.
Wheeler, H. B.
Woodham. B. G.
Wyatt, W. F.
Young, C.
Zeider, T. J.
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Sophomore Class History
Shall we of the class of '21 ever forget our "Rat" year. Shall we ever forget
how nice the Sophomores were to us in assisting us to out rooms: in making ac-
quaintances, which they earnestly insisted that we remember, selling articles in-
cluding hath tickets, reveille tickets, and radiators.
—
all at a very low price? Shall
we ever forget those days?
The class of '21, which was one of the largest to matriculate in several years.
came hack this year with only one hundred and thirty. This great loss was caused
by the war and other very unfavorable conditions. One of the disappointments thai
we met with as soon as we matriculated was the fact that the S. A. T. ('. would
take away our "Sophomore Privileges." But we had a few days in which to live
the life of a Sophomore, and the "Rats" will testify to the fact that we didn't lose
our chance.
About fifty of the Sophomores were unable to enter the S. A. T. ('. on account
of their being under eighteen years of age. The Sophomores in both the S. A. T. C.
and the Cadet Corps captured their share of the non-coms. A great number of our
men were sent to Officers' Training Camps, hut when the armistice was signed
many of these men returned to resume their studies: while quite a few stayed ami
secured their commissions. We cannot think of Clemson's success in athletics
without considering the part that the class of '21 has done in helping attain this
success. The class of '21 can be depended on to do her part in everything.
W. J. Enwix—Historian.
:
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Freshman Class Officers
J. C. SCHILLETTER
A. P. Coles
A. P. Eewin
G. D. Grice
C. B. Playf.k
H. P. SOMPAYRAC
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Historian
Chaplain
. Poet
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Freshman Class Roll
Ackermann, T. H.
Adieks, W.
A 1 ford, M. C.
Allen. W. S.
Alley. W. H.
Altman, H. S.
Armstrong, J. B.
Armstrong. H.
Auten, J. F.
Barton. W. B.
Baumann, J. H.
Hanks. J. C.
Bailes. J. P.
Bailey. E. M.
Barksdale, D. B.
Best, L. M.
Betcbman, H. B.
Berry. J. B.
Bethea, L. R.
Bethea, J. P.
Boone, 8. C.
Bozeman, G. R.
Boozer, W. M.
Brooks. H. T.
Buie. R. W.
Brooks.
r.uikiiii yer. L. A.
Butler, C. M.
Bussey, J. C.
(
'a'. vert. B. A.
Cann, G.
Cannon. ('. B.
Cannon, W. S.
Cannon. V. L.
Carter, R. E.
Carter. R. W.
Chambliss, V. L.
Clatworthy, W. M.
Coarsey, R. W.
Coleman. R. I..
Coles. A. P.
Coleman. J. V.
Copeland, J. D.
Cook. G. F.
Cook. J. D.
Crisp, C. A.
Crowther, C. C.
Culberson, J. A.
Dawes. II. L.
Davis. C. R.
Day. E. S.
Denaro. J. M.
Derbam, E. M.
De Treville. A. L.
Dial, P. A.
Dick, L. W.
Dorn. W, L.
Drew, B. L.
Duckworth, B. F.
Dwight, R. C.
Emerson, G. B.
Epting, C. V.
Erwin, A. K.
Eubanks, J. B.
Felder. J. H.
Fellers. E. A.
Fink, B. L.
Forrest, H. A.
Foster, H. M.
Freeman, J. L.
Freeman, R. A.
Fripp, W. T.
Fuller, E. P.
Gaines, J. (J.
Galloway, W. R.
Garrison, F. B.
Geraty, J. W.
Gibson. J. W.
Gilmore, W. D.
Goodwin, L. W.
Graham, R. N.
Green, S. M.
Gregory, G. W.
Grice, G. D.
Haas. R. D.
Ha'.stead. If. T.
Hair. A. B.
Hagood, W. M.
Hardin. W. K.
Hartzell, G. W.
Harvin. J. L.
Harris. O. P.
Ilellams. J. 1.
Herbert, D. ().
Herron. R. P.
Hobhs, E. W.
Ho'lowell. J. G.
Hollowell, J. R.
Hood. H. W.
Howell. L. M.
Hipp. R.
Hill. L. W.
Hinson, II. L.
Hughes. W. T.
Hubbard. W. B.
Jenkins. E. M.
Jenkins. J. F.
Jennings, J. W.
Jones. G. R.
Tones. H. J.
Jones. R. L.
Jones. R. W.
Johnson. J. M.
Kay. A. E.
Kelley. D. D.
Kennedy. H.
Kinard, J. P.
King, H. M.
Langston, J. L.
I.an rey. H. E.
Leitner, J. W.
Leitner, W. W.
Lemon, A. X.
Lewis. J. G.
Logan, P. R.
McCants, L. A.
MeCul lough. T. G.
McDonald, W. S.
McGougan, J. B.
McKenzie, F. E.
McLauren, E. B.
McLaurin, J. i<
.
McTeer, J. C.
Mackey, M. S.
Mackorell, T. M
.Madden. L. E.
.Manning. T. C.
Mantin, J. V.
Marett, W. R.
Martin. S. M.
Marscher. A. A.
Meacbem, J. F.
Melson, H. Is.
Merchant, V. E
Merck. W. L.
Middleton, W. S.
Miked. I. J.
Milev. L.
Miller. W. H.
Molair. W. L.
Moody. R. C.
Morgan, T. W.
Morrison. W. M.
Moss. J. H.
Muckenfuss, C. H.
Nettles. II. E.
Oneil, B.
Osborne. B. A.
Parnell. H. N.
Player, C. B.
Power. A. C.
Power. C. E.
Pruett, E. s.
Pruitt, W. F.
Quattlebaum, C. A.
Quinn, J. W.
Ramsey, W. G.
Rast, W. M.
Ravenel. S. B.
Rearden, J. R.
Red fern. W. M.
Rhode, H. L.
Robinson, H. B.
Robinson. H. E.
Robinson. H. M.
Robinson, J. L.
Rosa. J. R.
Ryan. M. S.
Rustin, R. B.
Sams. M. W.
Saunders. H. M.
Schilletter, J. C.
Scott. V. M.
Siiinns, F. M.
Simmons, T. D.
Simmons, T. R.
Smith, C. E.
Smith, T. I).
Smith, T. S.
Snead, C. B.
Sojourner, J. II.
Stackhouse, W.
Stevenson, D. W.
Stephenson. C. A.
Stevenson. H. F.
Stewart, J. M.
Stork. R. B.
Stribling, YV. J.
Stoudenmire, L. C.
Summers, D. K.
Sunnier. J. I'.
Swetenburg. J. R.
Taylor. F. E.
Taylor. T.
Thompson, J. T.
Thomas, F. K.
Tillotson, YV. E.
Timmons, T. X.
Townsend, F. A.
Townsend, J. < '.
Traxler. I). YV.
Tripp, T. A.
Turner, T. P.
Tyler. W. P.
Wallace. A. B.
Wallace, F. II.
Wallace. X. L.
Walsh, J. X.
Warner, J. D.
Waters. P. B.
Watson, J. M.
Wells. YV. R.
West, H. J.
Whaley. E. C.
Wiles. F. A.
Wilhite, F. T.
Whetsell. J. D.
Whetstone. ( ). F.
Williams. E. YV.
Williams. S. A.
Wimberly. L. B.
Wood, H. II.
Woodward. YY*.
Woodside, H. F.
Wortbington. YV. C.
Wright, E. D.
Wynn, W. K.
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Freshman Class History
HP] class of 1922 has the peculiar distinction of being "Eats*' when Clem-
son College was not a college. A Student's Army Training Corps was
established at Clemson in the fall of 1918, and under this system the
college was in the hands of the Government.
We arrived at Clemson in the middle of September, stayed twenty
days, and were then allowed to go to our respective homes on account of
the Influenza Epidemic. After a few weeks at home, we were rudely in-
terrupted by summons to return. We returned and found that the same state of
affairs existed as when we had left for home. However, we staggered along under
"K.P.." "Shave-tails." and the like. A few of our husky members tried out for
football, and we contributed some good material in this branch of athletics.
Some few weeks before Christmas the S. A. T. C. was demobilized, and the ex-
soldiers wended their way home, leaving the Cadets envious and home-sick. There
were comparatively few "old boys" among the Cadets. Xot having frequent re-
minders, we consequently forgot our status as "Eats." Later in the year this
caused us very much discomfort.
After a most happy Christmas vacation, we returned to take up our duties.
Still thinking that we were on an ante-bellum status, we walked around like other
ordinary mortals. However, we were soon awakened from this mirage by our bet-
ters,—the upper classmen. We now entered upon real college life, forgetting the
S. A. T. C. days. When the call for class football came the Freshmen responded
with eighty men for the first practice. This number dwindled only slightly for
the class games. Xeedless to say the team gave a good account of itself.
The session of 1918-'19 has been interrupted by varied circumstances, but we
believe that when our diplomas from the ""Eat" class are signed, we fully deserve
to graduate. We hope and believe that we are there with the old and proper
Tiger Spirit of "Up-and-at-'em. and "Never say die."'
G. D. GRICE, Historian
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O. Y. A. CI
If. B. Kkmp .
W. X. Smith
W. C. Hill
Craig, J. A.
(
'rider, E. S.
Harshaw, II. J.
Merritt, M. S.
ass
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Morrison, H. T.
Morrison, II. W.
Rawlingson, G-. S.
Smith. C. L.
Tupper, K. S.
O. T. A. Class History
On November third, nineteen hundred and eighteen, we arrived at Clemson.
From the warm reception we received upon our arrival. We concluded that "Rats"
must be very popular at this burg. We had the pleasure of meeting several Sopho-
mores the first night in a way that each letter of their name left a lasting impres-
sion both on our minds and bodies.
Although we have had many trials and tribulations, we have formed a special
interest in each of our studies: and we believe that by the end of the session we will
know how to run a straight row and milk a cow with all ease and be able to see
many things differently from what we did before.
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Col. H. F. McFeeley Lt.-Col. S. A. Pohtee
Maj. E. H. Agnew ('apt. J. E. Oberg
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Field and Staff
Majors and Assistants to the Commandant
i. W. Duggan
T. J. Kittles
J. P. Gamble
(i. Cox
Major First Battalion .....
Major Second Battalion .
Major Third Battalion .....
Captain and Adjutant . .
Captain and Quartermaster .
First Lieutenant. Battalion Adjutant. First Battalion
First Lieutenant. Battalion Adjutant. Second Battalion
First Lieutenant. Battalion Adjutant. Third Battalion
Regimental Sergeant Major .
Regimental Supply Sergeant
Sergeant Major. First Battalion
Sergeant Major, Second Battalion
Sergeant Major, Third Battalion
Color Sergeants ...•••
Sergeant Bugler
II. M. Elliott
F. M. Wallace
A. C. Corcoran
I). D. Bodie
.1. B. Bankhead
II. W. Brown
W. M. Barnes
\V. H. Wallace
W. L. England
.1. F. Thomason
J. B. Fitzgerald
W. II. Washington
R. B. Bratton
J. K. Harper
T. A. Campbell
II. C. Walker
/}
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Miss vOollace
Sponsor
D.0.3©dia>
Page One Hundred-t-^o
Miss \Oallace>
Sfponsor
cr.&.GartkUeacl
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Swonsor
P.U.Jol\X^ott>
\& luUuK— ©an<A Leader*
Page One Hundred-jour
1st. Lieutenant
Drum Major
Sergeants
Corporals
Privates
Band
Buglers
Hammond, J. A.
Davis. G. E. E.
Day. R. E.
Hollev, H. M.
ETolley, R.
Eendrick, ('. T.
Allen. W. S.
I!
u
tier. ('. M.
Childs, L. IT.
Dawes. H. L.
Dunbar, J. Y.
DuPre, E. R.
Ervin, A. R.
Freeman, R. A.
Lachicotte, L. H.
Timmons, T. X.
Steinmever, G. E.
Walsh, J. X.
Webb, T. J.
Rieker, G. F.
Zeigler, T. J.
Toli.isox. P. L.
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QaMaliotv
MMPMMBi
Elliott —' Mojo**
Officers*
ISV L.tauV. avid
3vx.ActjuVan>
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Miss Jennings
Sponsor
1st Battalion
~»
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miss IStxuiley ~ Sponsor-
F.H.Leslie
CapK 2«a LUtUr.
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COMPANY "A"
Captain
1st. Lieutenant
2nd. Lieutenant
1st. Sergeant
Thrower, W. H.
Airman. I). M.
Kelley. H. C.
Adicks. W.
Bailey. E. M.
Bailes, J. P.
Barton. W. B.
Berly. R. II.
Brice, R. W.
Cain. O. W.
Cato. W. L.
Chambliss. P. B.
Cook. J. D.
Cook. G. F.
Felder. J. H.
Forrest. H. A.
Gilmore, W. B.
Graham. J. P.
Graves. H. E.
SERGEANTS
O'Dell, J. H. Anil. G. H.
CORPORALS
McKnlght, L.
Tiulnck. T. D.
Snow. J. J.
Leslie, F. H.
Varn. R. L.
. Kay, ' ?.
Moore, \>
Folk, M. H.
Richbourg, S. E.
Pa \ ne. H. D.
PRIVATES
Grice, (i. I).
Griffin, (1. W.
Harvin. J. L.
Haves. S. J.
Hill, W. C.
Jenkins. E. M.
Kennerly. W. J.
Kinard. J. P.
Loftis. C. B.
Mackey, M. S.
Molair, W. L.
Morrison. W. M.
Morrison. H. W.
Morrison. H. J.
McCants, L. A.
Oneil, B.
Poe. O. S.
Quinn, J. W.
Ramsey, W. H.
Reardon. R.
Schenk, J. R.
Smith. C. E.
Rnstin. R. B.
Shirmer. R.
Sojourner. J. H
Townsend. J. C.
Tujiper. K. S.
Wallace. A. B.
Waters, P. B.
Wright, E. D.
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COMPANY "B"
Captain
1st. lieutenant
2nd. lieutenant
1st. Sergeant
Pridinore. K. M. Watkins, C. S.
Short, W. J.
Campbell, C. D.
SERGEANTS
Hoffmeyer, II. G. G.
CORPORALS
Kolb, R. F.
Holley, A. F.
Parkins. D. F.
PRIVATES
Abernathv, W. H.
Addy, C. S.
Atkinson, C. N.
Boy eston, C. L.
Bunch. E. T.
Calvert, B. A.
Carter, R. E.
Clatworthv, W. M.
Day, E. S.
Davis, C. R.
Derham, E. M.
Drew, B. L.
Emerson, G. B.
Ihwin, W. J.
Eubanks, J. B.
Fergurson, L. H.
Fink, B. L.
Freeman, J. L.
Geraty, J. W.
Graham, R. N.
Heffner, L. B.
Henriquez, C. G.
Hoffmeyer, H. F. L.
Howell, L. M.
Jennings, J. W.
Marrett, W. R.
Martin, G. C.
Mays, T. P.
McFall, J. W.
Moore, J. B.
Perry, F. T.
Jones, s. C.
Gaines, R. G.
. Hicks. U. C.
Hendricks. I».
Tin I uck. W. E.
Sanders, D. A.
Manigault, E. L
Rogers. E. L.
Sarratt, R. C.
Schwettmann, F. W.
Scruggs, J. L.
Stoudenmire, L. C.
Tyler. C. L.
Tyler, W. P.
Voight, J. P.
Walker. J. M.
Wallace. F. H.
Yarborough, J. H.
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Miss Gjodfrcy
C(.c».Thrown
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Captain
1st. Lieutenant
2nd. Lieutenant
1st. Sergeant
COMPANY "C"
. Thrower, G. G.
McEacherx, J. J
Sixgletox. G. H.
Gaxdy, J. M.
n
. i
Suber, F. L.
SERGEANTS
Herring, L. C. Hall, J. B. Marvin. R.
Lightsey, L. M.
Garvin. J. E.
CORPORALS
Henry, J. A.
Bishop. V(. G.
Farmer, E. F.
Marvin, B.
Patrick, G. B.
PRIVATES
Armstrong, J. B.
Atkinson, R. E.
Barnette, R. M.
Baumann. J. H.
Brunson, G. V.
Bethea, J. P.
Byers, W. B.
Cannon, C. B.
Cobb, B. C.
Fant, G. W.
Gregory, C. W.
Hagood, W. M.
Hair. A. B.
Harrison. G. R.
Harshaw, H. J.
Hodges. K. B.
Hood, H. W.
Jones. G. R.
Jones. R. W.
Kay, A. E.
King. J. M.
Kirkland. J. M.
Lei and. R. E.
Lemon, A. N.
Mahry, W. L.
Martin, S. M.
McGown, J. L.
McMeekin, T. L.
McKenzie. W. J.
Miller. W. H.
Miley, L.
Moore. J. S.
Pearlstine, J. T.
Pruitt. W. F.
Ravenel. S. B.
Rast. W. M.
Seaborn. - J. H.
Smith. J. S.
Sojourner. D. P.
Stewart, J. M.
Whalev. E. C.
Wells. W. R.
Williams. E. W.
Wilhite. F. T.
Wimherlv. L. B.
Wilson. J. W.
Woodward. M. B.
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Secotw
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Miss Harmon
Sponsor
2nd Battalion
/*
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I'tUcuh
J rr. Jones
GapV.
L.A.Hot*ttficK.
2?ul uleuV.
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COMPANY "D»
Captain
1st. Lieutenant
?xd. Lieutenant
1st. Sergeant
Jones., J. E.
Wolfe. J. J.
Hamrick. L. A.
Byrnes, T. H.
Paxler, J. W.
McDermid, J. A.
Covington, O. F.
Copeland, (J. E.
Jones. J. I).
sergeants
CORPORALS
PRIVATES
Stender. B.
Palmer, G. D.
Black. J. M.
Bell. J. C.
Wolfe. P. D.
Black. M. J.
Burgess. E. A.
Cannon. W. S.
Copeland. I. B.
Copeland. J. D
Crider. E. S.
Duckworth, B. F.
Galloway. W. R.
Galphin, <;. P.
Gower, A. G.
Herron, R. P.
Hutchinson. W. X.
Hollowell. J. G.
Hollowell, J. R.
Kemp. H. B.
Lewis. J. F.
Mahoney. W. M.
Mann. M. E.
McTeer, J. C.
Mills. O. B.
Moody, R. C.
Moss. J. H.
Nettles. H. E.
Odom, G. W.
Payne. H. D.
Parnell. H. X.
Poole. J. C.
Power. A. C.
Price. G. D.
Pruette. E. G.
Quattlebaum. C. A.
Rawls. E. H.
Redfern, W. M.
Richbourg, E. B.
Robinson. H. E.
Scott. V. M.
Sell il letter. J. C.
Sharpe, J. C.
stallworth. W. H.
Stork. R. B.
Stribling, W. J.
Taylor. T.
Thornton. M.
Turner. T. P.
Wallace. W. J.
Watson. L. F.
Williams. S. A.
Wvarr. W. F.
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COMPANY "E"
Captain
1st. Lieutenant
2nd. Lieutenant
1st. Sergeant
Dwight, F. M.
Shields. H. L. B.
Sanders, H. C.
Allison, J. W.
Parrott, E. L.
Hollifield, J. F.
Clark. J. R.
Power, R. M.
Dwight, F. M., 2nd.
SERGEANTS
CORPORALS
Reeves, E. E.
Coward. C. C.
McKenzie, M.
Bowlan, T. G.
Cothran. E.
A
Best, L. M.
BoggS, L. K.
Boone. S. C.
Brown, J. 0.
Cann, M.
Coles. A. P.
Craig, J. A.
Dean, C. B.
Dwight, R. C.
Fellers. E. A.
Freeman. J. F.
PKIV
Garrison, F. B.
Giiliand, W. A.
Goodwin, L. W.
Green, S. M.
Hipp. R.
Hubbard, W. B.
Hubster, E. G.
Johnston. J. F
Kins:. H. M.
Logan, F. R.
McLaurin, E. R.
ATES
McLaurin, .1. F.
Mackorell, T. M.
Meacham, J. F.
Melson, H. F.
Merck. W. L.
Minns. P. X.
Mnckenfnss. C. H.
Mnlkey. H. B.
Player. C. B.
Potts. R. C.
Riley. G. M.
Sa'.ley. J. D.
Shroder, J. H. F.
Spoon. R. P.
Stanford, H.
Shuler, C. \-
Thompson. J. F.
Trnett. L. T.
Trotter. J. W.
Watkins, W. W.
Whetstone. 0. F.
Woodham. P>. G.
Younge, C.
n
.
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COMPANY "F"
Capta
i
\
1st. Lieutenant
2nd. Lieutenant
1st Sebgeant
Robertson, J. H.
McCown, M. T.
. Rush, J. I).
KlVEliS. .1. I).
Fraser, H. E.
Roper, T. H.
Cornwell, M. M.
Going, o. F.
SERGEANTS
CORPORALS
Ford, C. P.
Roper. C. P.
Armstrong, F. E.
Sawyer. W. S.
Thackston, L. P.
McHugh, J. P.
Franks. C. H.
PRIVATES
Banks. R. W.
Brooks, J. T.
Cannon, V. L.
Carter, R. W.
«
'bainbliss, V. L.
Cobb. J. O.
Coleman, J. V.
Dora, W. L.
Dubose, G.
Dunlap, J. H.
Farmer. R.
Fuller. E. P.
Gaines, J. G.
Gallegly, J. M.
Harden. W. R.
Harris. () .P.
Hiers. L. H.
Jenkins. J. F.
Jones. W. R.
Jones. W. F.
Jorden. E. B.
Langston, J. L.
Lowman, P. I.
Madden. L. E.
Manning, T. C.
McMeekin, T. R.
Merritt, E. S.
Middleton, W. S.
Muckenfuss. C. H.
Newton. W. H.
Pfeiffer. 0. A.
Pitts. E. M.
Pugh. W. C.
Randle. M. P..
Rankin. T. G.
Rush, A. E.
Smith, C. L.
Smoak. L. G.
Stevenson. C. H.
Stork. R. C.
Tillotson, W. E.
Watson. J. M.
Wbeeler. H. B.
Whitaker, W. L.
Wilkerson. C. F.
Young, J. L.
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COMPANY "G 55
Captain
1st. Lieutenant
2nd. Lieutenant
1st. Sergeant
Bradford, Z. B.
Gray, J. L.
.
Mktts. J. C.
Dlla. A. H.
SERGEANTS
Martin, A. F. McCord, W. L. Quattlebaum, W. M. Davis. W. ML
CORPORALS
Lawhon, W. B. Wilkes. E. H.
Dunlap, R. T. Walker. A. 1?.
Cary, J. L.
PRIVATES
Ackerman, F. H.
Anderson, E. T.
Auten, J. F.
Armstrong. II.
Austin, W. L.
Ballenger, A. R.
Betchman, H. P
Bosenian. A. R.
Buckemevei', L. .
Carr, D. L.
Chappell, L. C.
Cook, L. H.
Detreville, A. L.
Dial, J. C.
Durant, A. L.
Durant, C. L.
Durant, C. 0.
Epting, E. V.
Garrison, F. B.
Gettvs. E. F.
Hartzell. G. W.
Hellams. J. T.
Hollingsworth, W
Hughes, W. G.
Huggins, C.
Huygins. C. B.
Hill, L. W.
Hinson, H. L.
•Johnson, J. M.
Jones, H. J.
Kilgore, A. If.
Langford, G. S
Langford T. A.
Leslie, A. E.
Lawton, A. S.
McHugh. M. L.
Mellette. B. S.
Melton. G. H.
Morecock, E. M.
Proctor. W. G.
Pitts, L. A.
Ramsey, W. G.
Rode. X. F.
Bhode, H. L.
Rohinson, H. B.
Ryan, M. S.
Sompayrac, H. P
Smarr, H. G.
Stevenson. W. B.
Smith. M. C.
Smith, J. J.
Sumner. J. P.
Thornton, P. F.
Till. J. F.
Trader, E. W.
Truluck, J. P.
Whetsell. J. D.
Woodward. W.
Wynn, W. K.
'
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COMPANY "H"
Captain
1st. Lieutenant
2nd. Lieutenant
1st. Sergeant
Rogers, W. B.
Bart, \Y. L.
Singleton, .). M.
Wade, J. L.
Garrison, L. C.
Derham, J. H.
Harris. L. D.
McGee, R. F.
Alford, M. C.
Baskih, J. L.
Baker, 0. E.
Barksdale, D. B.
Bethea. L. R.
Bolt, F. W.
Bussey, J. C.
Cathcart, S. L.
Oarr, S. P.
Coleman, R. L.
Cook, W. S.
Cooper, T. B.
Crother, C. C.
SERGEANTS
CORPORALS
Kino-. R. F.
McGee, G. W.
Allen. F. M
.
( 'lemons, S. P.
Nowell, J. L.
Smith. J. I..
Mitchell, C. A.
Crisp, C. A.
Cann, G.
! lenaro, J. M.
DeWitt, A.
Dick. L. W.
Dial. F. A.
Dixon. W. P.
Evans, T. M.
Fripp, W. T.
Garner. J. F.
Garrett, W. F.
Hill. G. 0.
Hobbs, E.
PRIVATES
Kelley, D. D.
Keyserling, II. H.
Keyserling, II. L
Laurey, W. E.
Leitner, J. W.
Leitner, W. W.
McCullough, T. G.
McCown, B. A.
McGougan, J. B.
McKenzie, F. E.
Parker, J. M.
Parler, S. B.
Rosa, J. R
Rickenbaker, T. D.
Rawlinson, (i. S.
Smith, E. R.
Smith. R. M.
Smith, T. I).
Smith. T. S.
Snead, C. B.
Soloman, L.
Stackhouse, W.
Thomas, F. E.
Thompson, F. M
Wallace. X. L.
Wiles. F. A.
Woodside, H. F.
M
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COMPANY "I»
Captain
1st. Lieutenant
2nd. Lieutenant
1st. Sergeant
Bates. J. M.
Leppard, B. T.
Plexko. P. S.
Jeter, M. C.
SERGEANTS
Mays. W. H.
Montgomery, IP 1>.
V\ ilk-ins. P. T.
Glenn, W. T.
McGee, S. A.
Mills. ('. s.
Alley. W. H.
Altman, H. S.
Anderson, 0. W.
Banks. G. C.
Berry, J. B.
Boozer. W. M.
Coarsey. R. W.
Culberson, J. A
Covin, J. 0.
Dillard, R. L.
DowHng. J. A.
Epps, A. R.
Foster, H. M.
CORPORALS
McDaniel, G. P.
Rogers, J. W.
McEachern, D. M.
PPI\
Fowler. \V. W.
Gage, G.
Gibson. J. W.
Glasscock, E. P.
Gordon, W. W.
Haas. C. I.
Haas. P. D.
Halstead, R. F.
Hendricks. W. B.
Kempson, J. M.
McDonald. W. S.
Mace. S. X.
Marscher, A. A.
ATES
Merchant, V. F.
Morgan. T. W.
Murpbv. W. B.
Owens. C. A.
Osborne. B. A.
Pinckney, J. S.
Ryan. J. H.
Robinson, M. M.
Sams, M. W.
Saunders. H. M.
Simmons. T. D.
Simmons. T. P.
Smith, W. X.
Cathcart, P. S
Xcvlev. .1. I-].
Stanley. O. A.
Stevenson. I). W.
Stevenson. H. F.
Summers. D. K.
Sweetenburg, J. P.
Tavlor. F. P.
Townsend. F. A
Tripp. T. A.
Warner, J. D.
Wingo, W. P.
Wise, G. s.
Woods, H. H.
Worthinffton, W. C
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Plattsburg Reserve v^icers Training Camp
HE P. (). T. C. was entered into by a majority of the Clemson students
without a definite knowledge of exactly what would come of it. Not until
the first of May, 1918, was it learned that there would be a one month's
training camp as called for in the contract and the place of the camp was
at Plattsburg Barracks, Xew York. This fact afforded much delight for
the members of the R. 0. T. C. since this trip and training was the best
that could be wished for.
Since the camp was to last daring the month of .June, the college closed by the
last of May. The i\<\v Seniors that were in the K. (). T. C, about all the Juniors,
and many Sophomores went to represent Clemson, making a total of one hundred
and sixty-five men. This representation reported to Plattsburg Barracks by the
night of June 3rd. The trip was a great one passing through the cities of Washing-
ton, Philadelphia, Xew York, on up the Hudson River through Albany to Platts-
burg on the shores of Lake Champlain.
Immediately upon reporting for duty and upon being assigned to quarters, it
was readily seen that the training was to be of great benefit. A great majority of
the Clemson men were assigned to the Fifth. Battalion, which was made up almost
entirely of Clemson, Citadel. Carolina. North Carolina, Harvard, Massachusetts
Agricultural, Brown, Amherst, and many other college students.
Captain It. F. McNeeley, Commandant of Clemson College, was Commander
of "S" Company of this battalion and many of the Clemson boys were assigned to
his company. Major Stogsdale of the Citadel was Battalion Commander.
The training consisted of close order drill entirely for two weeks, and the last
period was taken up with field problems, extended order, range practice, etc! The
-ham battles afforded great interest and rivalry among the companies. The target
range was one of the besl to be found anywhere, and this part of the training was
greatly enjoyed. Each battalion shot on the range for three days.
The canpi held the distinction of being the first that ever held a regimental re-
view in as short a time as three days after reporting for duty. Towards the close
of the camp another review was had that was very creditable to the ability of the
candidates. An extensive course was given in bayonet instruction by experts. The
real delights ( ?) of K. P. were realized by all, and Sunday K. P. was the mournful
fate of many of our number.
Sundays were usually spent on the bunks since Saturday was the time chosen
for the typhoid inocculation and small-pox vaccination. At the close of the camp
all were given an opportunity to stay for a second camp that was to last for two
months. These men were to act as instructors at this second camp. Out of the
thirty Clemson men that stayed for this camp all but one of these men received their
commissions at the end of the camp.
Page One Hundred-thirty
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The Student s Arm}? Training Corps At Clemson
HE S. A. T. ('. unit at Clemson College was organized on October 1. 1918, with
Captain Henry P. McFeeley in command. Patriotic exercises were held and
Governor Manning made an inspiring patriotic address to the assembled com-
panies of students. Captain McFeeley read President Wilson's message, and
with uncovered heads and upraised hands the students swore allegiance to
the Flag.
Just after the exercises, the Local Draft Board of Oconee County inducted
about one hundred and twenty-five students into the service. These students were or-
ganized as "A" Company with Lieutenant Zobel in command assisted by Lieutenants
Dows and Comey. After retreat on the afternoon of the first, the Lieutenants formed
the company and each made a short talk asking the company's cooperation in the serious
military training that would begin immediately.
On the third of October. "P>" Company was organized with Lieutenant Eyler in com-
mand assisted by Lieutenants Akin and Durborow. A naval company was organized
during the month of October, and Ensign Wannamaker arrived ami took charge on the
first of November.
The military machinery was put into working order, and the strenuous military life
began in earnest. Four students were sent to the C. O. T. S. at Camp Hancock on the
twelfth of October. The excitement was running high among the students, and the war
fever advanced a considerable number of degrees. On October the sixteenth fifty-one stu-
dents were sent to the C. O. T. S. at Camp Gordon. All of the students were rearing to
go to a training camp, and it was with a sigh of regret that they told their comrades
good-bye. An order was received in November for a number of candidates for the C. O.
T. S. at Camp Zachary Taylor. Fourteen students were selected and sent to this camp
on the fifteenth of November.
The armistice was signed on the eleventh of November, but there was no slackening
of the military training. Two and one-half hours were devoted to military exercises every
morning, and it was only a short time before the companies presented a military aspect
of high degree. Bayonet work was the most fatiguing of all the drilling. It is well for
the Boche that the Clemson students did not get the chance to punch him with the bayonet.
One of the features of the military life which the students detested more than any other
was "Kitchen Police." The students countenance would always fall when the "Top Ser-
geant" would announce his name for duty on "K.P."
In academic work the students were divided into sections, and a section-marcher was
appointed for each section, and woe unto the marcher who did not conduct his section in
a military manner to and from the classes. Court-Martials became a frequent occurence,
and many students received one dollar less than they expected on their pay roll, because
they failed to march at attention. Even the professors became military. They made the
students stand at attention while recitiicr. and they laid more stress on the placard of
instructions which the government sent them.
It seemed that the time would never come when the pay roll would be signed: but at
last, just before Thanksgiving Day. the Student Soldiers received their first money from
the government.
Rumors were being circulated that the S. A. T. C. would be disbanded at an early
date, and the students were anxious to get uniforms before being discharged. It was
during the first week in December that the uniforms were issued, and such fits and mis-
fits in wearing apparel had never been seen before. By swapping and altering, finally the
soldiers made the uniforms conform to their physiques.
With shoes shined and the second-handed uniforms pressed, the students were deter-
mined to go somewhere. The commanding officer orders that the S. A. T. C. would be
demobilized immediately : so on the thirteenth of December Discharging from the service
began, and after receiving their discharges the students went to their homes. They had
rendered their services to their country. The Naval Company was not demobilized until
the twenty-first of December.
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Tke S. A. T. C. Naval Unit
Kxskjx L. B. Wannamakki;
Lieut. A. J. Dows
S. A. Black .
Thomas, F. E.
Morecock, E. M.
MeCord, W. L.
Smith. E. R.
Thornton, R. E.
Marvin. R.
FIRST CLASS P. 0.
Lawhorn, W. B.
Spoon. R. P.
SECOND CLASS P. 0.
Banks. W. D.
Quattlebaum, W. M.
Gelzer, .7. W.
Hester, P. H.
ARTIFICERS
Blanchett, L. M.
BUGLERS
COMMANDEB
A.SST. COMMANDEB
. Chief P. 0.
Rode, X. P.
Walker, A. R.
Going, (). F.
McGee, s. A.
Randle, M. B.
Yonge, S. D.
Zeigler, T. J.
IL
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The above is made from a drawing by J. McKenzie Mcintosh of the class of
1915. Since this drawing was completed, he has given his all upon the battlefields
of France for the cause of Democracy.
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CIemson s oervice in the World War
human speech can add anything to the silent gratitude, the speechless
reverence, already given by a great and grateful nation to its dead de-
fenders and their living kin. No act of Congress can make a proper resti-
tution for their sacrifices. Human nature does in human ways its best
and still feels deeply in debt. Patriotism! there is magic in that word; it
is bliss to repeat it. Throughout the ages humanity has burnt the in-
cense of admiration and reverence at the shrine of patriotism. The most beautiful
pages in history are those that record its deeds. Fireside tales, outpourings of the
people borrow from it their warmest glow. Poets are sweetest when they echo its
whisperings; orators most potent when they attune their speech to its inspirations.
Clemson. whose name is widely known, has made herself immortal by the heroic
sacrifices of her sons. The memories of her sacred dead, who fell on the Held of
battle, linger over the beloved hand of their Alma Mater, and their heroic deeds will
be a source of inspiration to the rising generation of Clemson who will go forth into
the world of commerce, science, and engineering to make their worth indelibly cut
on the annals of time. Many a lonesome grave of Clemson dead lies on the plains
of France but with faces turned in the direction of Germany. They gave their
all that America might live, and that a land of freedom would remain untarnished
by the hands of the Hun. Going forth into a strange land without the least sem-
blance of the customs of their own land, but a land that held love and admiration
for the gallant hoys—some of whom were just beginning to have the down on their
cheeks.
It was these men that left homes and families, most of them giving up their
college careers to the great cause. Every day we saw a trunk carried by our windows
which meant that another son was leaving to give his all to the cause of democracy.
The relatives of the Clemson dead will feel that their Alma .Mate]- reveres their
memory, and that their spirit will he a hovering inspiration to their living comrades.
Clemson. being a military college, the instinct of obedience was instilled into the
character of its men. Clemson holds a splendid record among the military colleges
of this country. And yet the military regime is kept up without any weakening of
the loyalty of the Corps. Being in a military atmosphere, the men leaving this
college for the army made a splendid showing. At the first Officers' Training Camp
at Fort Oglethorpe, ninety per cent of the Clemson men won commissions. At all
the other camps the record of Clemson has been high. At the Plattsburg Training
Camp ninety-eight per cent of the Clemson men won their commissions.
The Clemson men who gave up their lives in this great war are as follow.-:
C. S. Garrett, 17—Killed, October.
1918.
R. L. Atkinson, ex. '19—Died, October.
L918.
H. C. Horton. ex. "K— Killed, Septem-
ber, CHS.
R. H. Johnson, 15—Killed, October,
1918.
0. L. McCord,
1918.
.!. M. Mcintosh
her. 1918.
A. A. Madden. "18—Died.
11—Killed. October,
14—Killed. Septem-
I). E. Monroe. IT—Killed.
R. R. Pearce, ex. 17—Died.
s. M. Richards, 15—Died.
.1. B. Rvan, 'us—Died.
O. T. Sander.-. 11—Died.
E. P. Salter. Jr.. 13—Killed.
F. s. Stewart, ex. '21—Killed.
II. L. Suggs, 16—Killed.
.1. A. Simpson, 15— Losl on
DER0GA.
G. 15. Taylor, ex. 15—Died.
A. M. Trotter. 15—Killed.
ncox
>.
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Here in our midst at the present time, we have living examples of men who have
heen overseas. They are Capt. L. B. Camion. Sergeant-Major E. B. Shedd. and
L. F. Calvert. Shedd was in the fiercest fighting" of the war. being in the battle of
Argonne Forest and Chateau Thierry, the battle that stopped the German advance
on Paris. Here he was wounded three times and would have been willing to be
wounded many more times for the cause in which he suffered. Capt. Cannon
served in the Infantry, and Calvert was in the artillery. These men are very modest
about their deeds.
It is the athletic spirit fostered at Clemson that makes the Clemson men a hard
and fair fighter. The spirit of Athletics teaches every man to take care of himself,
and of being a forceful individual in the world. It is this spirit that gives the
Clemson man the unfearing attitude and the determination to see a tiling through
to the end. The cry of the Tiger was heard on the bloody battle fields of France,
just as it has been heard on the gridiron of the South—and we that have been spared
our lives in this war feel a tender longing for those warriors that have lay down
their live.- that America might live.
Clemson has shown her appreciation of her valient sons by the dedication of a
service flag. In April of 1918, in the presence of the students and many Alumni
the flag was dedicated. There amid the plaudits of the gathering and the stirring
music of "The Star Spangled Banner," the flag was unfurled, a fitting tribute to
the Clemson men who had responded to the call of duty. Professor Bryan presided
as Acting President of the Alumni spoke eloquently of the past traditions of Clem-
son and outlined the duties that were confronting the nation and Clemson. Cadet
S. E. Finley. President of the Senior Class, responded in behalf of the Student Body.
He said that most of the class that he represented were right then in the Army or
Xavy and that by June the remainder of the clas> of '18 would be with them.
The Clemson Corps has just reason to be proud of its Faculty. Several mem-
bers of our Faculty resigned to give their services to their country. One of this
number, now Major Bramlett, has seen service overseas and is at present stationed at
Fort Moultrie.
The ladies of Clemson have greatly aided in the prosecution of the war. Even-
day one could see these ladies down at the Local Red Cross Chapter working with
unceasing energy and with no word of complaint for the long hours they were putting
in for the cause of Democracy.
Many of the Class of "19 have returned to college after having had service with
the Army or Xavy. All of us did our share in the world struggle whether we went
overseas or not. We leave the horrors of war behind us and look forward to a golden
era. A fitting ceremonv was held in March at which Ex-Governor Ansel made the
address. There in front of Professor Morrison's a tree was planted a> a memorial
to the life and death of these Xoble Characters. These flags have an American
Flag floating from them. These trees will grow, and as the years go by. the stu-
dents of Clemson College will see an everlasting memorial to the men who gave their
lives to the great cause. Let us look into the future and dream of greater con-
quests in peace, feeling at the same time that if our country needs us again in a
national crisis, we will respond with our usual alacrity and aim to keep up the great
traditions that are worthv of our Alma Mater.
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Tke Clemson Atkletic Association
Prop. D. H. Henry
H. M. Elliott
Prof. W. K. Magill
J. S. Watkins
OFFICERS
President
Vice President
Secretary and Treasurer
Historian
THE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
D. H. Henry < 'hairman
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES
H. W. Hakim-: F. H. H. Calhoun
ALUMN I REPRESENTATIVES
H. 0. Tillman LB. Brandon
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
J. B. Bankhead T. H. Ropek
J. C. SCHILLETTEE
J. M. King
FOOTBALL BASEBALL
B.C.Banks . . . Captain W. II. Wallace . . Manager
(i. G. Thrower . . Captain
BASKETBALL TRACK
J. H. Robertson, Captain and Monager M. M. Cornwell . . Manager
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The Past Athletic Year
1^\
HE past athletic year for Tigerville has been a success from all points of
(v view. The football team of the past season was a great one, although
several circumstances were against the team. The season was played under
S. A. T. C. government, and hence the time was not available for practice
that would have been the ease under the old college rules. The Influenza
epidemic came right in the midst of the season and the services of Coach
Donahue were lost for a period of three weeks. Training camps took many of the
Tiger stars, hut with all these odds against the Eleven the Tigers came through the
season as undefeated State Champions and with only one college game lost and that
one was lost to the Golden Tornado of Georgia Tech. The Football season closed
with the wonderful victory over Davidson on Turkey Day.
In baseball the season also resulted in the winning of the State Championship
by the nine that represented Clemson. There was only one game lost in the state
and that was the last one played with the Gamecocks of Carolina. There -reined to
be a poor chance of turning out a winning baseball team owing to the fact that there
were only two letter men back when the cad for candidates was sounded, but under
the careful supervision of Coach "Jiggs," a team was developed that was a credit
to any college.
Owing to the existing condition.- there was no track team put out during the
past year, but it is the intention of everyone to put out a winning team this season
and schedule meets with all the large colleges of the South.
The basketball team of the past season was a success, but owing to the quarantine
that was put on this school by the State Board of Health, the season had to be
shortened considerably. With much good material to pick from. Coach picked a
team that had the goods.
In looking back the grand success of Clemson can be attributed in large part
to the efforts of Coach E. A. Donahue and Prof. D. H. Henry. Too much praise
can not be sounded for these two men. In looking ahead, great things appear in
store for the athletic teams of the coming year. Many men that have been in the
army have signified their intention of returning to college for the next collegiate
year, and with this abundance of material, the Clemson Tiger will again take its
place at the top in Southern Athletics.
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B. C. Banks
Captain
Mi>s Boykix
Sponsor
Football Team
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Football
THE 1918 SCHEDULE OF GAMES
September 25—Clemson 65
October 5—Clemson
November 2—Clemson 39
November 9—Clemson 13
November 16—Clemson ?
November 23—Clemson 6?
November 28—Clemson
. 7
LINE-UP
Camp Sevier
Georgia Tech 28
Carolina
Camp Hancock . , (iU
Citadel
Furman T
Davidson
Eight End Thackston
Right Tackle Bates and Hammett
Right Guard McCown
Center Paget
Left Guard Randle and Gettvs
Left Tackle Lightsey
Left End Schenck
Quarter Back '. Frew-
Right Half Back Armstrong
Left Half Back Banks (Capt)
Full Back Ulison
Sweetenburg—End
bowman—End
SUBSTITUTES
Odell—Back
Reames—Back
McKenzie—Line
Bunch—Line
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The 1918 Football Season
With only a few of the old Varsity Eleven back
for early practice last fall "Jiggs" was determined to
pnt ont a winning team. Of those to return were
Captain "Stumpy" Banks, Armstrong. Frew, Paget.
Thackston, Allison. Lightsey, Wallace. Bates. Roper.
Thornton. Schenck, and Poe. Answering- their
Country's call were Kay, Hart. Gilmer. Potts, Col-
bert, Owens. Elliott, and Dunlap. of last years squad.
These men were in the service and were unable to re •
turn. We look forward to seeing the majority o!:
these men back next fall.
With only Lightsey and Thacston as a nucleus,
Coach "Jiggs" had to make a new line. In the back-
held Banks. Armstrong. Frew. Allison. Wallace and
O'Dell started the season. After playing two games
for us our "Little" Captain left for an officers Train-
ing School. It was a great loss to the "Tiger" elev
.ightsey—Tackle
en—and everybody missed him in his absence. With
only a few mainstays "Jiggs" set to work upon his
new task. In the backfield Frew. Armstrong. Allison,
Reams. O'Dell. Hamrick. Roper. Crawford. Thomas
and Langston. While Lightsey. Thackston. Ham-
mett. Schenck. Thornton. Gettys. McCown. Sweetenburg. Paget. Bates,
Randle. Poe. and Lowman in the line. These men were the nucleus of the
1918 Foot-Ball team. "Champions of the Carolinas."
(C. A. C. 65; Camp Sevier 0.)
The season opened with Camp Sevier, on the Cam-
pus. The game started by Sevier kicking-off to Clem-
son. In less than four minutes after the kick-off. Cap-
tain "Stump" Banks crossed the line for the first touch-
down for the 1918 season. The "Tigers" having started
making touchdowns could not be stopped. The next pe-
riod Clemson kicked-off to Sevier but the ball was taken
away on downs. "Boo" Armstrong crossed the line and
"Red" Frew kicked goal. A short rest followed, then
"Boo" carried the pig skin over for the third touchdown.
The "Tigers" started the second half with a rush "Red"
receiving the kick ran fifty yards before being downed.
On the next play "Stump" Banks carried the oval over
for the fourth touchdown. The next touchdown came
as result of a pass to Thackston. After a series of for-
ward passes Banks carried the ball over the line again.
Wallace and Hamrick in. Within a short time both of
these backs carried the ball over for two more touch-
downs. To mention the stars would be to mention the
I hacKs^on—Una
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whole team. The "Tigers" made a
continual rush and our hacks gained
as much and as often as they pleased.
When the final whistle blew the "1
ers" had snowed their opponents un-
der, 65 to in the "Tigers" favor.
(C. A. C. 0; Ga. Tech. 28.)
The next game was played in At-
lanta with Ga. Tech. Our intentions
were high and we had great hopes of
this game. The "Tigers"
fought hard but lost this game to the
Armstrong-
Halfback Allison Fullback
f|W heavy Tech. team. The score does
^ M not show exactly how near the two
2 .1^^ teams were evenly matched. In the
'^^P^^ ^£ first quarter neither team scored. The
ball being in possession of both sides
an equal length of time. The second
quarter the "Tigers" suffered a fifteen
yard penalty, putting the ball on
Clemson's twenty yard line. By a series of line bucks and runs. Allen car-
ried the ball over for a touhdown. Soon followed by another. The third
period Tech kicked to Clemson. after a few plays Frew punted. The Tech.
backs centering around "Joy" Guyon made several pretty end runs and
carried the ball over for their third touchdown. The fourth came as a re-
sult of an intercepted forward pass. Guyon inter-
cepting the ball on Clemson thirty five yard line and
running for a touchdown. F"or the "Tigers" Banks
and Frew made good gains on end runs, while Arm-
strong and Allison hit the line for good gains.
(C. A. C. 39 ;U. of S. CO).
Then the "Tigers" were next seen in action at
Columbia against the "Gamecocks." The "Tigers"
were rough, and as usual, the "Gamecocks" failed to
stop them in their onslaught. The Carolina support-
ers were present in full force in hopes of seeing the
"< iamecock" down his old rival the "Tiger." The
first touchdown came in a few minutes after the game
began. A long forward pass. Frew to Thornton, put
the ball on Carolina's thirty yard line. With line
plunges by Armstrong and Allison, the latter carried
the pigskin over for the first touchdown. The second
came as a result of line bucks and end runs by Arm-
strong, Allison and Reams. "Boo" carried the ball
over for the second touchdown. In the third quarter
Frew—(Juarterback Reams made a sensational run of seventy yards, and
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the first added the necessary one yard. Three more
touchdowns were added to the "Tigers" column. Alli-
son intercepted a forward pass and ran seventy yards
for a touchdown. The last score came as result of an
intercepted forward pass, by Crawford, who ran thirty
eight yards for a touchdown. The "Gamecocks" never
made a strong bid to score, the whole "Tiger" team
were scrapping and enjoyed the "Gamecock" feast. In
the line Gettys Hammett. and Lightsey exhibited some
superb playing, while Thornton and Schenck held down
the flanks.
(C A. C. 13; Hancock 66).
"A Machine Gun Crew" from Camp Hancock com-
posed of All-Southern, All-Eastern and All-American
players came up and trimmed us by a big score. We
were out of our class. For the "Tigers" Schenck. O'-
Dell and Lightsey did the best playing. The little
Quarter back. Silverman, ran the Hancock team in All-
American style.
(C. A. C. 7; Citadel 0).
The "Tigers" met the Citadel "Bulldogs" in Columbia on the University
field. The game was slow and lacked "Pep." The "Tigers" were in a class
superior to the "Citadel" boys' but for some reason they could not get to-
gether. Hammett, at tackle put up the best game for the "Tigers"
big boy was there always, breaking
f^\ through the line and spilling Citadels
-^b interference. He also helped the "Ti-
~) gers" frequently by recovering fum-
^rff *"^'*^^ bles. Schenck at end played a steady
M*. v game. In the back-field, all the backs
I f* exhibited good playing at times. "Red"VI H Frew was there in returning punts, he
^L^| • W also throw some pretty passes besides
^Wr punting well. Allison made several
Schenck—End
Thi;
one time netting forty
yards. The "Citadel" attempted many
forward passes, which were either
broken up or intercepted. The lone
touch-down was made by O'Dell on a
line buck.
(C. A. C. 67; Furman 7).
In this game the "Tigers" cinch-
ed the "State Championship." Within
a few minutes after the kick-off the
"Tigers" rushed the ball over for the
Bates—Tackle first touchdown. Our backfield were
Paget—Center
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able to plunge the line, circle the
ends and throw forward passes al-
most at will. Armstrong was back in
the game, after being out with inju-
ries, andput up one of the hestgames
seen here this season. He hit the
line and skirted the end in great
style. His tackling was hard and
deadly. Frew at Quarter ran the
team in great style, shot passes, and
was an important factor in the "Ti-
ger victory. The outstanding play
in the game was a seventy yard run
by "Switzer" Allison, through the
whole Furman team for a touch-
down. Aside from this he made
several other long runs and consis-
tent gaines by line plunges. Light-
sey at Tackle played the best ball
in the line. He intercepted a for-
ward pass and carried it forty yards
for the "Tigers". Schenck and
McCown—GuardSwetenburg exhibited hue playing
at ends, nabbing forward passes that netted from ten to fortv vards. Thev
were down under every punt. Furman did not seem to realize what was go-
ing on until the fourth period. The game was a scrappy contest but our back
field simply ran wild. The whole "Tiger" team played "Stellar" foot-ball
and it is hard to pick any individual stars.
(C. A. C. 7; Davidson 0).
The last game of the season was played on Riggs field with Davidson on a
wet and muddy field. This is the first game with Davidson here since the de-
dication of Riggs field. An important feature of the day was the great defen-
sive ability exhibited by the "Tigers." when it seemed that the Davidson team
was sure to make a touchdown. The ball was carried
within a few yards of our goal but the Xorth-Carolini-
ans failed to furnish the necessary punch. For the" Ti-
gers" the playing of Armstrong was the outstanding
feature of the game. He hit the line hard for consist-
ent gains and it was "Boo" who carried the ball across
for the only score of the game. On the defense his
tackling was hard and many times he threw the Dav-
idson backs for losses while endeavoring to skirt our
ends. Frew at Quarter played his usual great game.
It was due to "Reds" clear and hard tackling that
stopped the Davidson backs from scouring. Allison
and Reams contributed several pretty end runs which
netted good gains. In the line Hammett and Lightsey
continuallv broke through the line breaking up for-
ward passes and spilling Davidson's interference. Get-
tvs at Guard plaved a fine game for the "Tigers". David-Hammett— lackle - ' -
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son seemed to have depended large-
ly on forward passes, which netted
them very little gains. The touch-
down came in the first period of the
game. As a result of a fumble Swe-
tenburg recovered for Clemson on
Davidson's thirty yard line, from here
the "Tiger" backs plunged on, Arm-
strong earring the ball over and "Red"
kicked the goal. In spite of the wet
ground the game was intensely inter-
esting. This victory over the "David-
sonians" gave the "Tigers" the undis-
puted title of "Champions of Both
Carolinas."
Randle—Guard
Thornton—End
Here's to every one who has gone ont to do his bit for the "Tiger"
eleven, and for the ones who will, and can and will come back. Go ovit next
fall and put "Old Clemson" in the place where she belongs. With men like
Banks, Frew, Armstrong, Allison, Potts, Lightsey. Gilmer, Hart, Gettys,
Kay, Thackston, Thornton, Schenck, Paget, Poe, Randle, McCown, O'Dell,
Lowtnan, Roper, Bunch, McKenzie, Moore, Langston, Thomas, Swetten-
burg, and the material that has been
developed during class foot ball we
have great hopes of seeing Clemson
"Champions of the South."
Coach "Jiggs" Donahue came to
us when we were on a downward
slide in athletics especially Foot-Ball.
After his first year we came out suc-
cessful as "Champions" of the state.
"Jiggs" took a team that looked as if
doomed to fall, due to interruptions
caused by men going into the service
and one thing and another and brought
them through the season as "Cham-
pions of both Carolinas". We are all
justly proud of this team and our
coach and next fall the whole corps,
the squad and the Alumni get busy
and do your part and leave the rest
Ale Kenzie—Guard to "J 1^-" O'Dell— Halfback
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Class Football
LASS football proved a great source of interest in the athletic world at
Clemson. The class teams were above the average and all the teams were
closely matched which caused the games to be hard fought. Each team
met the other in two games. The first game of the series was between the
Juniors and Freshmen. In this game the upper classmen won over the
"new boys" by the close -core of ~> to 0. Fumbles were costly to the Fresh-
men. The outstanding stars of the game were McKenzie, who recovered a fumble
for the Juniors and raced for the lone touchdown : Roper and Odell played great
ball in the backfield for the Juniors. Simmons for the 'TJats" played a great game
in the line with Dick and Laurey also playing superb ball.
The next game, between the "Rats" and "Sophies," resulted in the score of
12 to for the Sophs. Fumbles were frequent on both sides. The shining lights
of this game were Poe and Thorton for the Sophs, and Simmons ami Sweetenburg
for the '-Rats:'
The game between the Junior- and Sophomore- resulted in a scoreless tie.
Odell. Roper. Payne, and Gaudy played the best ball for the Juniors with Thorton,
Poe and Cothran shining for the Sophs.
The Juniors then took the Freshmen into camp to the tune of 15 to 0. The
"Rats" didn't seem to be able to stop Odell, Payne, and McGee, while Dick. OneiL
Grice. and Sweetenburg were heard from for the Recruits.
The FTeshmen evidently became tired of getting beat by a close score, so they
beat the Sophomores in the next game T to <i. Oneil at the beginning of the game
intercepted a forward pass and raced 1~> yards for the touchdown. The Sophomores
scored in the last few minutes of play but were unable to kick the goal.
The final game between the Juniors and Sophomores cinched the championship
for the Juniors, as they won over the "Sophies" to the tune of 6 to 0. The series
brought to light some good football material that will surely make seme one hustle
to land a varsity berth on the Tiarer team of 1919.
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The Thanksgiving Shimming Meet
(). the Tigers ffed not forgotten that for the past three years the Davidson
Wildcats had either tied or come mn victors over them. The weather for
the first three* days of the week was beautiful, and all preparations were
made for the big battle that was sure to come on Thanksgiving Day. The
first rousing from slumbers on Thursday morning told the Tigers that it
had rained all night, and it looked as if it were going to keep it up all day.
But about ten o'clock, the downpour slacked up to a drizzle, and then a rush was
made to try to drain the pond that had formed on Riggs Field.
The night before, a wonderful mass meeting was held, and a rousing boost was
given the members of the Tiger eleven before the battle. "Boo" Armstrong. "Red"
Frew. "Switzer."' and the whole team made short talks at the meeting, but the next
morning when "'Boo'' found that it was raining all he could say was "I'll swear,
fellows."
The Davidson team went through and breakfasted at Seneca, and came back
on Twelve. They had a husky bunch that had not been defeated the whole season.
They were confident of victory, and this fact made the battle all the more hotter.
The two teams lined up, and Davidson kicked off over the Tiger goal line.
After one run by a Tiger back, the wet ball got away from the swimming Tigers,
and a Davidson swimmer got it. Down the field slid and skidded the Davidson
backs, but when they seemed to be nearing the Tiger goal a Davidson man was
ducked and fumbled. Clemson recovered and punted and Davidson fumbled.
Sweetenburg of Clemson recovered on Davidson's 30-yd. line. The Tiger backs with
renewed strokes carried the ball down the field ami Armstrong carried the ball over
for the touchdown, and Frew kicked the goal.
After this score the swimming was about equalized, each team taking turn about
getting ducked, some of them however went down for the third time and therefore
many substitutions were made on both sides. The game ended with the lone counter
on the Tigers side.
There was great rejoicing among the Tiger Clan over this victory. Just after
the game many "Eats*' were seen moving in and out with wood and trash and piling
it up on Bowman Field. Just at dark a great bonfire was started, and the band
led the joyous parade. Marching on to Calhoun the crowd gave Coach "Jiggs," who
was going off, a royal send-off, and after general celebrating and painting of the
score in many conspicuous places, the great day closed, but never to be forgotten.
••
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G. G. Thrower
Captain
Miss Ladd
Sponsor
VV. H. Wallace
Manager
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Baseball
Clenison 1
Clemson -i
Clemson 2
Clemson I
Clemson T
Clemson 8
Clemson 6
Clemson
Clemson 4
Clemson 1
Clemson 2
Clemson 8
Clemson ?
Clemson T
Clemson , 3
Clemson 3
Clemson 2
Xorth Carolina 2
Wofford 3
( Oglethorpe 3
( Oglethorpe 6
Wake Forest 2
Furman 3
C of Georgia 5
C of Georgie 2
Erskine 2
Guilford 2
Guilford 5
( Oglethorpe 3
< Oglethorpe •">
Furman
Wofford
Carolina 2
Carolina 3
LINE-UP
Bankhead (C) Right Field
Jordan (C) Shortstop
James | Capt I (C) First Base
MrMeekin ( C ) Center Field
Harris (C) Third Base
Richhourg (C) Left Field
Thackston (C) Second Base
Thrower (C) Pitcher
Atkinson (C) Pitcher
Garrison Pitcher
Samler- (C) Second Base
Thorton Shortstop
Owens Utility
Simrill Utility
Pen-in Pitcher
Wino-o Catcher
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Trie Baseball Season
HE opening of the season in early March saw an abundance of material our
for the team. There were only two letter men hack to answer the call for
the first practice. These men were "Jessie" .lames and "Cutie" Jordan.
However, there were several members of the squad of the previous year
that gave promise of making good, and several men including McMeekin,
Riehbourg, Thrower, and others had played in many of the games of the
year. Other members of the previous year's squad that were out to land
Thackston. Thornton.
previou
a berth on the varsity nine were Sanders. Bankhead, Bank
Garrison. Robertson, and others.
Many new men upon their first appearance that showed up well were Harris.
Atkinson. Simrill, Parler, Owens. Poe. Wingo, and Tomlinson. The elimination
contest was begun and at the close of the survival of the fittest. "Stump" hanks was
holding down the backstop position. The pitching staff was made up of "Major"
Thrower. "Lefty" Atkinson, and "Bean" Garrison. "Jessie"' James was at his old
position at the initial sack. Simrill started the season at second, hut later Sanders
was shifted to this position. When "Rip" entered the army. Thackston was put at
this position. "C'utie" Jordan was ready to -tart things at the shortstop position.
and "Jughead" Harris was at the hot corner. The outfielders were Riehbourg, Mc-
Meekin. and "Varsity" Bankhead.
The first game opened with the University of North Carolina, which was lost
by the close score of 2 to 1. This defeat put the fight in the team, which caused
them to defeat the Wofford Terriers in a pretty eleven inning game by the -core of
4 to 3. The features of this game was the hitting of McMeekin and Bankhead.
Xow came two games with Oglethorpe University. The first game was lost by the
score of 3 to 2. Banks and Jordan played great hall in this game for Clemson.
The second game was won by the score of 1 to 6. Wake Forrest was next beaten
'. to 2. McMeekin. Riehbourg. and James were the stars in this game.
Then came the trip over to Greenville to play the Furman team. Thrower was
on the mound for the Tigers and pitched great hall. By easily outplaying the
Hornets. Clemson won 8 to 3. Xext came the two games on the campus with the
University of Georgia. The first, due to the hitting of James. Harris and Banks,
was won <i to 5. The second game was lost 2 to 0. due in large part to the excellent
I!
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pitching of Westbrook. The Tigers then met the Erskine Seceders, and with the
game tied in the ninth inning. James drove out the hit that scored two runs, win-
ning the game 4 to 2. A two game series was lost to Guilford College. Zacharv.
the iron south-paw pitched both games. The first game resulted 2 to 1, and the
second to the tune of •") to 2. McMeekiu and Harris starred in the first game with
Banks, Jordan and James in the second.
Then came the trip to Atlanta where at Ponce de Leon Park. Oglethorpe Uni-
versity was defeated in two games. The playing of the Tigers in Atlanta was great.
The whole team hit the hall like a house afire, and both Atkinson and Thrower
pitched like veterans, in the two games the Tigers drove out a total of twenty-six:
hits and scored a total of fifteen runs. James was the outstanding star with the
stick, getting a homer and a total of five hits in the two games. Thrower pitched
great ball and was given high mention by the sport writers of Atlanta.
The final trip was made to Spartanburg and then to Columbia, playing Wofford
once and Carolina twice. The game with Wofford resulted in a shut-out by the
Tigers to the tune of -'3 to 0. James, Mc.Meekin and Bankhead connected safely two
* times each in this game.
The two games in Columbia were two of the hardest fought of the whole season.
Carolina put up a fight in both games and both resulted in 3 to 2 scores, the Tigers
getting away with the first one and the Gamecocks annexed the second in ten in-
nings. In the first game Thrower relieved Atkinson in the seventh inning with no
men out and two men on bases, hut '"Major" held the Birds scoreless in this inning.
The feature of this game was a three bagger by Richbourg, and the hitting of Harris,
James and Thackston. The second game went to the Gamecocks in ten innings.
The Tigers had several fine chances to score and win the game hut failed to do so.
With the score tied in the tenth. Beall of Carolina got the hit that .-cored the winning
run for Carolina.
With a majority of last year's team back the Tigers will make a good showing
this spring. The letter men back are Banks. Thrower. Atkinson. Bankhead, Thack-
ston, Harris and Richbourg. With this hunch as a basis the nine is sure to have
success.
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Miss Prentice
Sponsor
J. H. EOBERTSOX
Captain and Manager J. S. Watkins
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The Basketball Season
HE basketball season was shortened during the past season due to the
quarantine that was placed on the college by the State Board of Health.
The prospects for the team were good, and Coach succeeded in developing
a g ! team and had circumstances permitted the playing of more games
;;^K
_
the Quintet would have in all probability made a g I record for the season.
S=i The old men out to answer the call for the first practice were Robertson,
captain of the team. Schenck and Ford. There were several members of the previ-
ous year's -quad that were ready to do their best to make a place on the varsity.
Some of these men were Going, Thorton, Morecock, Rode, M. J. Black. .1. M. Black.
Poe and Boggs. Some of the new- men that showed up well upon their first appear-
ance on the door were Dorn, Coles, Wiles, Carter. Clatworthy, Lightsey, Allison,
Schirmer, Manning, Stork. Fitzgerald and others.
When the Tigers opened the season with the Wofford Five, Ford was playing
Center. Schenck and Bode forwards, and Robertson and Going were holding down
the guard positions. This game with the Terrier- wa- a -nappy one. the two teams
being almost evenly matched. The first point was scored by Robertson mi a foul
and then the Terriers scored five points in rapid succession. The Tigers then opened
up and shot several goals, Schenck making some pretty shots. The score at tin- end
of the first quarter was 15 to 11 with the visitors holding down the big end of the
score. At the beginning of the second half, the Tigers came hack with a rush, and
Ford. Robertson and Schenck shot the basket- from all angles. The whole Tiger
team opened up and scored a total of 22 points during this half. The Terrier- made
a spurt at the la.-t few minutes and Carroll shot several pretty ones, hut they were
unable to -core but 13 points in this half: hence the game ended with a 34 to :>1
-core for the Tigers.
After defeating the five from Wofford, the Quintet went down to Georgia, play-
ing the University of Georgia and the Atlanta Athletic Club. The game with
Georgia was a hard fought one and reminded one more of a football than a basket-
ball game. The Tigers lost tin- game to their heavier opponents by the score of
30 to 12. The outstanding star of this game was Schenck. This boy seemed to
find the basket from almost any angle.
The Tigers journeyed from Athens to Atlanta where they met the great Fve
of the Atlanta Athletic" (dub. Our Team wa- clearly outclassed by this team, but
they put up a -crappy battle. The final score was 60 to K. Black was the shining
light of the game for Clemson, while the celebrated Strupper was in action for our
opponent-.
The next and dual game was with Piedmont College on our court. This game
saw the appearance of "Cotton" Watkins in the line-up. In this game the Tigers
ran wild, putting up a great exhibition of basketball, piling up a total of 73 points
to our opponent's 3d. Robertson and Watkins played the best ball for the home team.
With an abundance of material back, the team next season should be a good one.
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Members: Schirmer, Covington, Schwettman, Morecock, Stender, Robinson. Geraty
and Muc-kenfuss.
THE MEET WITH GEOBGIA TECH.
Tech. C. A. C.
30-Yd.—Weiss 9 1-5, Scott 10 2-5 8
220-Yd.— Frasier 2 :50, < arxm 3:08 8
40-Yd. Back—Weiss 30 1-5, Covington 33 5 3
40-Yd. Dash—Weiss 23, Covington 26 5 3
80-Yd. Medley—Schirmer 1:12, Scott 1 :11 3 5
40-Yd. Back—Mnckenfuss 3-3. Owens 35 2-5 3 5
100-Yd.—Frasier 1 :05, Carson 1:11 8
410-Yd.—Evans 6 :30, Schirmer 8:0? 5 3
80-Yd.—Tech. 41 See.. Clemson 40 See 5 3
Total 45. 19
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The Swimming Team
N entirely new branch of athletics was introduced at Clemson when a
swimming team was organized. Of course there has always been g 1
swimmers in the Corps, hut not until this year was there ever an attempt
made to organize into a team. The boys from Charleston are usually the
hot swimmers, and as we have a large representation from the "Bottry" we
were able to put out a team of good swimmers. The only meet was held
without a great deal of practice and it was with Georgia Tech. Tech. presented a
tine team of crack swimmers that had a long period of practice, and they were much
more scientific in the fine points of the meet, such as making of the turns of the pool.
The meet was staged in the pool of the Y. M. ('. A., and it created a large amount
of interest and enthusiasm and was well attended by the Corps. In fact, owing to
the lack of room many were turned away at the door. When it was known that
there was to he a swimming team, there were a large number of men to go out for
the team. The ones that showed up the best, and hence were the ones that made
the team, were Schirmer, Covington. Schwettman, Morecock, Stender and Mucken-
fuss. The meet with Tech. was made up of nine events with an extra stunt that
did not go to make up any points. From the start that has been made, it is evident
that this branch of athletics will soon be a very popular one at Clemson.
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Staff of Taps, 1019
Editor-in-Chief
Business Manage]
Assistant Business Managen
Advertising Managers
Literary Staff .
Editor of Satire Book
Assistant Satire Editor-
Editor Miltary Book
Editor Athletic Book
Asistant Athletic Editors
Editor of Classes Book
^rt Staff
..1. B. Bank head
IE E. Graves
JR. L. Vakx
' If. S. Plexico
.1. C. Metts
m;. H. AlLL
f A. C. CORCORAN
< .1. S. WATKINS
I^Z. B. Bradford
\Y. J. Kennerly
HI. H. KlRKPATRICK
< J. H. Robertson
I \V. M. QlATTLEBAUM
I. \V. DUGGAN
.II. M. Elliott
f\V. L. Halt
{ L. R. Kay
l^W. H. Wallace
H. ('. Sandels
'M. M. Corxwell
H. D. Montgomery
II. Marvin
R. C. Stork
J. Y. Dunbar
( t
. E. Cook
R. A. Fleemax
,H. \V. Hood
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Editor-in-Chief
Business Manager
Assistant Editors
Athletic Editor
Alumni Editor
Literary Societies
Y. M. C. A. and Lectures
Local Editor
Assistant Athletic Editor
HE R0AR5 FOR CLEMSON!
The Tiger Staff
G. H. Aull
II. 1). Montgomery
IT. C. Walkee
M. ('. Jeter
R. M. Barnette
H. M. Elliott
. K. L. Varn
J. J. Wolfe
. II. C. Sanders
J. E. Jones
. J. P. Yoigiit
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CHRONICLE
Tke Ckronicle Staff
Bditor-ii-Chief
Business Manager
Circulation Man -
Literary E<]it<>r>
Alunini Editor
Exchange Edit
Y. M. C. A. Editor
Joke Editor
Assists - J Editor
.
>. C. Joins
W. J. Kenn
R. L. Valn-
A. C. Com •
ML C. -Tetee
M. S :h
F. U.
"•"
J. S. Watkdts
<t. H. Aull
J. M. Barns
B. CHi es
L. D. Harris
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Literary Work at Clemson
LEMSON is, strictly speaking, purely an agricultural and mechanical col-
lege, a college of which little is expected in literary endeavor. Yet we
have six live, active, literary societies which havs proven their ability to
produce speakers of no mean merit. Of course we have our monthly
literary magazine as well as a weekly paper. These publications are an
active example of the ability of Clemson men to write upon various subjects.
A review of last year's literary activities places Clemson at the head of all South
Carolina Colleges. The only Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest in the state was won
by a Clemson man. J. S. Watkins. with "The Challenge of the Undone" for his
subject, defeated, in this contest, by a unanimous decision, the representatives of
every college in the State. And among these colleges, let us remind you. were those
at which literary work is given a principal place in the curriculum of its students.
In this same contest it was a man who received his first training at Clemson that
won second place. This then certainly shows the superiority of Clemson men in
Oratorical art.
Again, in her debates, Clemson leads the list. The Triangular Debate between
The University of S. C. The Citadel, and Clemson was easily won by the Clemson
teams. The affirmative team, composed of Messrs. M. W. Hiess and J. B. Faust de-
feated the Citadel team at Clemson. while the negative team, composed of Messrs.
J. S. Watkins and J. W. Wbfford, speaking in Columbia, won over the team of the
University of S. C. The query : "Eesolved that the United States should own and
operate all railroads within its boundaries." was converted by the Clemson men in
both cases into a one-sided debate. Clemson not only has upper classmen ""who. tho'
vanquished can argue still." but she has many Freshmen who readily respond to the
true Tiger Spirit and learn to speak forth their thoughts and win debates. In a
debate between Wofford and Clemson in which only Freshmen were eligible. Messrs.
M. C. Smith and 0. B. Mills defending the affirmative views of the government
ownership of railroads, won the decision of the judges. This contest was held in
Greenville away from the Tigers' lair but not from the Tigers" claws.
In the entire field of Intercollegiate Literary Activiies during the last year.
Clemson tops the list. When a college of a technical character, such as Clemson.
wins every literary contest in which it enters, then certainly this fact reflects much
credit upon the literary societies and the individuals who participated in the various
contests as well as the English Faculty of the college. Now that Clemson has taken
the lead in literary activities throughout the state, we feel sure that it will hereafter
be looked upon as a technical college of a high literary standard: one in which the
men are taught not only the facts concerning agriculture, chemistry, mechanics, and
electricity, but taught how to express these facts to the outside world.
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Intercollegiate Debaters
Freshman Debating Team
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Corcoran, A. C.
Carolina Literary Society
PRESIDENTS
Sanders. II. C. Duggan, I. W. Kittles, T. J.
MEMBERS
Addy, C. S.
Atkinson, C. N".
Brown, J. 0.
( lorcoran, A. C.
Carter, R. E.
Coleman, R. L.
Covington, O. F.
Duggan, I. W.
Ervrin, W". J.
Fripp, \V. T.
Hall, J. R.
Harris. L. D.
Harper. J. K.
Renriquez, ( . S
I rerring, L. I .
Huggins, C. B.
Kittles, T. J.
Lawton, A. S.
Meacham, J. V.
Melson, H. R.
< >dom, It.
Rawls, E. H.
Rilev, G. M.
Sanders, II. I
Sarrat, I». C.
Sharpe, J. C.
Stanford. II.
Stanley, G. A
Thomason, J. F.
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Calhou^ Literary Society
Kennerlv. W. J. Vain. K. L.
PRESIDENT"
Bates. J. M. McCown, M. T.
MEMBERS
Armstrong, I '.
Austin. W. L.
Baker. ( ». E.
Bates. J. M.
Bolt, F. W.
Bowlan, T. G.
Gary. J. L.
Cbilds, L. H.
Corsey, R. W.
Covin. J. O.
Cox. G.
Davis. W. M.
Dowling, J. A.
Dunbar, J. Y.
Dunlap, J. H.
Dunlap, R. T.
Fitzgerald, J. B.
Ford. C. R.
Fuller. E. P.
Gower. A. G.
Hefner. L. B.
Jordan. E. B.
Kennerly. W. J.
Leslie. F. H.
Leppard. B. T.
Langston, J. L.
McCown. B. A.
McCown. M. T.
McDaniel. G. E.
McDonald. W. S.
Mc' ugh, J. F.
Madden. L. 'v
Martin. A. F.
Moutgome H. D.
Moore. J. B.
Muckenfuss. C. H.
Neeley, .T. T
< (wens. C. A.
Osborne. B. \.
Pridmore, R. M.
Rankin. F. G.
Rawlinson, B. S.
Robertson, H. B.
Robertson. J. W.
Roper. C. P.
Roper T. H.
Sanders. D. A.
Smith. M. C.
Thackston. L. P.
Thornton. M.
Trotter. J. W.
Vain. R. L.
Wade. J. L.
Walker. H. C.
Webb, T J.
Washington. W. H.
Wolfe. F. U.
Wolfe. J. J.
Young. J. L.
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Columbian Literary Society
Metts, J. C.
PRESIDENTS
Aull. G. II. Jones, s.
MEMBERS
('. Kay, L. R.
C
Atkinson. R. E.
Aull. G. H.
Barnes. W. M.
Raskin. J. L.
Bauman, J. H.
Black. S. A.
Bodie, D. D.
Boyston, C. L.
Cain. <).
Chappell,
Cook. L.
I >wight,
Fant, G.
Gray, J.
Hammond. J,
Hendricks. D.
Henry, J. A.
Hicks. R. C.
Holley, A. F.
Hubbard, W.
Huggins, C.
Jeter, M. C.
Jones. S. C.
Kay. E. R.
Keyserling, H. H.
Keyserling, H. L.
Kolb, R. F.
W.
E.
H.
F. M.
W.
E.
A.
B.
Leland, .1. M.
Martin, G. C.
Ma mi. M. E.
Marscher, A. A.
Mri Sowan, J. E.
McKnight, E
Metts. J. C.
Moore, W. I>.
Palmer, (i. D.
Pepper, E. F.
Pitts. I.. A.
Ramsey. \Y. H.
Ramsey. W. C
Ricker, G. F.
Rogers, E. E.
Saunders. H. M.
Sawyer. W. S.
Singleton, C H
Smith, C. E.
Smith. .1. S.
Sumner, I>. K.
Thompson, F. M.
Walker. A. R.
Warner. J. D.
Wells. W. F.
Worthington, W.
Wvatt. W. F.
c.
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Hayne Literary Society
PRESIDENTS
Mays, W. H.
Watkins. C. S.
Allison. J. W.
Bishop. W. II.
Campbell, C. D.
Copeland, G. E.
Copeland, I. B.
< loward, C. C.
Dewitt, A.
Galphin, G. B.
Goodwin, L. W.
Hill, G. 0.
Holly. H. M.
HoUifield, J. E.
Hollingsworth, W. S.
Garrison, L. C.
Thrower, 6. G.
MEMBERS
Hoffmeyer, II. G. G.
Kirkland, J. M.
MeHugh, M. L.
MeMeekin, T. E.
Mabry,W. L.
Mcltoil. G. H.
Rush, J. 1).
Reeves, E. E.
Singleton, J. M.
Smith, J. E.
Wallace, X. E.
Watson, L. E.
Willingham, J. W.
Wilson. J. W.
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Bankhead, J. B.
Altman. D. M.
Altman, H. S.
Anderson. E. T.
BaUenger, A. R.
Railes. J. P.
Bankhead. J. B.
Barnette, R. M.
Berry. J. B.
Boggs, L. K.
Bradford. Z. B.
Byers. W. B.
Campbell, T. A.
Cann, G.
('lemons. S. P.
Cook. L. H.
Cooper, T. B.
Cornwell. M. M.
Day, E. S.
Dick, L. W.
Dillard. R. L.
Dnrant, A. L.
Dnrant. C. O.
E liott. H. M.
Palmetto Literary Society
PRESIDENTS
Elliorr. H. M.
MEMBERS
Farmer. E. P.
Freeman. J. F.
Garvin, J. E.
Graham, J. P.
Haves. S. J.
Hill. W. C.
Hodges, K. B.
Hoffmeyer. H. F. L
Jenkins. E. M.
Jones, J. D.
Kelley. H. ('.
Kirkpatrick, M. H.
Lofris. C. B.
Mackay, M. S.
Martin, J. V.
Mitchell, ('. A.
Morecock, E. M.
Mnl key. H. B.
McEachern, D. M.
McEachern, J. T.
McKenzie, M. A.
MeKenzie. W. J.
Newton. W. H.
Kirkpatrick, M. H.
Parler, S. W.
Parkins. I). F.
Patrick. <J. B.
Parrott. E. I..
Plexico, R. S.
Poole, J. C
Rode. X. F.
Rogers, W. B.
Keroggs, J. L.
Smarr. K. G.
Snow. J. J.
Spoon. L. P.
Stevenson, W. B.
Townsend, J. C.
Tollison, P. L.
Trnett. I.. T.
Truluck, W. E.
Truluck, T. D.
Tyler. ('. L.
Walsh. J. X.
Wallace. A. B.
Waters, P. B.
Wingo, W. P.
Woodward, M. B.
PayeOnc Hundred-ninety-one
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Wade Hampton Literar)) Society
Watkins, J. S.
Bethea. J. P.
Bratton, R. B.
Brice, R. W.
Bunch. E. T.
Cook, (t. F.
DeTreville, H. F.
Farmer, R.
Fraser. H. E.
Geraty, J. W.
Hood. H. W.
Hubster, E. 6.
Lisjhtsey, E. M.
FRESH )KXTS
Gaines, R. <;.
MEMBERS
McCord, W. E.
Maekorell, T. M.
Manigault, E. E
Marvin. B.
Mills, ('. E.
Mills, (). B.
Minus. P. M.
' >\\Vill. B.
Pearlstine, J. V.
Sc hwettmann, F. W
Simmons, R.
Voight, J. P.
Wallace. F. H.
Wise. G. S.
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Clemson Agricultural Society
Anil, G. H.
Anil, G. H.
Bankhead, J. B.
Baskin, J. L.
Bates, J. M.
Berlv, R. H.
Campbell, T. A.
(
'lemons, S. P.
Cook,W. S.
Coward, C. C.
I mggan, I. W.
Dwight, F. M.
Folk. M. H.
Harper, J. K.
Hollifield, J. F
Hoffmeyer, H. G. G.
•Tones. S. C.
Kennedy, W. J.
Kittles, T. J.
Kirkpatriek, M. H.
PRESIDEXTS
Sanders, H. C.
MEMBERS
Wolfe, J.J.
Leopard. B. T.
Leslie. F. II.
Mays, W. H.
McHugh, M. L.
McEachern, J. J
Pepper, F. F.
Parrot, F. L.
Reeves, E. F.
Rash, J. 1 >.
Sander-. TL C.
Sawver, W. S.
Shields. H. L. B.
Singleton, 6. FL
Singleton, J. M.
Truerr. L. T.
Truluck, W. E.
Watkins, C. S.
Wolfe. J. J.
Yarn. B. L.
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Tke First Sergeant's Club
\Y. 1). Moore, President "A" Companv
T. H. Byrnes, Vice-President "D" Company
D Hendrix "B" Company
J. M. (Jaxdy "C" Company
J. W. Allison "E" Company
J. 1). Rivers . '
"F" Company
A. H. Dula "G" Company
J. L. Wade "H" Company
M. C. Jeter ">" Company
,1. A. Hammond DrumMajor
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Y. M. C. A. Cabinet Officers
H. C. Sanders
B. S. Plexico
R. F. Kolb
<;. H. Aull
L. K. Boggs
S. C. Jones
L. C. Garrison
o. f. Covington
W. M. QlTATTLEBAUM
M. C. Jeter
J. A. Henby
W. II. Bryant
M. P. M( Clire
. . President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
(( REMITTEE CHAIRMEN
OFFICERS
Bible Study
Membership
Mission Study
Social Service
Conferences
New Students
Publications
Bible Study
General Secretary
Assistant Secretary
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W. H. Wallace
J. H. ROBEBTSOX
H. M. Elliott
Austin. \Y. L.
Bankhead, J. B.
Barnes. \Y. M.
Rates. J. M.
Baskin. J. L.
Bodie, D. L).
Brown. H. W.
(onvers. J. \Y.
Cook. W. S.
' 'oreoran. A. 0.
Corn well. M. M.
Cox, G.
Davis. W. M.
Dial. J. C.
Dwight, F. M.
(iaines. R. G.
Galleglv, J. M.
Hamrick, L. A
Hart. W. L.
Miss Haebis
Sponsor
Senior Dancing Club
MEMBERS
President
Vive- President
Secretary and Treasurer
Hubster, E. G.
Jones, J. E.
T popard, B. T.
Leslie, F. H.
Martin, A. F.
Mays, W. H.
Morecock, E. M.
Parler. J. W.
Pridmore, R. M.
Rode X. F.
Rogers, W. B.
Shields. H. L. B.
Stender, B.
Thrower, <>. G.
Tollison, P. L.
Truett. L. T.
Truluek. W. E.
Vain. P. T .
Wallace. F. If.
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S|> msor
C. E. Fobd
T. H. IiOl'Ei;
T. H. Byrnes
MEMBERS
Allison, J. W.
Allen. F. M.
Bratton, R. B.
Bunch. E. T.
Bow Ian. T. G.
Brown. J. 0.
Barn.-tTe. R. M.
Balleiiirer. A. R.
( late, W. L.
Gary, J. L.
Day, R. E.
Davis, G. E. E.
Dunlap, R. T.
Dunbar. J. Y.
Faht, G. W.
Fitzgerald. J. B.
Franks. C. H.
Gandy, J. M.
Garrison. F. B.
Garvin. J. E.
Young, J. L.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Going, 0. F.
Holley, H. M.
ETolley, R.
Jjeslie, A. E.
Manigault. E. E.
Mills. C. S.
MeHugh. J. F.
McKenzie, W. J.
Parkins. I). F.
Pavne, H. D.
Potts. R. ('.
Rivers, J. D.
Roper. C. P.
Snow. J. J.
Stork. R. C. '
Schwettinan, F. W.
Thackston, E P
Thrower. W. H.
Trvduck,T. D.
Wise, G. S.
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LSfiss Stackhodse
Sponsor
SopKomore Dancing Club
K. B. Hod'gks
P. I. LOW MAX
B. C. Cobb
MKMBERS
Anderson, ( ). W.
Atkinson..]}. K.
Cann, M.
C1)0«1>. L. II. '
Dean. ('. IS.
Freeman, J. F. .
(iar'rett. W. F.
GilHland/W. A.
Harrison. <r. A.
Hodge;?, K. B.
Hollingsworth, W. S.
Heffner, L. B.
Lachicotte, L. H.
Lowman, P. I.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
M. ('own. B. A.
' Mefiowan. J. L. s~
%. ~ . -
-
M;„
. >. X. *
f.r*.
Watson, L. F.
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A t Rftts^fe'-Mfe,
jN |Poe,5). s. vff ,
i l&nilr. mJM
Ijiokerl <;.']•?;
•'Sarnitt. ft. ( -.
_
Selienek.'j. R~
'
Spoon. L. P.
Scruggs, J. L.
Trotter, .7. W.
Vi
' r
—
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A. I. E. E.
Clemson ^College Branch American Institute of Electrical Engineers
PRESIDENTS
J. W. Coxyers H. W. Bkowx
TOLLISOX Seeretarv
'.. QUATTLEB.vr.AI
MEMBERS
Treasurer
Brown. H. W. Allison, J. W. Johnston, J. F.
Chambliss, P. B. Ballenger, A. P. Manigault, E. L.
Glenn, W. T. Black, J. M. Power, P. M.
Grav, J. P. Black. M. J. Roper, ("'. P.
Martin. A. F. Bunch, E. T. Shuler, C. F.
MeCord, W. F. Bratton, R. B. Thompson. F. M.
McDermid
:
J. A. Brown. J. (). Voight, J. P.
Morecoek, I-]. M. Clark. J. P. Wade, J. F.
Quattebaum, W. H. Day, P. F. Walker, A. P.
Rode, X. F. Fitzgerald, J. B. MeHughm, J. F.
Smith, F. R. Ford, C. P. Leslie, A. F.
Tollison, P. F. Hammond, J. A. Dula, A. E.
Wilkins, P. T. Holley, A. F.
HONORARY MEMBERS
Professor?
:
S. B. Earle 1". T. Dargan
S. P. Rhodes \V. W. Klugh s. T. Howard
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Clemson College Glee Club and Mandolin Club
PERSONNEL
FIRST TENORS
Cooper, T. B. Davis. G. E. R. Hart. W. L. King, R. F. Tollison, P. L.
BARITONE
Dunbar, J. Y. Ricker, G. F. Vara, R. L.
SECOND TENORS
Bunch, E. T . Cobb, J. 0. Kennerly, W. J McCord, W. L.
BASSES
Mills, C. s. Pfeiffer, C. A.
MANDOLIN CLUB
Day Dunbar DuPre Garrison King
QUARTET
King McCord Vara
Wallace, A. B.
.->])< IW
Pfeiffer
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Clemson College Orckestra
P. L. TOLLISOX. Lrii'l'T
G. E. K. Davis, Manngt r
J. \Y. COXYERS
E. R. Dupre
L. H. Lachicotte
R. E. Day
0. P. Roper
Cornet
I)rum
Violin
Violin
Clarinet
Trombone
Pian i
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Camp Gordon Survivors
F. M. Wallace
A. P. Martin
K. G. Gaines, .T.
J. H. Derham
First Lieutenants
T. H. Roper
J. L. Young
.7. 1). Rivers
S. P. Clemons
W. II. Thrower
K. P.. Hodges
E. F. Farmer
L. A. Hamrick
( ). S. Poe
L. T. Truluck
II. C. Kelley
L. ('. Garrison
\V. P. Wingo
J. E. Garvin
,T. M. Gandy
J. M. Black
.7. I). Jones
M. B. Woodward
.1. ('. Sharpe
J. M. Singleton
R. Stender
L. Baskin, W. H. Mays
L. C. Herring, T.
Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel
Majors
Captain and Regimental Adjutant
D. Truluck, A. H. Dula . . Battalion Adjutants
CAPTAINS
•A" Company
•B" Company
•('" Company
"D" Company
"E"' Companj
"F" Company
.1. K. Harper
H. E. Fraser
T. A. Campbell
I. R. Clark
R. E. Atkinson
R. Holley
••<;" Companj
"H" Company
••I" Company
"K" Company
"I." Company
"M" Company
1st.
1st.
"A"
"B
"('•
"D"
"E"
F"
"G"
"H"
"I"
"K"
"L"
"M"
Lieut. &
FIRST LII
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Chaplain
1UTENANTS
M. J. Black
.1. C. Bell
VV. W. Gordon
I. A. Henry
o. E. Baker
i;. H. Melton
R. M. Pridmo
H. G. (
M. L. McHugh
S. J. Hayes
A. E
1<r.
Capt. Ildqtrs. Co.
Lieut. Hdqtrs. Co.
F. U.
I). A.
0. F.
C. P..
Capt. Supply Co.
Lieut Supply Co.
Capt. Q. M. C.
1st. Lieut. Q. M. C.
Capt. Personal < Hficer
1st. Lieut. Personel Officer
Cant. Mess < >fficer
Hoffmever, 1st. Lieut. Mess Officer
Capt. M. P.
1st. Lieut. M. P.
Leslie. Capt. & Reg. Bayonet Instr.
Wolfe . 1st. Lieut. Bayonet Instr.
Sanders . l<t. Lieut. Bayonet Instr.
Covington, 1st. Lieut. Bayonel Instr.
Patrick . . Police Officer
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ZACHAR^I
£kuB %
TAYLOR
T« «'0E •*, CAKmif
D. ]). BODIE
W . II . Wallace
J. s. Watkins
.!. M. Walker
R. F. Km.i:
w H . Washington
A. M. Hill
R. s. Cathcart
!•;. H. Rawls
E. L. Manigault
11 <
<
. Walker
Battery ( !o nmander
First Lieutenant
Secon 1 Lieutenant
First Sergeant
Fiist Section Chief
Second Section Chief
Third Section Chief
Batterv Clerk
. X. C. 0.
Kitchen Police
•L. P."
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SHAVE-TAIL CLUB
H W. Bbown President
B
MEMBERS
Secretary and Treasurer
Austin. William L. Fitzgerald, James B. Met 'own. Moultrie T.
Baskin, James L. Gallegly, John M. Metts. James ('.
Bradford. Zachar'y B. Gamble, Julius r. PottS, Robert ('.
Bratton, Robert B. Garrison, Fred B. Robertson. Julian H.
Brown. Harold W. Herring, Leroy C. Rogers, William B.
Cook. William S. Jones. John E. Shields, Hollis L. P..
Corcoran, Albert C. Jones. Samuel C. Thomason, John P.
Cox. Guy Kennerly. William J. Wallace. Frederick M.
Duggan, Ivy W. Kinsey, Horace M. Washington, William II.
Dula, Alfred H. Kittles. Thos. J. Watkins. John S.
Dwight, Frank M. Leslie. Alpheus E. Wolfe. Fred V.
Elliott, Henry M. Leslie. Frank M. Wolfe. John J.
England, William L. Leppard, Benjamin T.
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>enior Non-Com. Club
J. K. Harpeb
L. C. Hebrixg
T. A. Campbell
C. C. < lOWAKD
AUII. (r. H.
Campbell, C, I >.
demons, S. P.
Davis, W. M.
Derham, J. H.
Folk. M. H.
Garrison, L. C.
Glenn. W. T.
Hall. J. B.
Hoffmeyer, H. G.
Hollifield, J. F
McCord, W. L.
MeDermid, J. A.
"' leneral Xuisance"
'<
'olonel Tumult"
"Lieutenant Colonel Misery"
"Major Trouble"
Xowell. J. L.
Palmer. G. D.
Parler, J. \V.
Parrott, E. L.
Pridmore, IJ. M
Quattlebaum, W M.
Reeves, E. E.
Sawyer, W. S.
Short. W. J.
Stender, B.
Suber, F. L.
Truluck, W. F
V.'atkin-. < -
Wilkin,. K. T.
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Get offem r
n\Y foot
"^fc — *-—/ -^ o^
Mrljxwv Vfc?
--%,
That "ai" Krue
M< >T l'< i
"Big Mart" Kim;
"Sandy" Childs
Black, "S. A."
Chappell, "Chris"
Cobb, "B. C."
DuPre, "Puke"
Durant, "Cecil"
Gilliland, "Jack"
'To knock the 'not' out of 'monotonv,
Griffin, "Grif"
Lachicotte, "Louise'
Melton, "Doc"
McMeekin, "Boy"
McMeekin, "Mack"
Parker. "Porky"
Zeigler, "Zeig"
President
Secretary and Treasurer
Pitts. "Minis"
Poe, "Oran"
Smith. "Bab"
Wcl)l». "P. T."
\Yoodham, "Bigun"
Yongue, "Means"
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Chemistry Science Club
.1. C. Mi- its
\V. J. Short
Anderson, E. T.
Anil. G. H.
Bankhead, J. B.
Barnette, R. M.
Bishop, W. G.
Bodie, D. D.
Boggs, L. K.
Bowlan, T. G.
Bradford. Z. B.
Davis, W. M.
Garrison, F. E
Graves, H. E.
President for First Term
President for Second Term
Mail. J. B.
Kennerly, W. J
Metts, J. ('.
Palmer, (t. 1).
Parler, J. W.
Plexico, R. S.
Reeves, E. E.
Short, W. J.
Stanford, H.
Thaekston, L. P.
Wallace. F. M.
Watkins, J. S.
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The Plant and Animal Club
B. T. Leppard
T. A. Campbell
E. F. Peppeb
Berry. J. B.
Cain, 0. \V.
Campbell, C. D
I Fair. A. B.
Herring, L. C.
Herron, R. P.
Hart. W. L.
Holly, A. F.
Holly. H. M.
Holly, R.
Lemmon, A. X.
MackoreU, T. M.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasure
Martin. A. F.
Martin. G. C.
Martin. S. M.
Mos<. J. H.
Xettles. H. F.
Parrott, F. L.
Rush, .1. T).
Rush, A. F.
Stork, R. C.
Stork. R. 6.
Wolfe. J. J.
Wolfe, F. F.
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The Cosmopolitan Club
I. W. Duggax, President
H. C. SaxdebSj Secretary and Treasurer
Chauibliss, V. L Kentucky
Chambliss, P. B Kentucky
Coles, A. P Florida
(
'oarsey, R. W Georgia
Duggan, I. W Georgia
Hart. W. L District of Columbia
Henriquez, ('. S Jamaica B. W. I.
Junes. W. R Alabama
Jones, R. J Ylabanm
Leppard, B. T Georgia
Jackson, T. S Georgia
Melson, H. K Georgia
Meacham, J. F Georaria
Georgia
I. iuisiana
M Gougan, J. B North Carolina
McDonald, W. S Florida
Morecock, E. M Virginia
Palmer. G. D Arkansas
Pfeiffer, C. A Florida
Redfern, W M Xorth Carolina
Rode, X. F Virginia
Sanders. H. C Louisiana
Schenk, J. I? Xorth Carolina
Short. W. J G
Smith, C. E Xorth Carolina
on, L. P Xorth Carolina
Taylor, F. E Georgia
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"oreword
ND now, gentle reader, we present to you in unobtrusive
drama the green-eyed monster, Satire. Born on the
iron(y) bed of sarcasm, raised in a home of trenchant
wit, this ugly beast threw off in early life the chains of
his inheritance and today he literally fights to free him-
self from the hands of the modern Adam. His power has been
abused, his force has been so modified that now Satire often spells
truth. Be that as it may, no harm is meant to anyone in the fol-
lowing pages. If, perchance, we clip an ear of yours, just clip the
other to match, but
"If in any joke
Your name is spoke
With just some little rub,
Pray don't get sore
And make a roar,
But rub some other 'Dub.' "
Curtain Please
!
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EnglisK at C. A. C.
I've taken my course as I have found it.
And as my journey is near its end,
I"ll show up some of my professors
With whom I could never contend.
One was our Bald-head Bryan,
Whose ivory dome is real bare,
And one was the famous "Colonial."
With his long and flowing hair.
(?)
Now I'm not a scholar of English,
But just taking my whole career.
I made better marks in my Freshman
Than I did in my Junior year.
Sometimes I knew all the English,
And again I just knew I "Shot ;"
But 'twasn't this that determined my grade
—
It was only that which I sfot.
(3
I was a happy "rat'" in my Freshman.
Just as happy as could he.
"King" Sease was then my professor,
The reason I think you can see.
He was a great and grand professor,
And he taught his class with vim:
He had no chart with which to talk
—
But a little English I learned from him.
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(4)
I was next sent down to "Bald-head
—
The agony was all I could bear,
For his work- were as free from meaning,
As his head is free from hair.
His appetite for repeating—enormous
And his version of English was slim:
He'd always repeat for those who came late.
Ami of course I learned little from him.
Then I went to the noted "Colonial."'
Who's as cranky as any old maid.
I thought he'd he better than "Bald-head."
But I soon found the mistake I'd made.
He would frown, and gesture, and nourish.
And his coat-tail would swing with vim
;
He would give the version of Shakespeare,
But alas! I learned little from him.
(6)
'Twas there 1 met with misfortune,
And still 1 tremble and fear.
For the crank flunked me as usual
And. now. this is my Senior year.
I fretted and fumed and then wondered
How far I could slide and skim
But happy was 1 to get a pas-
And how little I learned from him.
(7)
I've taken my course as I've found it.
And very soon I'll get my degree.
And as long as the world shall last.
I'll never say "your'n" for "we."'
My work I'll make up in "Lame duck" week
And then I'll he happy and free:
Oh welcome end! thank God I'll be clear
Of all English at C. A. ('.
Paqe Two Hundred-twenty-five
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Prof. Lipscomb: Mr. Short, of whal is cotton seed meal composed?
"Daddy"' .Short: Well '
. me see, "rofessor. Oh yes. it is composed of three
elements— cotton, >rv<\, and meal.
"Dickie" Derham—"I ain't never made .10 more' 1 one mistake in English and
I seen that'un when 1 m.ide it a. 1 taken : t back."
"Rat," at football game: "Why did they cheer w.nn "Noisy" l\av got hud ?"
Noisy's Roommate: "So the girls couldn't hear what h'.i was saying."
Flirting With College Girls Againsi the Law.
(Headline in the "Greenville Piedmont."';
"Pint" Cornwell: "My! Pete! you've got a shape like a match."
Pete Harper: "Well a match has a head; that's more than you've got.
"Bill" McCord's, father, seeing Percy Tollison asked : "Do you know my son,
William, at Clemson?"
Percy: "Yes sir, we sleep in the same Mechanics class together."
"Look. \Skeet." 1 weigh three pounds more than you do.*'
"Aw you're cheating, Rivers; you've got your hands in your pockets.'
"Mouse" Elliott: "Professor, do you think it foolish for me to marry a girl
who is my inferior intellectually?"
Dr. Calhoun: "Not foolish, impossible."
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Colonel McFeeley at the fire: ' jir. Parrott, cal„e this flash-light and see if
there is any fire over there in that corner."
A. W. Robertson; "I dreamed last night that I was in heaven."
"Moek" McCown: "Did you see me there?"
"A. W.": "Yes, that's why I knew I was dreaming."
Father to "Pot" Hamrick: "Son, what- does thai T" mean in your report?"
"Pot": "You see Father, it's like this, that T" means Pine."
"Varsity" Bankhead: "I've worn my brain out to a frazzle and I can't think
of a thing for the annual.''
"Ted" Wallace: "Well, don't worry, A'arse,' J had my picture made for it
yesterday."
"Queen" Metis: "Were you over at the hotel after ten last night?"
"Slim" Bodie: "X<>! I was only after one."
"Crunk" Brown to Freshman : "Rat, did you take a shower?"
"No ! Is one missing ?"
Prof. Hare: "Mr. Thrower, characterize the white leghorn.''
"Major" Thrower: "White leghorn is the dairy or egg type of poultry."
L\ FORMATION DEPARTMENT
Dear Editor
:
I have a choice between a $10,000 position in Iowa and a $1,500 job in Winns-
boro. Which will I take?
"Mouse."
I )ear "Mouse"
:
We know the girl. You had better ffo to Winnsboro.
Dear Editor
I have some beautiful hens that while walking around my poultry yard fell over
Mm]). What is the trouble?
Poultry Expert.
Dear Poultry Expert
:
From what vou said in vour letter we figure that vour hens must he dead.
Editor.
Bill Austin was scrubbing the floor in the mess hall to get off somi of his ex-
tras, and "Red" Morecock passed and said : ''Bill, what are vou doing?"
"Bill'": "I'm getting off extras."
"Red"': "Oli, I thought perhaps you werer working on your thesis."
"Crip" Aull, president of the Columbian Society: "if any of you gentlemen
wish to make anv remarks you may do so."
"Swifty" dimes rises.
"Sit down, Mr. .(ones, didn't vou hear me say Gentlemen?"
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Birthright Sold For A Mess Of Pottage
(i)
Oh hear me gentle public in my plea,
For it will be of advantages as you will see.
Our bill of fare as advertised is great.
But I would hate to leave you to its fate.
(2)
When legislative committees come to our domain,
The grub they get is anything but plain.
Fried chicken they think is an every-day affair.
And ox-tail soup a military man's nightmare.
(3)
I plot this scene in our great messhall bare,
Where "Shoot the bull" is the gist of what you hear.
Where "Army Beans'' hold a hard unconquered reign.
And macaroni groans as if in pain.
(4)
Two men are served, the food it dwindles out.
Well, "by the Gods, where is the Saner Kraut."
"Say Shorty, have a heart and let's have tail- play.
—
Hang off your grouch its gone another way.
Drill hour is over and stomachs empty and weak.
The dreary mess-hall is the retreat they seek.
"Oh pull that hell and let us haste to mess.
For my stomach feels like an antique Scheutzenfest."
(6)
Grace is said, and then to the stools we dive.
For food is short and we cannot wait on pride.
We sniff, and suddenly we sense a smell,
That rotten hull you'll sound the corps' death-knell.
(<)
The Senior Cooperative Committee airs its views,
For the rotten bull is giving us the blues.
Bankhead speaks up, we'll see dear Doc. Biggs today.
And he will put an end to this horse-plav.
(8)
Then up spoke the committee as one man,
We'll tell him what we think of this flim-flam.
And we'll guarantee 'ere another sun has set,
That better meals at Clemson the corps of cadets will get,
(9)
Next morning President Biggs looks up and smiles.
"Good morning Mr.-er-Banks-h-what can I do for you ?
And gentlemen of the Senior class who are so kind and true.
I'll do anything for your corps of cadets except out-flank the fhie.'
(10)
They tell Doc. Biggs their tale of woe,
About the food—and all that they regret,
That they promised the fare would be better,
'Ere another sun had set.
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(ii)
"W ell, gentlemen— I appreciate all your thoughtfulness,
By coming straight to me.
This trouble shall be remedied
By tonight as you will see.
(12)
"Another tiling before you go—there's a banquet here tonight,
And 1*11 treat you to some swell food—that will clear things up all pgjht,
Just come around at eight P. M., and we'll thrash this matter out.
And vou won't see beans and water, nor syrup and Saner-Kraut.
(13)
That night the messhall was decorated for a splendid gala affair,
And our committee was present, with their white collars cold and clear.
They were toasted and were gorged, and by the time the end was near.
TheY doubted whether they were Xapoleon or a Newport millionaire.
(14)
Oh, men of Clemson isn't it sad.
That men sell their birthright so cheap.
That us poor deYils—the corps of cadets
—
Still starve and we cannot sleep?
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S. A. T. C. Days or The Great Battle of Fort Hill, S. C
All Clemson was divided into three parts: one of which the Kindergarten in-
habited; another the Vocational Men: and still another, the home of the Tribe of
the Tigers, who were enslaved by the cruel overlord, S. A. T. ('.
In the good old days before the war, Gaius Bullus Riggs held sway over the
land of the Clemsonii, but as from the outer world came the rumors and tale- of
war, he, The most potent Riggs, seeking to gain more power and to enrich his hoard
of gold, began to probe into the matter of bringing the war to the land of the Clem-
sonii. The higher powers in Washington, seeking soldiers to lick the lain over-
seas, barkened to the call of Gaius Bullus Riggs and made the land of the Tigers
a veritable arsenal.
The embryonic fortress was called the S. A. T. ('., which in the Green reads:
Sobel's Army's Terrible Catastrophe. Sobel was the chief Monkety-monk of that
high and all powerful potentiate, Henri Macfellae Caesar. As a sign of his office,
the great Monketymonk wore an eyebrow under his nose and covered his woeful
countenance with pink-powder. His instruments of office were a deliquency sheet
and a smile and pleasant word for everybody.
On the fatal day of October 1. 1918, there arrived at the fortress of the Clem-
sonii, a caravan of K. P. Duties and Fatigue Polices. These were the instruments
of war which were given to the poor underlings of the tyrants. Almost immediately
after their arrival they were issued to the motley population. Altho some of these
warring instruments were not appreciated by the slaves to whom they were issued,
they were used daily by them.
In order that miscreants and committers of crime might easily he delected.
when they broke bonds which bound them close, a strange cloth was devised into
garments called uniforms, and these uniforms were placed upon the hacks of the
Clemsonii. Some of these uniforms were O. I), and some were Navy Blue. If a
Clemsonius washed in the river, Seneca, he was called a "(Job'' and was given the
blue uniform to wear, hut if he cleansed his anatomy under the shower-bath, be
wasn't called anything except at inspection, when and his uniform was of a
•'wallow-hog brown" color.
During the reign of the S. A. T. C. many of the Clemsonii were transported
to foreign (dimes. Many of these went to the country of the C. O. T. S. in hope
of getting away from the hated K. P. and Police horrors, hut these wen sadly dis-
appointed when they found that these horrors were everywhere.
Finally came, the days of peace. Caesar was removed from bis high place,
the beloved Governor and the Monketymonk, Sobel, was sent hack to his "fair
Haward." and Gaius Bullus Riggs was again placed triumphantly upon the throne.
The gold chest of the Clemsonii were fattened and th,' whole place was again
Idled with the familiar "•hot air" and "Bull."
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A SKIN YOU LOVE
How do you Know
the Sophs are Sepa-
rating the Second 6 roup?
THERE'S A
REASO%
No "Medal" Can
Touch You
99^PURE
HOLEPROOF
IT WENT THROUGH
ENGLAND'S LAUNDRY
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Trie Thrilling Episode of a Fruitless Hunt
One Day A all Folk (s) at Clemson
—
Yongue and old, Black and White, Wise ami foolish.
Short and Long,
—
gathered together in a
Bunch and decided that they were Going on a Hunt out
West of Davis Mills. The
Best H/unter was Minus a gun hut there was a Cannon in the
Boclie (although the Bolt was not Wright) so he took it. Soon we
Drew towards a Forrest through winch ran a
River and across winch was a Hill, and the
Fellers laughed at the Cannon Barror because he was out of
Wvnn. He was a
Sharp Trotter, however, and
Gage(d) his distance to the Banks of the River's run saying, "I
Betc'haman I Cann Throw-er in those
Waters." "I'll he
Sam(s) Hill if you Cann," said Rob
Berly, and he threw his hand-maid "Bull"
Derham Smoak away and landed Wright on to}) of the Cannon. There he
Rode. We were nearing the
Ford hut the Mann did not have the Power to
Er-win his bet and he Boggs up in a
Poole of muddy Waters through which he could not
Wade. We fished him out but the
Herring had eaten a piece out of his
Hipp. Fortunately we caught the fish. It was of a
Green-Gray color with large Shields, Great
Scott ! ! We turned it over to the Cook and the
Baker who fixed it up.
Crisp and Brown. Rivers
Varn said that he would have the Tayl-
Or bust, and since we did not feel Moody to
Rush, and besides there were no
Graves at hand, he was given his choice. "Mouse"
Elliott said he would Getty-'s pick or raise Cain, but he
Auten to have said anything for
Sanders beats him to it and so he loses all and
Gains nothing. We all became
Fuller('n) ticks but we
Sojourner(ed) there awhile and then Mosley(ed) on, each
Mann arguing that he had eaten
Moore than the other. Soon a Randle Catt was jumped and then a
Leppard. The writer raised his gun to shoot, but when he went to
Poe it in 'er someone
"Skeef'(ed) Lemon juice in his eye and the shot went
Wile(s) leaving the animal a Freeman, but singeing
Noisy Kay's Hair and wounding a
Stork on the
Banks of the River. We formed a
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Garrison about the wounded creature and after
"Vars" Bankhead had shouted. "Eop-'er; Turn-'er over:
Tripp her. you Green back Wood(s) Mann!
O-'d-ll with the whole
Staek(house) of you."' and several other commands and wishes like
Smarr(t) Solomon(s) only can make or even think of in thirteen
Summers or as many Snows—after that the
Stork was gone. Our luck ended when we found a
Berry of Mother Hubbard
Pepper on a Holley tree, the phenomena of it all being that a
Parrott was
Hiers thirty-seven feet in the Bush cursing like the
Kino- of all Seaborn(ed) because
Campbell(s) did not live in
England. Handsome George
Palmer talked hack to him saying. "I Fink you are a
Coward to Harden your Kin
—
ard(t) because of such a trifling.
Mulkey affair. It"s none of your business anyway, so
Porn your Rustin(g) hide go to the
Dickson and be
Short about it. We all wondered what the
Parrott would say to this
Sharp speech of Handsome George—even Roy
Suber stared in open mouth amazement, and Percy
Tollison looked much mortified because of the
Long' flow of vile language which
George had used. We were soon set at ease lor the bird
Salley(ed) forth into a Power (ful) attack upon
Aull of us from A( b rnathv) to Z(eigler) and never let up
Till we passed out of hearing distance. The
Hunt might not have ended then but "Zub"
Bradford complained of a
Payne in his stomach and I looked at the
Dial of my watch to find that it indicated the exact time for
Aull Clemson men to be entering the mess
Hall, so we got one of our number who could
Hodowell to call in the rest, and together the
Hunter! s) returned (as together they had gone) to the
TIGER'S lair at C. A. C. each Mann declaring favorably as to
Howell he had enjoyed the
lav—
I'ay, Tiao Ilurnirrd-l/iirty-six
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GOT KOMF
A Stewed Chicken
S/v/ne. hadn't interrupted.
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In Tke Good Old Djtfs
There was a time And "Caruso" sang
When Cadets wore gray In the movies
And slept until And they didn't
Thirty seconds before reveille; Cost but a nickel
And then wore an overcoat And you could buy
To formation and nothing more. A good cigar for a jit,
This was before
The Tiger advertised
And postage stamps
This fact and
Were two cents each.
Started Colonel on our trail,
Then you always
Had money.
Then Seniors went to church
At Calhoun, and And -Bugs- would
Didn't have to run. Knock down demerits
And Dr. Riggs had them For bis friends
To dinner, and the hardest And Assistant Commandants
Work of Senior Ags Weren't so numerous
Was sending out And you could talk Buck
Laundry and we joined Out of a report.
The Pendleton Guards
Tin's was when the
And spent a blissful year at home.
""Dew Drops" stood retreat
Then Shorty gave us pie And the hand could play
Three times a week The Xational Anthem.
And pork on Sunday,
And cream puffs occasionally And there were
And Hobo kept a yardfull No police formations
Of Chickens and And holidays were
They were tame. Always observed.
And when a cheese Say, Boy ! Them were the "Happy
And a dope were worth a shave. Days."
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Special E^ery Day and Sunda\) Meal
•la there any wonder that the Clemson Cadets all weigh within the neighborhood of
rwo hundred pounds?
BREAKFAST (7:30 to S:00)
Three minutes to think of rhe breakfast you would have if you were at home.
Bull a' la Rotten ..... Standpipe Juice
La Lumps Hominy . . Wasp Nest a" la Stale
Dish Water de Gravy ..... Syrup de Sour
Murk a' Coffee
DINNER (1 to 1 :30)
Soup: Cream of Door Mats a' la Broom Handles
Minced Scrap Pie ..... Turnip Salad
Dish Water de Gravy . Saw Horse Steak and Mush
Frozen Corn Starch Pudding with Mucilage Same
Olive Juice and Wooden Nut Megs . Pig-nut Coffee (demi-tasse)
Tooth Picks i ad libitum i
SUPPER (6 to 6:30)
La Lumpa Hominy . . Butter a la Methuselah
Chips (Hickory Nut Potato'
Mock a" Coffee ..... Wasp Nest a' la Stale
Broiled Heifer Tail . Jam a' la Question Mark
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Spartanburg City Club
W. L. McCoki)
W. M. Barnes
J. B. Fitzgerald
Alley, W. H.
Cannon, W. S.
Dean, G. B.
Dula, A. H.
Dunbar, J. Y.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Freeman, R. A.
Hagood, W. M.
Halstead, R. T.
Heffner, L. B.
Mabry, W. L.
Odell, J. II.
Sams. M. W.
Scruggs, J. L.
Walker. H. C.
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J. A. McDeemid
A. C. CCHJCORAN
Allen, "Billy"
Bailey, "Wadmalaw"
Boylston, "Cliff
Bunch; "Honev"
Carr, "Catfish"
Cook, "Jailbird"
( lorcoran, "Allie"
Davis, "Mollv
-
'
1 'enaro. "Josey"
Fraser, "Skinny"
Geraty, "Jake"
Grice, "Dicey"
Jenkins, "Jenks"
Leland, "Brig"
mm /'
''Oyster Crackers"
MEMBERS
Laurey, "Guts"
Leland, "Joy"
Martin. "Vinee"
Manigault, "Oxford"
Mikell. "Tater"
Mitchell. "Anger'
Morrison, "Jojo" 1st.
Morrison, "Jojo" 3nd.
Morrison, "Jojo" 3rd.
Mc< ants, "B "
McDermid, "Mac"
McDonald. "Ladd"
Newton. "Fig"
Nowell, "Biddie"'
President
Secretary-Treasurer
O'Neill/'Specks"
Perry, "Commodore"
Pinckney, "Ivory"
River-. "Sixty"
Rustin, "Rusty"
Schirmer, "Bobby"
Schwettmann, ''Booby''
Simmons, "Shag?
Steinmeyer, "Dutch"
sti ader, "Jock"
Town -end. "Slim"
Tupper, "Spindle"
Voight, "Red"
Whalev, "Bucket"
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TAL CITY
C. B. Fokd
R. C. Stork
W. M. QUATTLEBAUM
Vice-President
A' ice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Childs, L. H.
Drew, B. L.
Dupree, E. P.
MEMBERS
Hollowel], J. G.
Hollowell, J. R.
T achicotte, L. H
Madden, L. E.
Robinson, H. B.
Stork, P. B.
Watkins, J. S.
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A. F. Martin
W. M. Davis
W. H. Washington
Armstrong, F. E.
Bolt, F. W.
Boozer. YV. M.
Crisp, C. A.
Copeland. G. E.
Copeland, I. B.
< Jopeland, J. D.
MEMBEES
Davis. W. M. Langston, J. L
Dial, P. A.
Dial. J. C.
Dunlap, R. T.
Dunlap, J. H.
Franks. G. H.
Fuller. E. P.
McDaniel, G. E.
Martin. A. F.
Middleton, \Y
Roper, C. P.
Roper, T. H.
Rogers, E. L
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Richbourg, S. E.
Thomason, J. F.
Wallace. X. L.
S. Washington, W. H.
Wood, ii. ii.
Wilkes, E. H.
Dr. D. W. Daniel
HOXORARY MEMBERS
"Mother** Middleton .1. B. Wood
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GR&kNYIkL
J. H. Robertson
S. A. Black
Armstrong, H.
Bauman, J. H.
Black, S. A.
Brooks, J. T.
Berry, J. B.
Carr, D. L.
Cannon, V. L.
Cobb, J. 0.
MEMBERS
Cooper, J. B.
Dawes, H. L.
Going, 0. F.
(lower, A. G.
Hellams, J. I.
Kendrix, C. T.
Kilgore, A. R.
Loftis, C. B.
President
Secretary and Treasurer
McHugh, J. F.
Parkins, D. F.
Poole, J. C.
Robertson, J. H.
Scott, V. M.
Smith, J. S.
Wingo, W. P.
Wallace, A. B.
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CHESTER COl/Nty
THE CHESTER
DRUC CO
J. B. Bankhead
M. M. CORNWELL
E. T. Anderson
Abernathy, W. H.
Gage, G.
Melton, G. H.
MEMBERS
Sanders, D. A.
Stevenson, D. W.
Stevenson, H. F.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Stevenson. W. B.
Yarborough, J. H.
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J. B. Hall
R. M. Poweb
President
Secretary and Treasurer
Black, M. J.
Black, J. M.
Bell, J. C.
Bowlaa, T. G.
Clark. J. R.
Duckworth, B.
MEMBERS
Farmer, E. H.
Green, S. M.
Griffin, S. W.
Hall. J. B.
Hubbard, W. B.
Moore. J. B.
McGee. R. F.
Power. A. C.
Power, R. Iff.
Thompson, J. T.
Wallace. X. H.
Webb. T. J.
Wilhite, F. T.
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PICKCNl
S. C. Jones
L. R. Kay
D. Hendricks
Freeman, B. F.
Freeman. J. L.
Gaines, E. G.
. I ones, J. D.
MEMBERS
Kay, A. E.
McHugh, M. L.
Merck, W. L.
Riehbourg, S. E.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Watkins, W. W.
Wvatt, W. F.
Younge, C.
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RICHLANDU-
J. M. Bates
F. M. Dwight
R. C. Stork
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Chappell, L. C.
Childs, L. H.
Coleman, R. L.
Drew, B. L.
Dupre, E. R.
Ford, G. R.
Hollowell, J. G.
Hollowell, J. R.
MEMBERS
Jones, H. J.
Kellev. H. C.
Lachicotte, L. H.
Langford, G. S.
Madden, L. E.
Moore, J. S.
Price, G. D.
Quattlebaurn. YV. M.
Rawls, E. H.
Robinson, H. B.
Rawlinson, G. S.
Smith, M. C.
Stork, R. B.
Tavlor, T.
Watkins, J. S.
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T. A. Campbell
B. S. Plexico
E. M. Barxette
Campbell, T. A.
Kirkpatriek. 14. H.
Plexico. E. S.
Barnette. B. M.
Bratton. B. B.
Garrison. F. B.
Bvers. W. B.
Erwin, W. J.
MEMBEBS
Gettys, E. F.
Glascock, E. P.
Haves, S. J.
Poe
?
0. S.
Sharp. J. C.
Smarr. B. G.
Adickes, W.
Brke. B. W.
Harshaw. H. J
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Hill. W. C.
Kinard. J. P.
Logan, F. B.
Mackorell. T. M.
Quinn. J. W.
Bobertson. H. E.
Stewart. J. M.
Walsh. J. X.
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NEWBERRY
^^
*¥
F. L. Subeb
R. H. Berlt
C. S. Mills
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Anil, G. H.
Fellers, E. A.
Folk, M. H.
MEMBERS
Hipp, R.
Mills, 0. B.
Push, W. C.
Wallace, F. H.
Wheeler, H. B.
Wise, G. S.
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W. E. Truluck ........ President
F. M. Dwight ......... Vice-President
J. A. Hammond ...... Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Cain. 0. \V. Parker. J. M. Ramsey, W. H. Truluck, T. T>.
Dwisht R. C. Pitts, E. M. Randle. M. B. Truluck, J. P.
Kolb, R. F. Pitts. L. A. Rvan, M. S. Wright, E. D.
Mays, T. P. Plaver. C. R. Rvan, J. H. Wells. R. W.
Mellette. R. s. Ramsey, W. G. Robertson, M. M
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G. H. SlNGLETOX ..... President
W. L. England .... Vice-President
G. W. Fant
MEMBERS
Secretary and Treasurer
Austin, W. L. • }ordon, W. W.
Carter, R. W. Harrison, G .A. Schroder, J. H. F.
Cary, .!. L. Marett, W. R. Schilletter, J. C
Cobb, B. C. Martin, S. M. Seaborn, J. H.
Davis, C. E. Moore, W. D. Singleton, J. M.
Dickson, W. P. Moss, J. H. Stribling, W. J.
Dora, \Y. L. Mulkev, H. B. Walker, A. R.
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R. L. Vakx .......... President
H. H. Ketseeling ........ Vice-President
G. F. Rickeb ....... Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Mann. M. E. M h \ \ Thoinas. F. E.
Keyserling, H. L. Worthington, W C.
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L. C. Herr:
H. D. Montgomery
W. B. Roger -
President
Vice-President
xarv and Treasurer
Bethea, J. P.
Brown. J. 0.
MEMBERS
. H. W.
Maee. S. X.
Owens. C. A.
mora, L.
Staekhouse, W
Page J-
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J. T. Pearlstixk
R. W. Banks
B. K. Summers
President
Vice-President
Secretarv and Treasurer
Banks, R. W.
Crider, E. S.
MEMBERS
Pearlstine, J. T.
Rast, W. M.
Stoudenmire, L. C.
Summers, 1). K.
Wimberlv, L. B
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R. Marvin
E. G. HUBSTEB
B. Marvin
DeTreviUe, A. L.
•Durant, A. L.
Durant, ("'. 0.
MEMBERS
Kinsev, H. M.
McGowan, J. L.
Ravenel, S. B.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Rhode, H. L.
Saunders. H. M.
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Anderson County Club
P. L. Toixison
C. S. Watkins
L. D. Harris
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Bell, J. C. Green, s. M. Prnitt, E. S.
Black, J. M. Griffin, C. W. Pruirr. W. I".
Black, M. J. Hall. J. B. Power, A. C.
Bowlan, T. G. Harris. L. D. Power. R. M.
Cannon. C. B. Heiron. R. I'. Smirh. E. R.
Clark. J. R. Hubbard, W. B.
Clatworthy, W. M King, R. F. Smith. J. L.
Culbertson, J. A. T.ines K. W. Suiirh. R. M.
Day. E. S. Lewis. J. G. Thompson. J.
Day. R. E. McCown. B. A. Tripp, T. A.
Duckworth. B. F. McGee. G. W. Tollison, P. L.
Farmer, E. F. McGee, R. E. Wallace. W. .1.
Gaines, J. G. McGee, S. A. Warkins. C. S.
Garrison, F. B. MrKenzie. F. E. Watson, L. F.
Garrison, L. C. Merritt, M. S. Webb, T. J.
Garvin, W. R. Moore. J. B. Wiles. F. A.
C ill rand. W. A. Pepper. E. F. Wilhire. F. T.
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Spartanburg County Club
G. Cox
J. L. Gray
J. Y. Dunbab
Alley, W. H.
Barnes, W. M.
Ballenger, A. R.
Bishop, W. G.
CampbeU, C. D.
Cannon. \V. S.
Dean, G. W.
Dula, A. H.
MEMBERS
Fitzgerald, J. B.
Freeman. R. E.
Foster, H. M.
Ila-ood. \V. M.
Halstead, R. T.
Henner. L. B.
Mabry, W. L.
McCord, W, L.
President
Vice-President
-
. tarv and Treasurer
Morgan, T. W.
O'Dell, J. H.
Sams. M. W.
Scruggs, J. L.
Shields. H. L. B.
Smith. W. X.
Walker. H. C.
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Orangeburg County Club
W. L. Whittakeb
S. B. Parleij
P. I. LOWMAN
Barton, W. B.
Evans. T. M.
Galphin, <i. P.
Gibson, J. W.
Gilmore, W. D.
Herbert, D. 0.
Mackay, M. S.
MEMBERS
Patrick, G. B.
Rickenbaker; T. D.
Simmons, T. I).
Smith, T. 1).
Smoak, L. (i.
rhackston, L. P.
Till, J. P., Jr.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Trailer, D. W.
Watson, J. M.
Wolfe, F. U.
Wolfe, J. J.
Whetstone, 0. F.
Zeigler, T. J.
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Greenwood Count}? Club
Z. B. Bradford
J. C. Metts
J. L. Wade
Allen, F. M.
Barks, la le. 1). B.
Cothran, E.
Garrett, W. F.
Goodwin, L. W.
Jennings, J. W.
MEMBERS
Kemp, H. B.
Kennedy, W. J.
Martin, G. C.
Miller. .7. E.
Osburn, R. A.
Payne, H. D.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Proctor, W. G.
Snead, ('. R.
Stalworth, W. H.
Townsend, E. A.
Warner, J. D.
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H. E. Graves
F. H. Leslie
L. H. Ferguson
Abbeville Count)) Club
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Banks. G. C.
Baskin. .T. L.
Cann. G.
Cann, M.
Crowther, C. C.
Ferguson, L. H.
MEMBERS
I rraves, H. E.
Harper. J. K.
Hughes, W. T.
Johnson, J. M.
Jones, (r. R.
Leslie. A. E.
Leslie, F. H.
Sweetenburg, .7. R.
Thornton. R. F.
Williams. S. A.
Wilson. J. W.
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J. \Y. CONYEES
M. T... McCown
L. T. Teuett
W. B. Lawhobx
Cook, W. S.
(
'on vers. J. W.
Epps, A. E.
Garner, J. F.
Hill, G. 0.
Florence County Club
EOLL
Hinson, H. L.
Huggins, ('.
Lawhon, W. B.
Moody, E. C.
MeCown, M. T.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Chaplain
McKenzie, M. A.
Sinmis. F. M.
Stanley, G. A.
Truett, L. T.
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Darlington County Club
E. L. Parrott
R. C. Hicks
J. M. Gaxdy
Auten, J. L.
Anderson, O. W.
Boone, S. C.
Byrnes, T. H.
Boseman, G. R.
Banks, M. L.
Butler, C. M.
MEMBERS
Dick, L. W.
Dewitt, A.
Duhose, G-.
Erwin, A. R.
Hoffmever, H. G G.
Hoffmever, H. F. L.
Jordan, E. B.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
King, H. M.
Sunimer, J. P.
Sowpavrac, H. P.
Tillotson, W. E.
Wilkerson, C. F.
Woodham, B. G.
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Tke Fairfield County Club
H. W. Brown
H. M. Elliott
J. J. McEackerx
( lathcart, R. S.
Cathcart, S. L.
Glenn, W. T.
Harden, W. K.
MEMBERS
I.eitner, J. W.
Leitner, W. W.
McEachern, D. M.
McMeekin, T. L.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
McMeekin, T. R.
Reeves, E. E.
Stevenson, ('. A.
L
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Paeeis Martin
Carlisle Dial
Harry Wilkes
Armstrong, Frank
Bolt, Warren
Crisp, Charles
Dunlap, Thornwell
MEMBERS
Dunlap, James
Dial, Frank
Fuller, Edwin
Franks, Charles
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Langston, J. L.
Roper, Cecil
Roper, Truman
Wallace, Nathan
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Aiken County Club
H. M. HOLLEY
\V. S. Sawyek .
M. B. Woodward
Burchmeyer, L A.
Cato, W.L.
Cook, L. H.
Eubanks, J. B.
tfolley, H. M.
MEMBERS
Holley, R.
Muckenfuss, C. H.
Rearden, J. R.
Sal lev. J. D.
Sawyer, W. S.
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Tvler. C. L.
Tyler, W. P.
Woodward, M. B.
Woodward, W.
Wvnn, W. K.
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Tke Ckerokee County Club
R. T. Wilkinrs ......... President
L. A. Hamrick ........ Vice-President
C. B. Huggins .......... Secretary
C. I. Haas .......... Treasurer
J. F. Jenkins Chaplain
MEMBERS
Allison. J. W. Hollifield, J. F. Smith, T. D.
Haas, R D. Pridmore, R. M. Turner, T. P.
Hobbs, E. W. Sarratt, R. C.
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Dorckester County Club
J. A. Henry . .
. President
P. M. Minus
MEMBEES
Secretary and Treasurer
Arkerman. T. H. Whetsell, J. 0.
Henry. J. A. Minus. P. M.
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Saluda Lexington County Club
OFFICERS
I). D. Bodie
H. Stanford
J. V. Coleman
President
Yice-Pres.
See. & Treas.
MEMBERS
Forrest, H. A.
Kempson. J. M.
Merchant, V. E.
Quattlebaum, C. A.
Waters. P. B.
OFFICERS
J. W. Parler . . President
(
'. S. Addy . . . Yice-Pres.
J. A. Dowlixg . Sec. & Treas.
MEMBERS
Epting, C. Y.
Betchman. H. B.
Fink, B. L.
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Kershaw-Lancaster Club
J. D. Rush
R. C. Potts
J. F. Johnston
Bailes, J. P.
Best, L. M.
Gregory, (J. W.
Harris, 0. P.
MEMBERS
Holley, A. F.
Johnston, J. F.
King, J. M.
Xettles, H. E.
President
A' ice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Potts, R. 0.
Rush, A. E.
Rush, J. D.
Trotter, J. W
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Dillon-Marlboro Club
0. F. Covington
R. E. Atkinson
K. B. Hodges
Alford, M. C.
Atkinson. ('. \.
Atkinson. 1>. E
Baker, 0. E.
MEMBER^
Bethea, L. R.
Covington, ( ). F.
Hodges, K. B.
Howell. L. M.
President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
McLaurin. J. F.
McLaurin, E. B.
Odom, (t. F.
Rogers, J. W.
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Conclonciusion
\'U task is done. We have received many knock-' and cusses
and will receive many more when the annual arrives, but we
wish to say that we have done our best. Although the work
on the annual did not begin until after Christinas, owing to
the unsettled conditions brought about by the war. we have
no alibies to offer.
There may be many faults in Tats '19, but criticism is easy to
make: so be original by Leaving oh' the criticism, or if you have any
to make, please make it to the Staff and not behind their backs.
We extend our thanks to the advertisers, who have shown an in-
terest in the success of our hook. We are also deeply indebted to
Professor 1). H. Henry and Professor M. E. Bradley for their valu-
able services: to Mr. Harry E. Wallace for his excellent photographic
work: and to The Hammersmith-Kortmeyer Company for their un-
tiring efforts and cooperation with their excellent services as printers
and engravers.
May this hook serve its mission of bringing back to you fond
memories of your Alma Mater. With this we bid one fond"farewell.
THE STAFF
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WINTHROP
NORMAL and INDUSTRIAL
COLLEGE
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
PLEASANT AND HEALTHFUL
Campus of fifty acres, unsurpassed Buildings and Equipment; Main Build-
ing (offices and classrooms), four Dormitories, Science Building, Library, In-
firmary—all joined by covered ways. Excellent sanitary s/werage. Ventila-
tion perfect. Hot and Cold Baths on every floor.
Resident Woman Physician. Handsome New Gymnasium, with trained
Instructors. Large Library (additions over a thousand volumes yearly). New
Training School. Able Faculty in all Departments. Religious life carefully
guarded.
118 Officers, Teachers and Assistants
Over 1,000 Students
Normal, Scientific and Literary Courses, with Industrial Studies.
All full graduates granted, in addition to degree, a Life License to teach
in Public Schools of the State.
Shorter Normal Courses are offered, leading to Certificates.
SPECIAL COURSES—Stenography and Typewriting, Dressmaking, Milli-
nery, Cooking, Household Arts, Drawing and Manual Training, Art, Bookkeep-
ing.
Thorough instruction given in Cooking, Floriculture, Freehand and Indus-
trial Drawing, Designing, Reading and Physical Training. A course to train
Kindergarteners is also given.
A course or training in Library Methods is given.
MUSIC—In this Department instruction given in Piano, Pipe Organ, Violin,
Sight Singing, Voice Culture and Chorus Singing.
SCHOLARSHIPS—Each county is given as many Scholarships as it has
members in the House of Representatives. A Scholarship is worth $100.00 and
Free Tuition, and must be won by competitive examination.
In addition to the regular State Scholarships, a number of Dining"-room
Scholarships are given. These scholarships pay all expenses in return for
work in dining-room and kitchen.
Expenses for session of nine months
:
For Students Paying $189.00
For Students Having Free Tuition 149.00
For Scholarship Students 49.00
For Catalog and other information, address
D. B. JOHNSON, President
ROCK HIL, S. C
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Who Makes Your Fertilizer?
Is he a man who has spent his
life at the job?
If you would like the benefit of 33
years devoted to the improvement
of Southern Crops and Soils, use
ROYSTER'S
FERTILIZER
Order Early and Avoid Disappointment
F. S. ROYSTER GUANO COMPANY
NORFOLK, VA. RICHMOND, VA. TARBORO, N. C. CHARLOTTE, N. C.
WASHINGTON, N. C. COLUMBIA, S. C. SPARTANBURG, S. C.
ATLANTA. GA. MACON, GA. COLUMBUS, GA. TOLEDO, O.
MONTGOMERY, ALA. BALTIMORE, MD.
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Write Now to
L. Cleveland Martin
The Quality Druggist
At Clemson for
College Souvenirs
Pennants, Banners, Pillow Covers,
Belts, Seal Brooches, Gold and Silver
Seal Rings, Vanity Cases and other
Jewelry Novelties
CLEMSON VIEW POST CARDS
Twenty Cents Per Dozen
Tu-0 Hur
LORICK BROS.
Jobbers and Dealers in
MANTELS
GRATES AND TILES
STOVES AND RANGES
STOVE PIPE
HOLLOW-WARE
"KOHLER" PLUMBING Fixtures
SEWER PIPE
FLUE PIPE
TIN PLATE
PIG LEAD
SHEET METALS
IRON PIPE
"YALE" LOCKS and HARDWARE
J. M. ASBESTOS and ASPHALT
ROOFINGS
ASPHALT SHINGLES
TIN WARE
ENAMEL WARE
1533 Main Street, COLUMBIA, S. C.
Compliments of
Atlanta Paper
Compart})
Atlanta, Georgia
HaVe you seen our rings for tkis
]pear. We bought them from
GEORGE S. GASS
Representative
D. L. Auld Compart})
Columbus, Ohio
HaVe })ou seen our jeweln? for
this 2?ear. We bought it from
GEORGE S. GASS
Representative
D. L. Aula Compart})
Columbus, Ohio
j
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planters Fertilizer and Phosphate Co.
CHARLESTON, S. C, U. S. A.
Manufacturers of SULPHURIC ACID
We are prepared to ship 60 Degree Sulphuric Acid in tank
cars or drums
HIGH GRADE ACID PHOSPHATE
AND COMMERCIAL FERTILIZER
AND FERTILIZER MATERIALS
WORKS: Ashley River, Southern, Atlantic Coast Line, and
Seaboard Air Line.
Shipment in bulk by Rail or by Water a Specialty
"For the Land's Sake"
use
Fertilizer*
Manufactured bv the
-
American Agricultural Chemical
Company
Double "A" Quality
Columbia - South Carolina
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The Faculty and Students
of Clemson College,
with their friends and rela-
tives are cordially invited to
stop at
Hotel Imperial
Greenville, S. C.
cTWontag Bros.
Incorporated
Makers of
College and School Supplies
of All Kinds
Society Stationer^}, Theme
Tablets, Envelopes,
Examination Pads, etc.
Inquire through the book room or
your local dealer
cTWontag Bros.
Incorporated
ATLANTA, GA.
A Larger Field—Greater Opportunities
As you leave College and make your decision as to your future business,
consider the field offered by the Life Insurance business. It is healthy, attrac-
tive and remunerative, and requires the investment of no money.
Our representatives satisfied and are making money, and no business
offers a young man the possibilities and opportunities that the Life Insurance
business does.
We need salesmen (men that are plum square and willing to work) in
both North and South Carolina. Address
:
SOUTH-EASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
TUNGAR
RECTIFIERS
The most up-to-date device
for charging storage batteries
Write for Prices
Perry-Mann Electric Co.
COLUMBIA, S. C.
J
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courses Given at
CLEMSON
AGRICULTURE
:
WitK Major subjects in
—
Agronomy
Chemistry)
Entomology
Horticultute
Dairying
Chemistr^
Electrical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
General Science
Botany
Animal Husbandry
Veterinary Science
Soils
Agricultural Education
Mechanical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Textile Industry'
Teacher Training in Trades and Industry
One Tear Course i?i Agriculture
Two 1 ear Course i?i Textile
The Clemson Agricultural College
South Carolina's School of Agriculture
and Engineering
W. M. R1GGS, President
CLEMSON COLLEGE. SOUTH CAROLINA
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SACO-LOWELL SHOPS
TEXTILE MACHINERY
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OPENING
CONVEYING
PICKING
CARDING
DRAWING
ROVING
SPINNING
SPOOLING
WARPING
SPLASHING
TWISTING
WINDING
WASTE RECLAIMING MACHINERY i
SHOPS AT
Biddeford, Me. Newton Upper Falls. Mass. Lowell, Mass,
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
BOSTON, MASS.
Rogers W. Davis, Southern Agent, Charlotte, N. C,
Branch Office, Greenville, S. C.
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The Photographs
In this Annual were made by
HARRY E. WALLACE
PHOTOGRAPHER
W
West Side of Court Square ANDERSON, S. C.
Latest Styles of Photography
Farmers Bank of Central
CENTRAL, S. C.
We appreciate your business
Careful attention to the Clemson Faculty
Mak<
SLOAN BROS.
Headquarters while at Clemson
We are always glad to see you. We sell anything
Don't forget to visit our Cafe
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Get our special price on Your Complete Annual
Hammersmith-
Kortmeyer Co.
Engravers Printers
Largest Publishers of High Quality
Complete College Annuals
In the United States
Milwaukee, - Wisconsin
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LEFAX
FACTS-ON-LEAVES
JUST A FEW WORDS ABOUT LEFAX.
That successful engineering depends to a large extent on accurate, up-to-
date information is axiomatic. The problem is how to get it quickly when you
need it.
Bound books are likely to be somewhat out of date, even at the time they
are published. The technical periodicals are good and necessary, but they are
not convenient for reference. If you clip the articles which interest you,
chances are you can't find them when you need them. If you don't clip, you
probably forget where and when any particular article appeared.
LEFAX has solved this problem of thousands of business and technical
men. Our editors search all the leading technical journals, society proceedings,
government publications, etc., for data which will help a technical man in his
work. The articles selected are carefully checked for accuracy and boiled
down to essentials. They are then published in standard loose-leaf form,
self-indexed and classified for filing in the filing boxes or cabinets. The sheets
are also punched for insertion in the pocket binder, so that you can carry them
conveniently when you go on a trip.
The old, standard data such as tablexs of logs, trig functions, properties of
steam, wire capacities, water flow, etc., are also published in this form so
that you can have both the new and the old data together in one place.
About 1700 data sheets (3400 pages) have already been published, cover-
ing the entire technical field. You can get as much or as little of this collection
as you want. You can buy the complete set, or one or more of the classified
sets containing sheets relating to a particular branch, or you can go over the
list and select just the sheets you want. New data sheets are published
monthly. LEFAX BLANK SHEETS
Another part of the Lefax system is the series of blank forms which enable
you to keep at your finger tips the results of your own investigations, the
data which you collect in your reading, and the information you gather from
conversations with other men. There are over 75 different forms. You simply
write on chart the facts you want to keep on a blank suited to the purpose,
fill in the proper index words in the upper right-hand corner, and file alphabeti-
cally.
You can also keep your diary, expense account, addresses, appointments,
and ordinary memoranda on these sheets.
LEFAX MAGAZINE.
We also publish a unique monthly magazine containing interesting and
useful articles on science, business, management, advertising and selling, labor
problems, government, education, and many other timely topics. The magazine
contains the monthly list of new data sheets and keeps subscribers posted re-
garding other developments in the loose-leaf service.
TRIAL OFFER.
If you think that LEFAX might help you, you can try it out without taking
any risk. Send us your order for whatever you want, with remittance to cover.
We will fill it with the understanding that you can return the material within
a reasonable time if you are not entirely satisfied and your money will be
promptly refunded. You can't lose, and on the other hand you are quite likely
to find that you have connected with the very thing for which you have been
looking for years. LEFAX (Inc.)
SHERIDAN BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
THE CADET EXCHANGE
CLEMSON COLLEGE
SOUTH CAROLINA LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES
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UNIFORMS
Presentation Sabres, Belts, Flags
and all Military Supplies
n
WILLIAM C ROWLAND
1024 Race Street Philadelphia, Pa.
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